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Preface
In the la.te sixties, dista.nce-regular graphs were introduced by Biggs as a. combina.torial
genera.lisation of distance-transitive graphs. On the other hand, motivated by problems
in coding theory, Delsarte studied in his thesis [35] P-polynomial association schemes
(or metrically regular graphs). But the P-polynomial schemes are exactly the distanceregular graphs.
One of the reasons to study distance-regula.r graphs is that most classica.! schemes are
distance-regular, for example the Hamming schemes, the Johnson schemes and the dual
polar schemes. Using the theory of association schemes, Delsa.rte was able to prove his
linear programming bound, which is still one of the best hounds known in coding theory.
In this thesis we try to obtain information by looking at substructures and Eudidean
representations of distance-regular graphs. It is known that the classical distance-regular
graphs contain many nice substructures, like designs in the Johnson schemes and the
binary Golay code in the 23-cuhe. By looking at the eigenvalues of distance-regular
graphs it is possible to get Euclidean representa.tions for them. In this way, Terwilliger
and Neumaier were able to show that the Johnson schemes are uniquely determined by
their intersection arrays. For more information ahout dista.nce-regular gra.phs and association schernes, there are the following four hooks: B!GGS [11], BANNAI AND ITO [8],
BROUWER, COHEN AND NEUMAIER [19] and GoDSIL [47].
The following preprints and papers are included in this thesis (in order of their a.ppearance as preprint):

(A) J.M. van den Akker, J.H. Kooien and R..J.M. Vaessens, Perfect codes with distinct
protective radii, Discr. Math. 81 (1990) 103-109, Discr. Ma.th. 89 (1991) 325.

(B) A.E. Brouwer and J.H. Kooien, A new infinite series of regular imiformly geodetic
code graphs, Discr. Math. 120 (1993), 241-247.

(C) J.H. Kooien, On tmiformly geodetîc gmp/1s, Graphs and Comb. 9 (1993) 325-333.
(D) J.H. Kooien, A new condition/or distance-regt1lar gmphs, Europea.n J. of Comh. 13
(1992) 63-64.
(E) J.H. Kooien, On st1bgmphs in distance-regt1lar gmphs, J. Alg. Combin. l (1992)
353-362.
(F) J.H. Kooien, On a conject11re of Martin on the parameters of completely regular
codel' and the classification of the completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith graph,
preprint (1993), to a.ppea.r in LAMA.
v

(G) J.H. Kooien, A characterisation of the Doob graphs, preprint (1993), submitted to
JCT(B).
(H) J.H. Kooien and S.V. Shpectorov, Distance-regular graphs the distance matrix of
which has only one positive eigenvalue, European Journa.l of Combinatorics 15
(1994) 269-275.
(I) A.E. Brouwer, J.H. Koolen and R.J. Riebeek, A new distance-regular groph associated
to the Mathieu group Mio, preprint (1993).
(J) C.D. Godsil and J.H. Kooien, On the multiplicity of eigenvalues of distance-regular
grophs, preprint (1993), submitted to Lin. Alg. Appl.
This thesis consists of two parts. In the first part we study substructures in distanceregular graphs and this parrt conta.ins Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. In the second part we study
Euclidean representations of distance-regular graphs and this part conta.ins Chapters 6
and 7.
In Chapter 1 we will introduce the bMic definitions and concepts. The other six chapters
can be rea.d independently.
In Cha.pter 2 we study dista.nce-regular subgraphs of dista.nce-regula.r gra.phs. It cónta.ins the pa.pers [D] and [E].

In Cha.pter 3 we study completely regnlar codes. These codes a.re an algebra.ic generalisation of perfect codes. They were invented by Delsarte, and Neuma.ier ha.s given a.
definition in terms of pa.rtitions. In the first three sections we study a conjecture that
W.J. Martin made in his thesis [74]. We show tbat this conjecture is true for most cla.ssical schemes, but also that it is not true in general. Furthermore all the completely
regula.r codes in the Biggs-Smith graph are determined. In the fourth section we study
perfect codes with two distinct radii in the binary Ha.mming scheme. As was rema.rked by
Brouwer [18], the class of codes we study is a. subclass of the class of completely regula.r
codes. The first three sections are based on [F], the fourth section on [A].
In Chapter 4 we give a characterisation of the Doob graphs, using completely regular codes. This cha.pter is hased on [G].
In Chapter 5 we construct some new graphs. In the first.section we give two constructions
for uniformly geodetic gra.phs. In the second section we construct a ne.w distance-regular
graph. This new graph is a bipartite double of the complement of the Berlekamp-van
Lint-Seidel graph and its existence solves a problem in the book of Brouwer, Cohen and
Neuma.ier, [19, p360]. The first section is based on [C] and partially on (B] and the second
section is ba.sed on [IJ.

In Chapter 6 we consider the metric bierarchy for graph&. In the first two sections a.n
introduction and the ba.sic definitions are given. In the third section we will define root
graphs and cla.ssify the a.mply regula.r root graphs. (We closely follow [19, §§3.14-3.15);
however, since there are severa.l mista.kes in those sections we thought it appropriate to
completely give this piece of theory.) This culminates in Theorems 6.30, 6.40 and 6.42.
{The proof of the I'
4 case in Theorem 6.30 is given in [B].) In the last section we
will classify the distance-regular graphs whose distance matrix ha.s exactly one positive
eigenvalue. Tllis last section is based on [H].

=

vi

In Chapter 7 we will look at the standard representations of distance-regular graphs.
In the first section we will develop some theory using ideas of Terwilliger and Godsil. In
the second section we will apply this theory to distance-regular graphs with ad 0. This
section is based on [J]. In the last section we will give the ciassification of distance-regular
graphs with an eigenvalue of multiplicity 8. This section is joint work with W.J. Martin.

=
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce distance-regular graphs. Also we will expla.in the subjects of this thesis. There is only one exception, the metric theory of graphs will be
introduced in Chapter 6. Only Section 3 is new in this chapter. For the notations we
follow [19].

1.1

Distance-regular graphs

First we introduce distance-regular graphs. For more information about distance-regular
graphs 1 would like to refer to the following four hooks: BIGGS [11], BANNAI & ITo (8],
BROUWER, CoHEN & NEUMAIER (19) and GoosIL (46].
For a graph r and a vertex x of r define r ;( x) as the set of vertices at distance i from x.
We usually write r( x) instead of r 1 ( x ).
A connected grapb r is ca.lled distance-regular if it is regular of va.lency k and if tbere
are integers b;, c; (i 2'. 0) such that for any two vertices x,y E Vrat dista.nce i d(x,y)
there are precisely Ci neighhours in r;-1(x) and b, neighhours in r,+I(x). The sequence

=

i(r) := { bo, bh ... , bd-1; c1i c2, ... , cd},
where dis the diameter of r' is ca.lled the intersection army of r; the numbers c;, b; and
a;, where
a;
k - b; - c; ( i = 0, 1, ... , d)

=

is the numher of neighbours of y in r;(x) for d(x,y)
i, are ca.lled the intersection
numbers of r. Clearly
bo = k, bd co = 0, C1=1.
By counting edges yz with d(x,y)
vertices, where

= i and d(x,z)

i

(i

+ 1, we see that f;(x) conta.ins k;

= 0,1,." ,d-1).

A distance-regular grapb with intersection array {bo, b1 , .•. , bd-ti 1, c2 "
tersection diagram:

Examples.

1

•• ,

cd} bas in-

(1) The polygons. They have intersection array {2, 1, 1, ... , 1; 1, 1, ... , 1, cd} where cd=
1 for an ( 2d + 1 )-gon and 2 otherwise.

(2) The Platonic solids. Their vertices and edges form distance-regular graphs with intersection arrays {3; 1} (tetrahedron), {4, 1; 1,4} (octahedron), {3, 2, 1; 1,2,3} (cube),
{5, 2, 1; 1, 2, 5} (itosahedron) and {3, 2, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 2,3} ( dodecahedron).

(3) The Petersen gra.ph and its line graph. Identification of the antipodal points in the
dodecahedron leads to the Petersen graph, wP,ich is distance-regular with intersection array {3, 2; 1, 1}. The line graph of the Petersen graph is also distance-regular;
its intersection array is {4,2,1;1,1,4}.

(4) The Johnson graphs. The Johnson graph J(n,t) has as vertices the t-subsets of an
n-set and two subsets are adjacent if and only if their symmetrie difl'erence has
cardinality 2. WithÓut loss of generality we may assume that n 2:: 2t. Then it has
intersection array {(n- t)t,(n t l)(t-1), ... ,n-2t+ 1;1,4,9,16"" ,t2 }.
It is not difficult to verify by drawing that in the first three cases the intersection array
determines the graph uniquely (up to isomorphism, of course). In the fourth case it is
not easy to see it. The Johnson graphs are uniquely determined by their intersection
array, except for tlie array {12,5; 1,4} as was shown by Neumaier and Terwilliger, independently. In Chapter 6 we will give a proof for this fact.
Fora graph r we can define the ith distance matrix Aï(f) of r as the ( v x v) 01-matrix
with an xy-eutry an 1 if and only if d(x,y) i, where vis the number of vertices of r.
The adj<lcency rMtrix A(f) is the matrix A 1(r). lf it is clear which graph we mea.n, then
we write A; instead of A;(f).
The eigem1alues of a gmpli are the eigenva.lues of its ailjacency matrix A.
Let r be a distance-regular gra.ph with intersection array {ho, bi. ... , bd-1; 1, C2,,C3, ••• 'Cd}·
Now one easily checks that tlle matrices A; satisfy the relations

Ao
(1.1)

AA; = c;+1Ai+1

I,

+ a;A; + b;- 1A;- 1
Ao + Ai

where A is the a.djacency matrix of
polynomiaJs in A of degree i,

(1.2)
where the

r.

(i

+ ... + Ad

1, 2, ... , d - 1),

J,

It follows that the matrices A; can be written as

A;=v;(A)

t';

At= A,

(i

1,2,.",d),

are polynomials of degree i defined recursively by
vo(x)

C;+1 Vi+J(x)

= (x -

= 1,

v1(x)

a;)v;(x) - bi-1 Vi-1(x)

x,

(i = 1, 2" .. ,d - 1)

By (1.1) and (1.2) we find that
à.

A,A1

Ev!;A1
t=O

for certain numbers P~;· By comparison of the xy-entries we see that for vertices x, 'SI at
distance t, the number p~i equa.ls the number of vertices z with d(x, z) i and d(y, z) j

=

2

=

for i, j, t = 0, 1, ... , d. In particular the pfj are non-negative integers.
Now we look at the eigenvalues of r. The adjacency matrix A has at least d +1 different
eigenvalues, since the matrices A;
v;(A),(i
0,1, ... ,d) are linearly independent.
But also AAd = bd-1Ad-1. + adAd, so there is a polynomial w of degree d + 1 such that
w(A) O; therefore A has exactly d + 1 distinct eigenvalues.

=

=

Define the tridiagonal ( d + 1} x ( d + 1) matrix

The algebra.ic multiplicity is equal to the numerical multiplicity for all the eigenvalues of L 1 , because tridiagonal ma.trices are similar to tridiagonal symmetrie matrices.
For all numbers r E R the matrix L 1 - r I has rank at least d, because c; :f. 0,
i
1, 2, ... , d. Hence L 1 has d + 1 distinct eigenvalues. Let 8 be an eigenvalue of
L 1 . Let (1 = uo(B),u1(8), ... ,ud(B))T be a right eigenvector of L 1 corresponding to fJ,
i.e.

tio(fJ)
c;u;_ 1 (8)

= 1,

u1(8)

= fJ/k,

+ a;u;(fJ) + b;u;+i(fJ) = 8u;(8)

( i = 1, 2, ... , d - 1).

Let x E vr. Define the vector w by Wy u;( 8) if d( x' y) = i. It is easy to see that the
vector w is an eigenvector of A corresponding to fJ. The conclusion is tlmt the eigenvalues
of r can be calculated from the intersection arra.y only. Also the multiplicities of these
eigenvalues can be calculated from the intersection array only, cf. [19, Theorem 4.1.4].
The array tt;( 8) is called t11e stamlmYl se<1uence corresponding to 8.
Now we give some easy restrictions on the intersection arrays for distance-regular graphs.

Proposition 1.1 For a distance-regttlar gmph, the following

n~strictions

on the inter-

section arroy hold.
(i) k = bo;::: b1;::: •• •bd+
( ii) 1 = Ct $ C2 $ ... $ Cd.
(iii) IJ i + j $ d, then c;:::; bi.
(iv) All parameters Pi; (including the k;) are nonnegatille integers.
( v) All the multiplicities of the eigen11alues are integml. D

lndeed, Pl; and multiplicities can be calculated from the intersection array. The significa.nee of this proposition is that it is a sieve for potentiaJ intersection arrays. An
intersection array is sometimes called 'feasible' if it passes these five tests. Thus, the
intersection array of a distance-regular graph is feasible, hut a feasible array need not
correspond toa distance·regular graph.
If there are induced quadrangles in the distance-regular graph, theu T('rwilliger had shown
the following theorem. (A stmngly regufor grnph is a distance-regula.r graph of diameter
2. In the next section we sec some properties of strongly f('gular graphs.)
3

Theorem 1.2 (TERWILLIGER [106, 104], cf. (19, Theorem 5.2.1, Corollary 5.2.4]) Let
r be a distance-regular graph with a quadrangle as induced subgraph. Then the following
properties hold.
(i)c; b;?_c;-1-bi-1+a1+2fori 1,2,.",d.
( ii) For the diameter d we have
d< k+cd
- a1+2'
and ij equ.ality hold.q, then r is a strongly regular graph with smallest eigenvalue -2,
a Hamming graph, a Doob graph (i.e a cartesian 'product of 4-cliques and Shrikhande
graphs), a loeally Petersen graph, a John.~on graph, a halved cu.be or the Gosset graph. D
This theorem was a. main tool of Terwilliger in his proof of the fact that the Johnson
graphs are uniquely determiued by their intersection array. The locally Petersen graphs
have been classified by J.I. Hall.

Theorem 1.3 (HALL (57]) Up to isomorphism, there are precisely three connected locally Petersen graphs, namely:

(i) The complement of the triangular graph T(7)
section 01-ray {10,6; 1,6}.
(ii) The Conway-Smith gravh.
1,2,6,10}.

=J(7, 2).

It has 21 vertices and inter-

lt luis 63 tiertices and intersection array {10, 6, 4, 1;

(iii) The Dom gm1>h. It has 65 uertices and intersection array {10,6,4;1,2,5}.
0

1.2

Strongly regular graphs and related graphs

A gra.ph of dia.rnet<'r 1 is a clique and hence distance-regula.r with intersection array
{ k; 1}. A counected strongly regular gra.ph is a distance-regular graph of diameter 2.
If it has intersection arra.y { k, b1 ; 1, c2} then we say that it is a strongly regula.r graph
with para.meters ( v, k, >.., JL ), where v is the number of vertices, À =ai and µ = C2. The
following t.heorem gives some properties of strongly regular gra.pbs.

Theorem 1.4 (cf. (19, Theorem 1.3.1]) Let r be a connected stmngly regular gmph with
pammeters (11,l.:,>..,11). Then the following holds.

(i) v

l

+ k + k( k - >.. -

1 )/lt.

(ii) The eigenualttes of rare k,r,s where r?. 0, s < -1, where r,s àre the roots of the
qttadratic eq1mtio11 x 2 + (Jt >..)a: + (Jt - k) =0.
(iii) The eigcrwalue.• r mul s are integers, unless r and s hat1e the same multiplicity.
Theu r, s
(-1 ± ,/V)/2 and r is called a conference gra.ph. Conference graphs
haue pammetCl"s ( v, 1.:, >.., 11) =(4t + 1, 2t, t - 1, t) /or some t ?. 1.

=

IJ Jt < k tlien the complement of
parameters ( v, k, X, µ;), mhere

r

is again a connected strongly regular graph with

k=v-

x=v ïi= v
and has eigent)(llttes k, -.~

- 1, -r - 1.

k - 1,

2k + /t - 2,
2k- >..,

D

4

Exa.mples of conference graphs are the Paley graphs QR(q), defined for prime powers
= l(mod 4), which have Fq as vertex set and where two vertices a.re adjacent if and only
if their difference is a. nonzero square, cf. PALEY (87]. (QR is mnemonic for 'quadratic
residue'.)
q

A generalisa.tion of strongly regular graphs are amply regular graphs. A connected gra.ph
is a.mply regular with parameters ( v, k, >..,µ) if it is regular with va.lency k, ea.ch edge lies
in >.. triangles and each pa.ir of vertices at distance 2 have µ common neighbours. We will
see that if µ ;:: 2 then the regula.rity condition is superfluous.
A generalisation of the a.mply regula.r graphs are the ( s, c, a, k )-grap hs. For any integers
s, c, a, k with a + 2, s, c, k ;:: 2, a graph r is called an ( s, c, a, k )-graph if it satisfies the
following properties:
(i) the girth of r is 2s jf a

=0, and 2s

1 otherwise,

(ii) for two vertices at distance s - 1 there are a paths of length s connecting them,

(iii) for two vertices at distance s, there are c pa.tbs of length s connecting them,
(iv) the maxima.l valency in ris k.
They were introduced by

TERWILLIGER

[103]. He showed the following proposition.

Proposition 1.5 An ( s, c, a, k )-gmph r is regular or bipartit.e and semiregular. 1/ s
then r is regular. 0

1.3

= 2,

U niformly geodetic graphs

A uniformly geodetic graph is a connected graph sneb tha.t the number of geodesics (i.e.
shortest pa.tbs) between a.ny two vertices x a.nd y only depends on the dista.nce d(x,y).
These graphs were introduced by CooK AND PRYCE [32). They are a.lso called Fgeodetic graphs, see CECCHERINJ AND SAPPA [27] and SCAPELLATO [92], where F(j) is
the number of geodesics bet ween two vertices at distance j.
For x, y vertices at distance i in a graph r we define c;(x, y) = f;_ 1 (x) n f(y), a;(x, y) =
f;(x) n f(y), b;(x, y) f;+i (x) n f(y). We say that the number c; (resp. a;, b;) exists if
c;(x,y) (resp. a;(x,y), b;(x,y)) does not depend on the vertices x,y.

=

The foJlowing lemma gives a trivia.l conscquence of this dcfinition.

Lemma 1.6 A connected graph is tmiformly geodetic if and only i/ the nttmbers c; exist.
0

Thus uniformly geodetic gra.phs genera.lise distance-regular graphs and trees. An easy
property of uniformly geodetic graphs is the following.

Lemma 1.7 Fora tmiformly geodetic gmph wilh numbers c;, i

1, 2, ... ,d we have

0

In the next subsection we will characterise bi1>a.rtite uniformly geodetic graphs and give
some examples of them.
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1.3.1

Bipartite uniformly geodetic graphs

We consider the partition into the two classes of the vertex set of a hipartite graph as a
colouring with the two colours red and green. So we can speak of the colour of a vertex
to indicate its class. If r is semiregular then the valency of a red vertex is denoted by krt
and that of a green vertex is denoted by kG. We define dl< = max{ d(x, y) 1 x, y vertices
and x red } and d 0 analogously. Without loss of generality we assume that dR ~ dG.
A connected bipartite graph r is distance-biregular if r is semiregular and for any two
vertices x and y of rat distance i the numher c;(x,y) only depends on the colour of x.
We write cf for ei( x, y) if x is red, and similarly for c?, bf and b?.
Proposition 1.8 A 1miformly geodetic graph f with (finite) even girth is a regular graph
or a distance-biregular gmph.
Proof. By Lemma 1.6 tlie numbers c; exist. Let girth(f) = 2m. So Cm > 1. Hence we
ohtain that r is an ( s, c, a, k )-graph with s = m, c Cm, a = o. By Proposition 1.5, an
( s, c, a, k )-graph is regular, or bipartite and semiregular. But now it is obvious that r is
either a regula.r gra.ph, or a. distance-biregular graph. D ,

=

We shall now give a. characterisa.tion of bipa.rtite uniformly geodetic graphs.
Theorem 1.9 A bip<trtitc uniformly geodetic graph
or a di.qtance-bin:g1dar gmph.

r

is a tree, a distance-regttlar gmph

By Lemma 1.6 the numbers c; exist. If they are all 1, then there cannot be a cycle in r.
Otherwise, the girth of r is even and by the previous proposition we are done. D

Remark. Recently

ScAPPELATO

[93] has shown a. special case of the above theorern.

In the rest of this subsection we consider uniformly geodetic dista.nce-biregula.r gra.phs.

Lemma 1.10
( i) c§c~i+ 1 =

(DELORME

(35]) For n <listance-biregular gmph we have

cr,cri+l for i = 1, 2, ... L

( ii) b~;b~i-t

dB2-l

= b~;b~i-l

/or i

J,

1, 2, ... , Lda2-

1

J.

0

Proposition 1.11 (DELORME [35]) IJ /or a distance-biregv.lar graph we have dR
then drt + 1 = da and da e11en. 0

Lemma 1.12

(VAN DEN AKKER

< d0 ,

(1)) Fo1· a distance-biregular gmph,we have

(i) cf:::; bf ij i + j e1•en nnd i + j $da.
( ii) cf:::; b.f if i + j euen and i + j $ d8 •

D

Proposition 1.13 ut r be a tmifomdy geodetic distance-biregular gmph. Then:
(i) dG = d8 + 1 i._q et•en,
(ii) Czi = C2i-1 /or i = 1,2, ... ~.
Proof. (i) By k 0 #= k 8 we have d 8
is even.
(ii) By Lemma 1.10 we have

f= da.

Soda= d 8

for all
6

.
i

+ 1.

Dut now it is ohvious that da

= 1, 2, ... -dn 2-1
-.

So we get (kn - Cz;)(ka - c2;-1) = (ka - c2;)(kn
1)/2. Also Cdn =ka= Cda Cdn+l· 0

=

i:::; (dn -

- C2i-1)

and hence

C2i

= C2i-1

for

We now give some examples of uniformly geodetic distance-hiregular graphs.

=

{1,2,.", n}and t < n. We define the graph J(n, t, t + 1) as the graph with
vertices all the t-subsets and the (t + 1)-suhsets of X and U "'W if IU + WI 1.

(i} Let X

=

(ii} The point-hlock incidence graph of a 2-design with

À

L

(iii) Let

q be a prime power. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field Fq.
Let G 9 ( n, t, t + 1), n > t ;:;: 0 be the graph with vertices the t-dimensional and the
(t + 1)-dimensional subspaces of V, and a t-dimensional subspace U is adjacent to
a ( t +1)-dimensional subspace W if U Ç W and those are all the adjacencies. Note
that ca(G 9(n,t,t+ 1)) = q+ 1.
~ be a strongly regula.r graph with µ = 1. Then define the graph f with
vertices the vertices of~ and the (À+ 2)-cliques, and x "' clique if and only if x E
clique for a vertex x of Ll. Then r is a uniformly geodetic graph of dia.meter 6, and
CJ = C2 = C3 = C4 = 1, C5
C6 = À(f) + 2.

(iv) Let

Remarks. (i) For a proof that the graphs of example (iii) are uniformly geodetic, see
DELORME

(35]

(ii) Example (iv) was first described by DELORME [35]. The only kuown strongly regular
graphs with µ = 1 are the pentagon, the Petersen gra.ph and the Hoffman-Singleton
graph. They all have À 0.

=

CUYPERS

[33] has shown that the exa.mples (i) and (iii) are special in some way.

Theorem 1.14 ([33, CUYPERS, Theorem 4. 7)) Let r be a uniJormly geodetic distancebiregular graph with diameter d 2:: 5 and c3 = q + 1 Jor some integer· q 2:: 1. The q is a
prime power and one of the f ollowing holds.

(i) IJ q = l, then r is a J( n, t, t + 1).
(ii) IJ q > 1, then ris a Gq(n,t,t+ 1). o
This theorem generalises a result of RAY-CHAUDHURI
at d 4.

=

AND SPRAGUE

[88]. Now we look

Proposition 1.15 Let f be a distance-biregular gmph with <l = 4. Then f is uniformly
geodetic if and only if r is the block-point incidence graph of a non-symmetrie 2-(v, k, 1)design.
Proof. Straightforward. D

1.4
1.4.1

Partitions and completely regular codes
Partitions

Let f be a. graph. A partition Pof the vertex set Vf is called regular when for A, BE 'P
and a E A, the number eAB = lf(a) n BI does not depend on the choice of a E A.
The partit.ion into singletons is a.Jways regular; the pa.rtition {Vf} is regula.r predse]y
when r is regular. For any group of automorphisms of r, the pa.rtition of Yf into Gorbits is regular. We already have seen that the partition {{x}, r 1 ( x ), r 2( x ), ..• , r d( x)}
7

of the vertex set of a distance-regular graph

r,

where x is a vertex of r, is regular.

Regular partitions give information about the spectrum: the eigenvalues of the matrix (eAB)A,BeP are eigenvalues of r (with at least the sa.me multiplicity). Much more
information can be found in GoDSIL & McKAY [50] (who, following SCHWENK [96], call
such partitions equitable).
The distribution diagram of r with respect to a regular partition P consists of a number
of balloons bA, one for each element A E 'P, and a number of lines LAB(= LBA) joining
two balloons bA and bB. one for each pair {A, B} for whkh EAB f:. 0 (then also EBA f:. 0).
The lines LAA are usually not drawn. This diagram is provided with numbers as follows:
in the balloon bA we write IAI, and at the A-end of LAB we write EAB· The number EAA
is just written to bA; som~times, when EAA = 0, we write '-'.
Examples. The structure of the dodecahedron around a face is shown by

2

2

We obtain amore complica.tecl picture by looking at the structure around the two vertices
x, y of an edge in the Petersen graph
1

x:

1.
y:

2

1

As suggestecl by the two examples, we want to determine P by giving a few of its elements.
And indeed this ca.n be clone in a canocical way:
Proposition 1.16 Let S be an arbitrary partition of the vertex set Vf of a gmph r.
Then there is a tmiqtte coarsest partition P of vr finer than S, that is reguLar in the
above sense. D
Thus, we have a.ssocia.ted a distribution dia.gram with a.n arbitra.ry pa.rtition of Vf; the
'distribution diagram around C' for Ca. subset ofVf is that associated with {C, Vf/C}.

1.4.2

Codes and completely regular codes

For us a. code in a graph r is just a. non-empty subset of the vertex set of r. Let C be a
code in agraph r. Fora vertex x, the distance d(x,C) is defined by d(x, C) = min{d(x,c)
1 c E C}. Define C; = {x 1 d(x,C) = i}. We denote the cardinality of C; by K;. The
covering radius, p, of a code is the maxima! m such that Cm f:. 0.
A code in a connected graph is called completeLy regttlar if the partition

8

is regular. We denote by "ti (resp. a;,/3;) the numher ec,,ci-l (resp. ec;,C;,ec;,C;+i). A
completely regular code has intersection diagram:

!32 ao

a1

-"IG.

a2

ap

A completely regular code in a regular graph has intersection array

=

Remark that then a; k - {3; - 7;, if kis the valency of r. This definition of completely
regular codes is due to Neuma.ier and he has shown that this definition is equivalent with
the original definition of completely regular codes in distance-regular gra.phs by Delsarte.
Note that for a distance-regular graph and a distance-hiregular graph each vertex is a
completely regular code. It was shown by GoosIL AND SHAWE-TAYLOR [51) that all connected graphs such that every vertex is a completely regular code are distance-regula.r
or distance-biregular. Remark that completely regula.r codes come in pairs. A code C
is completely regular if and only if CP is completely regula.r. It is not true tha.t for a
completely regular code in a dista.nce-regular gra.ph, the array 7 1 , 1 2 ••• 7 P is an increasing
array. We saw a.lrea.dy that the penta.gon in the dodeca.hedron is a.n exa.mple for this. In
Chapter 3 we will show that this array is an increa.sing array for most classical gra.phs.
Also in tha.t cha.pter we will show that the array Ko, K 1 , ••• , Kp is not always unimodular
for a. completely regula.r code in a. dista:nce-regula.r gra.ph.
A code C is a perfect (e-error-correcting) code if for each x E Vr there is a unique
c E C with d(x,c) ~ e. Note that a perfect e-error-correcting code is completely regular in a. distance-regular graph and has intersection array {k, bi, . .. , be-l; ei, c2 , ••• , c.}.
If C and D a.re two codes then d( C, D) := min {d( c, d) 1 c E C, d E D}. A regula.r partition is ca.lled uniformly regular if there are consta.nts e01 and e11 such that ecv eo1 if
C D and ecv = e11 if d(C,D) = 1 for all C,D E P (of course ecv = 0 if d(C,D);::: 2).
A partition P is called completely regular if it is regular, and all C E P are completely

=

=

regular with the same intersection diagram. Note that a completely regula.r partition
is uniformly regula.r. Let P be a. partition of the vertex set of r. The qttotient graph
r /P is the graph witl1 vertices the classes of P and two classes C, D are adjacent if
dr(C, D) = 1. The following theorem shows tha.t if you have a completely regula.r partition Pin a distance-regular graph, then the quotient graph is a.lso dista.nce-regular.
Theorem 1.17 ([19), Theorem 11.1.6.) Let P be a uniformly regular partition of a
distance-regular gmph r. Then r /P is distance-regttlar i/ and only ij P is completely
regular. 0

Let Che a. linea.r code over Fq (i.e. a vector spa.ce over F 9 ). We consider Cas a subset of
the vertex set of the Ha.mming gra.ph H ( n, q). If C is completely regular in H ( n, q), then
also all its translates C + c, c E F~ are completely regular with the sa.me pa.ra.meters as
C. Hence the quotient graph H(n,q)/P is distance-regula.r, where Pis the pa.rtition of
F~ in to the cosets of C. In this case the quotient gra.ph is ca.lled the coset graph belonging
to C.
Example. The binary Golay code is perfect a.nd linear, hence t11e coset graph r belonging to this code is distance-regula.r and has intersection array {23,22,21;1,2,3}.
9
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Chapter 2

On subgraphs in distance-regular
graphs
2.1

Pappus subgraphs

In this section we give a sufficient condition to asure tha.t there Pa.ppus subgraphs in
a dista.nce-regnlar graph. As an applica.tion of this we are able to rule an array as the
intersection array of a distance-regula.r graph.

Theorem 2.1 Let f be a grap/1 with a1 = a2 = a3 = 0, c; = i - 1 /or i = 2,3,4.
Then any pair of vertices at mutual distance 4 determines a tmique Pappus graph: a
geodetically closed subgrapli on 18 vertices with intersection array {3, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 2,3}.

=

Proof. Let Xi, X2 be two vertices at distance 4. Let r(x1) n f3(x2)
bi.Y2.Y3h
f2(x1) n f2(x2)
{zi,z2,z3,Z4,Z5,z6}, f3(xi) n f(x2)
{y4,y5,ya}. Without loss of
genera.lity we have z1 "' Y1 "' z2, Z3 "' Y2 "' z4, zs "' 1}3 ,..., Z6, z1 ,..., Y4 ,..., z3, z2 ,...,
1Js "' zi;, Z4 "' Ya "' za. Also we have d(y1, 1Ja)
4 ( not 3, otherwise a3 1 0) and
f(Yt)nf3(ya) = {zi.z2,x1}, f3(yi)nf(ya) = {z4,za,x2}, {y4,y5,y2,1J3} Ç f2(Y1)nf2(1J6).
By c3 = 2 we have <l(zi, z4) = 4 (the distance is 2 or 4, hut not 2, since in tha.t case there
would be more tban two shortest pa.tbs joining z4 and y4 which are at dista.nce 3 from
each other). By looking at the geodesics between y1 and Y6, there is a vertex Ut such
that z1 "' Ut "" z6 and a. vertex u 2 such that z2 "' u2 "" z4 • In the same way, we have a
vertex u3 with z3 "' u3 "" z5 • All these u; are different. By looking at the pair ( zi, z4)
one can see tha.t there is a vertex Vt with u1 "' v1 "' u2. Simila.rly, there is a. vertex V2
with ttt "' V2 "' 1'3.
We have d(y2, u1) = 4 and {zs, z1, vi, v2} Ç f 3(1J2) n f(u1 ); hence v1 = V2·
Now the subgraph induced by {x1, x2, z1, z2, ... , Za, Y1, Y2, . .. , Ya, u1, u2, u3, v1} is the
Pappus gra.ph, the dista.nce-regular gra.ph with intersertion array {3, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 2,3}. 0

=

Corollary 2.2 The numbe1'8 ~ and ~ are integral.
Proof. These numbers are the number of Pa.ppus graphs on an edge and the total of
Pappus graphs. o
The Jatter condition rules out the existence of distance-regula.r graphs with intersection
array {7, 6, 6, 5,4, :J; 1, 1, 2,3,4, 7}, v 686, k 4 = 210.
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2.2
2.2.1

Distance-regular subgraphs of distance-regular graphs
Introduction

In this section we stttdy distance-regular subgraphs of distance-regular graphs. In the
second subsection we give some sufficient conditlons to assure that the graph induced by
the geodesics between two vertices is distance-regular.
TERWILLIGER [103] has given the diameter bound d :;5 (s - l)(k- 1) + 1 for distanceregula.r graphs with girth 2s and valency k ;:::: 3. In the third subsection we show that the
only distance-regular graphs with even girth which reach, this bottnd are the hypercubes
and the doubled Odd graphs (Theorem 2.7) and give a somewhat improved diameter
bound for bipa.rtite distance-regular graphs.
In the fottrth subsection we study distance-regular subgraphs in a hypercube. In this
subsection the subgraphs, are not necessarily subgraphs. WEICHSEL [109] has studied
them and conjectured that the only distance-regular subgraphs of a hypercube are the
even polygons, the hypercubes and the doubled Odd gra.phs and proved this in the case
of girth 4. We show that if the girth is 6, then it must be a doubled Odd graph (Theorem
2.14). If the girth is eqttal to 8 then the valency is at most 12 (Theorem 2.17).

2.2.2

Substructures

=

I,et f be a. gra.ph. For two vertices x, y of r, put C(x, y)
{ z 1 cl(z, x)+d(z, y) d(x, y)}.
Let ~(x, y) denote the graph with vertex set C(x, y) and two vertices u, v E C(x, y) are
adjacent if and only if uv is an edge in r and d( u, x) '/:. d( v, x) In this subsection we
investigate when ~( x, y) is distance-regular.

Proposition 2.3 (1) Let e be an integer, e ;::: 2. Let r be a uniformly geodetic graph
(or, more genemlly, a graph such that c; ezists /or 2 $ i :;5 e) such that Ce-1 < c0 •
Then we have the follouri.ng:
(Ia) For all vertice.~ tt, u' at distancc e there ezists a bijective map
</>: f(u) n fe-1(u')--+ r.-1(u) n f(u') tmch that d(v,efi(v)) > e - 2,
(Jb) c; + c,_; $ Ce /or <til i, 1 $ i :;5 e - L

r be a distance-regular graph stich that be+l
Then wc hmie the /ollowing:
(II a) For all t•erticei; u, u' at distance e there ezists a bijective map
</>: r( u) n r.+1 (u') ....... r.+1 (u) n r( u') sttclt that d( v, <t>( v)) < e + 2,
(Ilb) c; + b0 +; :;5 b, /or all i, 1 $ i :;5 d e.

(II} Let r be an integer, e ;::: 1. Let

< be.

Proof. (I) Let u,u' be two vertices a.t distance e. Put S := f(u) n fe-1(u 1 ) and
S' := f 0 _ 1 (ti)nf(u').
( i) Define the set P. by P, := { s' E S' 1 d( s, s') 2:: e 1} for s E S. Analogously we

define P;, fors' ES'. Note that IPsl = IP;,1 = c0 - Ce-1· Let A be a graph with vertex
fors ES, s' ES'. Then ~is a regular
set SUS' such that A(s) = P, and ~(s 1 )
bipartite gra.ph and thns has a. complete matching (cf. (86], Theorem 7.5.2). So we have
(fo).
(lb) Let 11 be a vertex such that d( tt, t>) = i and d( 1L', v) = e- i for an integer 1 $ i $ e-1.
Denote A
s E S 1 d( s, v) = i - 1} a.nd B = {s' E S' 1 d( s', v) e - i - 1}. It follows
that </>(A) n B = 0. Now we get c; + Ce-i !Al+ IBI l.P(A) U BI :;5 c•.
The proof for (II) is aualogous to (1). So we are clone. D

P;,

={

=

Theorem 2.4 Let e be an integer, e 2:: 2. Let
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r

be a 1mi/ormly geodetic graph such that

(i)
( ii)

=

c; + Ce-i c0 for all i, 0 < i < e,
and
r does not contain two edges xy and zw such that
d(x,z) e and d(x,w) d(y,z) d(y, w) e - 1.

=

=

=

=

r

Then for any two vertices u, v/ of at distance e, the subgraph 6( u, u') is a bipartite
distance-regular graph with intersection array {c0 , Ce-1" •• , 1; 1, c2, ... ,c.}.

Proof. Let u, u' be two vertices of r at distance e. Let S, S' be defined as in the proof
of the previous lemma. Let s E S, then d( u', s) e 1 and so there is a unique vertex
in S', say s', such that d(s,s') 2: e 1, because Ce-1 = c. - 1. We have d(u,u') = e,
d(u,s 1) = d(u',s) = e -1 and d(u,s) = d(u',s') = 1 and hence, by (ii), we get d(s,s') :/:
e-1. Sod(s,s') e.
·
Now we will show: C(u,u') C(s,s'). Let v E C(u,u') \ {u,u'}. Then d(v,u) i and
d( v, u') e -i for an integer i, 0 < i < e. Let A := {t E S 1 d( v, t) = i 1}, B := {t' E S'
1 d(v, t')
e-i-1} and A' := {t' ES' 1 d(a,t') e for an a E A}. Now we get A'nB 0
and thus

=

=

=
=

=

Ce

Ci

+ Ce-i

IAI + IBI

=

IA'I + IBI = IA' U BI

'.Sc •.

So we have shown that s tl. A implies s' E B and therefore v E C( s, s 1 ) and thus we get
d( s, v) = i - 1 or d{ s, v) = i + 1. We con du de that C( u, u') Ç C( s, s 1), hut these two sets
have the sa.me ca.rdinality and thus they are equal.
i 1 or d(v,s) = i + 1.
Let vw be an edge in Ä(s,s'). Let d(v,u) i. Then d(v,s)
Thus if d( w, u) i, then d( w, s) d( v, s ), hut this is impossible heca.use vw is an edge
in 6-(s,s'). So vw is an edge in 6(u,u 1). With induction on min{d(w,u),d(w,u')} it is
easy to prove tha.t for all vertices w E C( u, it') there is a unique w' E C( u, u1) such that
d( w, w') e. Furthermore for sucb a pair we ha.ve Ä( u, tl) Ä( w, w').
So we have shown that the suhgraph Ä( 'lt, u') is a bipartite distance-regular graph with
intersection array {c;, c;-i.". , 1; 1, c2 , ••• , Cj}· D

=

=

=

=

Remark 1. For c;
i, MULDER [80, 81] has shown the previo11s theorem without
assumption (ii). More examples are given below.
Proposition 2.5 If r is the collinearity graph of a near polygon then ( ii) holds.
Proof. Let e 2: 3. Suppose there are two edges xy and zw in r such that d( x, z) = e
and d(x, w) = d(y, z) = d(y, w) e - 1. Let x and y lie on line l. There is a vertex u on
l such tbat d( tt, w) e - 2, but then d( tt, z) :S d( u, w) + <l( w, z) = e - 1. So d( z, x) = e,
d(z, y) = e - 1 and d(z, tt) '.Se - 1 and thns u = y, contradiction. D

=

=

Examples. (i) For e = 2 we find the not very s11r1>rising st.atement that in graphs
with µ = 2 and without induced /(2.1,I a.ny two vertices at distance 2 determine a quadrangle. In particula.r this holds for grids m x n, so that À need not he small.
( ii) Graphs with (c;)i<e = (1, 1, 2,2,3" .. ) (e odd) contain doubled Odd graphs. For example, tbis bolds for Ödd graphs and doubled Odd gra.phs. Thus, apart from the obvious
inclusions Om Ç 01!'+1 and 20m Ç 20,n+I we have 20,,. Ç Ozm (e = 2m - 1, m 2: 1).

=

= ...

Corollary 2.6 Let r be a distance-l'ef/Ular gmph witl1 Cj
1, Ci+1
= C2i = 2,
3 and a, = ...
a2i-1
0, a2; '.S 2. Then i :S 2. Furthermore one of the
f ollowing l1olds
( i)
i = 1 and any two tieri.ices at distnnce 3 determines a uniq11e 3-cube,
( ii) i 2 and r is a Odd graph 01· " do11bled Odd gm11h.
Czi+i =

=
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Proof. By the previous theorem and Proposition 3, for any pair of vertices.x,y at distance 2i + 1 the subgraph induced by C(x,y) is a bipartite distance-regular graph with
k = 3, c; = 1, Ci+I = .. . C2i = 2 and C2i+1 = 3. By DAMERELL [34] and also by BANNAI
& ITo [11] there are no Moore graphs with diameter at least 3 and valency at least 3.
Hence we get i ::; 2.
By RAY-CHAUDHURJ & SPRAGUE [88] and KOOLEN [67] a distance-regular graph with
parameters d ~ 5, c2 = 1, c3 = c 4 = 2 and a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = 0 is an Odd graph or a
doubled Odd graph. D

Remark 2. The case i = 1 of the previous corollary is contained in BROUWER (17].
Remark 3. Related work is done by BROUWER & WILBRINK (25], CHIMA (28] (cf.
[19], Proposition 4.3.14);IvANOV [62] and BROUWER [16] (cf. [19], Proposition 4.3.11)
and KoOLEN [65]. Brouwer and Wilbrink have investigated when there are geodetically
closed substructures in near polygons. Chima has shown that in a distance-regular graph
with parameters c2 = 2, c3 = 4, ai = 0 and a2 $ 3 any t.wo vertices at distance 3 determine a unique dista.nce-regula.r graph, which is isomorphic to the incidence graph of the
biplane 2-(7,4,2). lvanov a.nd Brouwer have given conditions to assure that graphs contain geodetically closed Moore geometries. Koolen has' shown that in a distance-regular
gra.ph with parameters c2 = 1, c3 = 2, c4 = 3 and ai = a2 = a3 = 0 any two vertices at
distance 4 determine a. unique Pappus graph.

2.3

On tbe Terwilliger bound

In this subsection we give the proofs of the results on the Terwilliger bound we have
mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1.
Theorem 2.7 The only distance-regular gmphs with girth 2s - 1 or 2s, valency k ~ 3,
c 8 ~ 2, c8 ~ a. 8 _ 1 mul diameter d ~ ( s - 1 )(k - 1) + 1 are the hypercubes and the doubled
O<ld gmphs.
Proof. First let s = 2. Then d ~ k and by TERWILLIGER [106] (cf. [19], Corollary
5.2.4) we must have a. hypercube.
Now let s ~ 3. TERWILLIGER [103] has proved that fora distance-regular graph with
girth 2s - 1 or 2s, valency k ~ 3, c8 ~ 2 and c8 ~ a 8 _ 1 we have c; ~ Ci-•+1 + 1 for
s $ i $ d, a.nd b; $ bi-s+l - 1 for s - 1 $ i $ d. If the graph is non-bipartite, then it
easy follows tha.t cl::; (s - 1 )(k - 1). So the gra.phs must be bipa.rtite. ·Now the only way
to reach d = ( s - 1)( k - 1) + 1 is that c2 .• -2 = 2 and C2s-1 = 3. By Corolla.ry 2.6 the only
possible gra.phs a.re the donbled Odd gra.phs. D
Theorem 2.8 Fo1· a. bipartitc di,qta.nce-regular gm]Jh with va.lency k
6, not a doubled Odd gm]Jh, the dia.meter d is bottnded by

~

3, and girth 2s

~

k...: 3 .

d $ (s - l)(k- 1)-

l-2-J.

Proof. R.eca.11 tha.t <"i-s+I. + 1 $ c; for i = s, .. . , d.
Suppose tha.t c2 (s-t) = 2, this mea.ns tha.t d > 2(s - 1) and c2s-1 ~ c8 + 1 ~ 3. But
if c25 _ 1 = 3 then by Corolla.ry 2.6 we have a doubled Odd gra.ph. Now there are two cases:
CASE 1:

C2(s-J) ~

3.
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We shaJI show with induction that
c2i(s-l)-i+l

2:: 1+2i or C2i(•-t)-i+2? 2 + 2i

if d

> 2i(s - 1) - i + 1.

For i = 1 it is true.
Let now d > 2i(s - 1) - i + 1, c2i(•-I)-i+I ::; 2i and c2i(•-t)-i+2 ::; 2i + 1 for some
i 2:: 2. If C2(i-l)(s-1)-i+3 ? 2i, then c2i(•-l)-i+l ? C2(i-l)(•-1)-i+3+s-t ? 2i + 1, contradiction. So C2(i-l)(s-l)-i+2 ::?: 2i - 1 and thus c2i(s-l)-i+l ? cz(i-l)(s-1)-i+2+•-l !:: 2i
and c2i(s-1)-i+2 ? 2i - 1 + 2
2i + 1. We have shown that c2i(s-t)-i+l
2i and
C21(s-l)-i+2 = 2i + 1. Now C2(•-l) + c2(i-l)(•-l)-i+2 !:: 3 + 2i - 1 = 2i + 2, hut this is
impossihle by Proposition 2.3.

=

=

First let k = 21. If d > 2(1 - l)(s - 1) l + 2, then Cz(l-t)(s-l)-1+2 ? 21 - 1 or
21. We get d $ 2(l - I)(s 1) - l + 2 + s - 1 (21- l)(s - 1) - l + 2.
Now let k ::::: 2l+ 1. If d? 2l(s-1)-l+2, then c21(s-l)-l+l 2: 21+ 1 or c21(s-l)-1+2 !:: 21 +2,
hut both are impossihle. So d ::; 21( s - 1) - l + 1.

=

C2(1-l)(s-l)-1+3?

CASE 2: c2s-l 2:: 4.
In the same wa)' as in Case 1 we can show that
C2i(s-l)-i+2 ?

2i + 2 or

C2i(s-1)-i+3

2'. 2i + 3

if d > 2i( S

-

1) - i

+ 2.

First let k = 21. If d 2: 2(1-1 )(s-1)-1+4, then C2(1-l)(s-1)-l+3 2: 21, or C2(1-l)(s-1)-1+4 2::
21+1, hut hoth are impossible. Thus d $ 2(l- l)(s-1)-l + 3::; (2l- l)(s 1) l + 1.
Now let k
21 + 1. If d !:: 2(l - l)(s 1) l + 4, then cz(l-l)(s-t)-1+ 3 ? 21 , or
Cz(l-l)(•-l)-/H 2: 21+1. So d S (2/ - l)(s - 1)
l + 3::; 2l(s - 1) l + 1.
The conclusion is tbat
d ::; ( k - 1)( s - 1)
0

Remark 4. The ahove hound is tigbt. The Foster graph with intersection array
{3, 2, 2,2,2, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1,2, 2, 2, 3}, has dia.meter 8, girth 10 and valency 3.

2.3.1

On distance-regular subgraphs of a cube

In this suhsection suhgraphs are not necessarily induced subgra.phs. We show that the
only dista.nce-regular suhgraphs of a hypercube with girth 6 are the douhled Odd graphs.
Also we show that dista.nce-regular subgraphs of a cube with girth 8 have valency at most
12. First we give some notation. From now on we say cnbe instead of hypercuhe. Let r
be a subgraph of a cube. Let x be a vertex of r. Without loss of generality we represent
x with the vector (000 ... 0). A vertex y lies on level r with weight s if dr(x, y):::: rand
y is represented by a. vector of weight s in the cu he.
First we give two elementary lemmas.

Lemma 2.9 Let r be a uniformly geodetic sttbgmph of a cube witli pammeters (c;); and
let y be a tiert ex on let>el i with weight i. Then f or each j, 0 ::; j ::; i, we have

(J~) 2::

CiCi-1 • • • <'i-j+t.
C1C2 ••• Cj
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Proof. We calculate the number of vertices z on level j with d( z, y) = i - j. On the one
hand we have that this number is

On the other hand we can consider such vertices as j-subsets of a i-set. So we are done.
0

r be a uniformly geodetic subgraph of a cube with parometers (c;);.
Let y be a vertex on level i with weight i. IJ Ci-j c; - e, then

Lemma 2.10 Let

t (i.-c;) (c•) ;: : c;c;_

(2.1)

,"0

J- s

s

1 .• • Ci-i+t.

c 1c2 •• • c;

=

Proof. We calculate the number of vertices z on level j with d( z, y)
i - j. This
number equals the right side of (2.1 ).
Suppose tha.t precisely ei - s neighbours of y on level i -1 (considered as (i - 1)-sets)
contains the vertex z ( considered as a j-set ). Then 0 :5 s :5 e a.nd we find that the
number of vertices z is at most the left hand side of (2.1). D
The proof of WEJCHSEL[109], Theorem 5 shows
Lemma 2.11 Let

r

be a distance-reg11lar subgraph of a cube with valency k and girth

6.
(i) IJ v is a vertex of r on level r and of weight r, then
(ii) IJk;?: r, then 2c,_1 + c, S 2r - 1. D

2t ;:::

2cr-l

+er S 2r - 1.

The next lemma is a modifica.tion of Theorem 5 of WEICHSEL [109].
Lemma 2.12 Let r be

ei

distance-regular subgraph of a cube with valency k and girth 2t.
r;:: 3, then C.,.-1 < ~·

(i) IJ t;::: 3 and v is a vertex on level r and of weight r /or an
(ii) IJ t;::: 3 and k;:: r;:: 3, tl1en Cr-1 < 2 r3t.
Proof. (i) & (ii). Suppose Cr-t =
Lemma. 2.10 we get c, :5 ~ and thus

Then by Lemma 2.11, we have c.,. ""'Cr-t· By
~· This implies r S 2. D

:5

Proposition 2.13 The Pappus gmph is nota subgmph of a cube.
Proof. The Pap pus gra.pb has intersection array {3, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 2, 3} and is the unique
graph with this intersection array. Let r be the Pappus graph. Let' Vj, i
1,2,3, be
three verth.;es such that d( v;, v;) 4, i f:c j. We have

=

=

=

=

such that d(w;,w;) d(z;,z;) 4 for i :/:: j and d(wi,z;;) 2. Let vt have weight O. If
v2 has weight 4 then {w 1 , w 2 , wa, z1 , z2 , z3 } are all 2-subsets of a. 4-set, and so there must
be an i and j sneb tha.t d( w;, z;) 4, contradktion.
Let now 1J2 and v3 be reprE'Sented by (1100 ... 0) and (10100 ... 0). But then at least
five of {w 1 , w2, w3 , zi, z2, za} a.re represented by a. word of weight 2 with an 1 on the first
position a.nd this is impossihle. O
Theorem 2.14 Let f be

subgraph of a cube then

r

distance-reg11lar gmph with valency k and girth 6. If I' is a
is the doublcd Odd gmph with valency k.

ei
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Proof. R.AY-CHAUDHURJ & SPRAGUE [88} have shown that a bipartite distance-regular
graph with Cz 1, c3 c4 = 2 is a doubled Odd graph. If k ~ 5, then by Lemma. 2.12
we get C4 $ 2 and hence C3 C4 = 2, and so r is a doubled Odd graph.
lf k
4, then by Lemma 2.11 we have c3
2. Then we have one of the following
possibilities.

=

=

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(fo)

C4
c4

=

2,

= 3,c5 = 3,cs = 4,
C4 = 3,cs = 4,
C4 = 4.

There are no bipartite distance-regular graphs with the parameters· of cases ( ii), ( iii)
and (iv).
If k 3, then we have the following possibilities.

=

( i)
(ii)
( iii)

C3 :::: C4 = 2,
C3 = 2,c4 = 3,
C3 = 3.

The only possible gra.ph in case ( ii) is the Pappus graph and this graph is ruled out
by Proposition 2.13. Case (iii) is not possible by [109], Theorem 7. D

r be a distance-regular subgrapli of a cube with girth 8. IJ c11 $ 5,
then there is no vertex on level 11 with weight 11.

Lemma 2.15 Let

Proof. Suppose c11 $ 5 and there is a vertex y on level 11 with weight ll. By Lemma
2.10 we have c9 $ 4. Also by this lemma. we have c10 $ 4 or Cg $ 3 a.nd thus cs $ 3.
Then we have cs 2 or c6 3. If c6 2, then c3 = 1, c4 c6 2 and c7 3. 1f es= 3,
then c3 = 1, c4 es = 2, ce es = 3 a.nd c9 = 4. There a.re no bipartite distance-regular
graphs with k = 3, c3 = 1, c4 =CG = 2 and c7 3, or with k = 4, c3 = 1, c4 es = 2,
es = c8 3 and c9 4. So, by Theorem 2, there are in both cases there are no bipartite
distance-regular graph with these c,'s. D

=

=

=

=

=

=

r be a distance-regular subgraph of a cube with girth 8. Then there is
no vertex on level 14 with weight 14-

Lemma 2.16 Let

Proof. Suppose there is a vertex on level 14 with weight 14.
If c10 ~ 6 then hy Lemma 2.10 we ha.ve c12 ~ 7, and thus c10c11c12 >
This is a
contradiction with Lemma. 2.9. So c10 $ 5. By Lemma 2.10 we get Cg :S 4, CG :S 3 a.nd
C4 $ 2.
Suppose cu ~ 6. Then c13 ~ 7 by Lemma 2.10. lf c14 7, then by Lemma 2.10 we get
a contradiction. 1f c14 ~ 8, then hy Lemma 2.9 we also get a contradiction. So c11 $ 5
and by previous lemma we are done. D

CD·

=

r be a distance-regular subgmph of a c11be with girth 8. Then its
valency k is at most 12.

Theorem 2.17 Let

Proof. 1f k ~ 14, then by [109}, Lemma E, we have a vertex on level 14 with weight 14
and so by Lemma 2.16 we are done.
If k 13, then we have a vertex, sa.y y, on level 13 with weigbt 13. Suppose there is no
vertex zon level 14 with weight 14. We calculate now tlie number of vertices u on level
10 with d( u, y) = 3. On one ha.nd there must be a vertex v on level 12 with d( v, y) = 1
and d(v,u) = 2. So the mnnber is at most (~3) (1 3 -;c13 ). On the other hand we have
that this number is equal to c13c 12c11 • Suppose that c11 ~ 6. Then c12 ;?; 6 and c13 ~ 7.
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We have {133 ) < 8.6.6 and thus c13 = 7. This is also impossible. So c11 ~ 5 and we are
done by Lemma 2.15. D
Remark 5. There are more examples of distance-regular subgraphs in distance-regular
graphs. Some interesting examples are the Petersen graph in J(6, 3), the Shrikhande
graph and the 4 x 4-grid in the halved 6-cube and the point-block incidence graph of the
Fano plane in J(7,3). The last example is not an isometrie subgraph of J(7,3).
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Chapter 3

Completely regular codes

In the first three sections of this chapter we study a conjecture of MARTIN [74) on the
parameters of completely regular codes in distance-regular graphs. In Section 1 we give
some simple properties of completely regular codes. In Section 2 we show that this conjecture is not true in general, hut for most classical graphs it is true. In Section 3 we
show that there is a counterexa.mple in the Biggs-Smith graph for a weakened version of
Martin's conjecture. Furthermore in this section we classify the completely regular codes
in the Biggs-Smith graph.
In Section 4 we study perfect codes in the Hamming scheme with two protective radii.
We especially are interested in the subclass of bipartite perfect codes. This subclass is
also a class of completely regular codes in the Hamming scheme. The ma.in goal of this
section is to give a non-existence result on this subdass of perfect codes.
The first three sections a.re based on the preprint of the author "On a conjecture of Martin on the parameters of completely codes and the dassification of the completely regular
codes in the Biggs-Smith grapb", (68]. The fourth section is based on the paper with
J .M. van den Akker and R.J.M. Vaessens, "Perfect codes with distinct protective radii",

[2].
First we need some definitions and notation. Let C be a subset of the vertex set of
r. Then d(x,C) = min{d(x,c)Jc E C}. We denote by Ci the set {yJd(y,C) i}. Write
1'i for ICil· The covering radius p of C is the maximum t with C1 =/: 0. We say that
C is a completely regular code if there are constants a;, /3;, "(;, i = 0, ... , p, such that
each vertex in C; ha.8 a; neighbours in C;, (:J; neighbours in Ci+l and 'Yi neighbours
in c,_ 1 • The intersection matrix A is the tridiagonal (p + 1) x (p + 1)-matrix with
Ài+l,i = /3;, A;,; = a; and A;-1,i
"(; for i = 0, ... , p. Let C be a. completely regular
code in a regula.r gra.ph f with va.lency k. Then the intersection array of C is the array
{f:Jo,/3i, ... ,/J11-1i"f1,/2,"·"fp}· A connected regular grapb f with va.lency kis distanceregular if all codes {x}, for vertices x off, a.re completely regula.r codes with the sa.me
intersection array {bo,bi, ... ,bd-1ic1,c2, ... ,cd}· This a.rra.y is called the intersection
array of r. A grapb r is flag-transitive if the group of automorphisms is transitive on
the vertices and the stabiliser of a vertex x is transitive on f 1(x). A connected gra.ph is
distance-transitive iffor any two pairs of vertices (x;,y;) with d(xi,yi) = d(x2,112) there
is an antomorphism 1t' such that 1t'(xi) x2 and 11'(y1 ) 112·

=

=
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3.1

Preliminaries and simple properties of completely regular codes

In this section we give some simple properties of completely regular codes. The straightforward proofs of most of the propositions, lemma's and theorems are omitted.
Proposition 3.1 Fora completely regular code with covering radius p, in a regular graph
of valency k the f ollowing must hold.

r

(i)
(ii)
( iii)

0t;+/3;+7;=k,
Ef=0 a;:$(p+l)(k 2)+2,and
if a; = 0 /or all i, then r is óipartite.

0

Proposition 3.2 For a completely regular code C in a connected regular graph with
intersection array {/Jo, ,Bi, ... , /3p-t; "'(i, 7 2, ... , î'P} the subset CP is a completely regular
code with intersection array {î'p,")'p-1, ... ,")'1;/3p-i,/3p-2" .. ,/Jo}. D

Lemma 3.3 Let C be a completely regular code in a connected regular graph r, with
covering radius p. Then C U Cp is a completely regular code if and only if î'i (Jp:_i and
Î'p-i = ,8; /or all i, i < ~.and if p odd, "'te::.!.= f3e±!· D

=

2

2

.

Theorem 3.4 (cf. (50], Corollary 2.3) Let C be a completely regular code in a connected
gmph r with coueriny radius p. Then the intersection matrix of C has p + 1 distinct
eigenvalttes. These eigenvalues are eigenvalues of r.

Theorem 3.5

o

(83], Theorem 3.2) Let C be a completely regular c«le in a
Then there are constantB 11:; such that

(NEUMAIER

diBtance-regular graph

r.

1r;(x) n C;I

1
T/ij

/or all

0

Proposition 3.6 Ina reyular connected graph r, there is a 1-1 correspondence between
the completely regular codeB in r with co11ering radius 1 and the eigenspaces < v »/:< 1 >
of r such that the re are integers a, b with v; = a or v; = b /or all vertices i of r. D
Proposition 3.7 (cf. MARTIN [74], Theorem 2.4.6). Let r be a distance-regular antipodal cover of a distance-1Y?gular· gmph A and let 11' : r ..... A be the projection. Then /or
each completely regular code C in A the code D = ir- 1 (C) is a completely regular code
in f with the same intersection array as C. D
This proposition has a partial converse.

Theorem 3.8 Let r be a distance-re911lar antipodal 2-cover of a distance-regular graph
A. Let x' be the antipodal of x in r. Let C be a completely regular of r with covering
mdius p. Then eithe1'

.1:

1

E C /or all x E Cor Cp =
1

{x' 1 x

E

C}.

Proof. Let x E C with .1~ '/. C. There is ani such that x E C;. Now by Theorem 3.5
for all y E C we have y' '/. C. Let I ={il 3yec(y' E C;)}. Again by Theorem 3.5 we have
U;E[C; = {y'ly E C}. Now since {y'ly E C} is a completely regular code with the same
parameters as C, it fo\lows that its covering radius is p. Consequently CP = {y'IY E C}. D
1

Remark 1. The above theorem is a generalisa.tion of the fact that in a distance-regular
2-cover fora perfect code C one has x E C if and only if x' E C, cf. [19], Rema.rk on the
bottom of p. 439.
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3.2

On a conjecture of Martin

In [74], Martin conjectured that "li :S "li+i and /J; !! /Ji+i for a completely regular code
in a distance-regular graph. In this section we prove this conjecture for several families
of distance-regular graphs and give a family of counterexamples in the doubled Odd and
Odd graphs showing that it does not hold in general. Even a weakened version of this
conjecture is not true. It is not true that the numbers K; of a completely regular code in a
distance-regular graph forma unimodal array. We shall give an example in Section 3.3.1.
A very simple counterexample to Martin 's conjecture is the following one. Take five
vertices in the dodecahedron Li with induced subgraph a pentagon. This is a. completely
regular code in Li with intersection diagram

2

and we see that
unimodaJ.

Î3

2

< 72 , fJo < /31. Below we give an example where the array {"!;}; is not

Lemma 3.9 Let r be a connected gmph. Let C and D be two completely regular codes
in r with the same parameters. Lets:= max{i 1C;nDf.0} Then c;(C) :S Ci+.(C) and
fi;( C) !! b;+.( C).

Proof. Let x E C;+• such that d(x,D) = i. Let y E f(x) with d(y,D) = i - 1. Then
y E C;+•-1 by the triangle inequaJity. Hence c;+.(C) !! c;(D) and thus c;+ 8 (C) !! c;(C).
The proof for the second inequality is analogous. D
The above example also shows that this lemma becomes fälse if we replace s by s - 1 in
the inequalities.
Lemma 3.10 Let r be a connected gmph and C be a completely 1-egular code in r.
Suppose that r has an automorp/iism <P such tl1at d( 4>( c), C) :S s /or each c E C and
</>( C) :/:: G. Then 1;( C) :S îi+•( C) and /J;( C) 2: /Ji+s( C)

Proof, By the fa.et that 4> is an automorphism, it follows that </>( C) is a completely
regular code in f with the sa.me parameters as C. By the previous lemma we are done.
D

For a graph f, denote by Ï' the graph whose vertices a.re the symbols x+, x-, x a
vertex off, and whose edges are the 2-sets {x",y"}, with x
y or x"' y, and tT f:: r.
The graph Ï' is called the extended hipartite double of r.
Lemma 3.11 Let r be a direct product off; ( i = 1, ... , n), where f; is a ftag-transitive
graph and has a non-identity automo1phi.~m </J; s11ch that d(</l;(x),x) :S 1 /or all vertices
x of r; /or all i. Then 7;(C) ~ îi+i(C) and /3;(C) ~ /J;+1(C) /or all completely regular
codes in r. In particular l.his holds when n 1 and r is a distance-tmnsitive extended
bipartite double of a graph ó..
.

=

c

=

Proof. Fora vertex x off we have x (xi,x 2 " " ,xn), where x; is a vertex off;. An
automorphism 7r off; can be extended to an automorphism Il of r by
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for all vertices x of r. We write <l>; for the extended a.utomorphism of</>;. Suppose tha.t
there is a vertex x off such that x rf. C. Then there are vertices y,c with d(y,C) =
d(y, c) 1 and c E C. There is exa.ctly one io such that c;0 f:. y; 0 • There is a vertex z in
r; 0 such tha.t <{>;0 (z)"" zin rio· By the flag-tra.nsitivity of r;0 , there is an automorphism
tP of r;0 such tha.t î/l(c; 0 ) =zand 1/;(y;0 ) = </>io(z). Let 71' ip- 1 </>;0 1{!. Then 7r(c;0 ) = Yio
and for all vertices y off;0 we have d( 7r(y ), y) :::; 1. Let II be the extended automorphism
of 71'. The fact that II is an a.utomorphism off implies tha.t 11( C) is a completely regular
code of r with the same pa.ra.meters as C. By the previous lemma. we are done. O

=

Lemma 3.12 Let f be a distance-transitive extended bipàrtite double of a graph 6. Then
')';(C):::; 1'i+i(C) and /3;(C) ?:'. /J;+i(C) /or all completely regula.r codes C in r.
Proof. Directly from the previous lemma.

O

Lemma 3.13 Let f be an extended bipartite double of a graph ~- IJ for all completely
regttlar codes C in Ll uie have 'f;(C) :::; ')';+ 1 (C) and ,8;(C) ;::: /J;+ 1 (C), then 1;(Ci) :::;
1i+1(Ci) and /3;(C1) 2'. /3;+1(C1) /or all completely regular codes C1 inf.
Proof. The fact that f is a extended bipa.rtite double of D. is equivalent with tha.t r is
bi parti te and has a.n automorphism </>of order 2 such tiiat </>( x) "" x for all vertices x of r
and f/</> ~Ll. Let C 1 he acompletely regularcodein r. Suppose that </>(C1 ) C 1 • Then
C = C 1 /<f> is a. completely regula.r code in Ll with 11(Ct) 'f;(C) and /J;(C)
/J(C1).
Then we are done. Otherwise there is a vertex c E C with </>( c) !/. C. Then we are done
by Lemma 3.10. O

=

Lemma 3.14 Let r be a connected flag-transitive graph. Let r have a non-identity
atttomorphism t/>, such that d( </>( x ), x) :::; 1 for all vertices x of r. Let a be the distance
1-or-2 gmph of r. Then /or each completely regular code C in D. we have 7; $ 'Yi+l and

/3; 2'.

f3i+I.

Proof. Let 11 be a. vertex such tha.t </>(u) f:. u. Let {y,z} be a.n edge of r. By the
fia.g-tra.nsitivity, there is an a.utomorphism 71' with 71'( u)
y aud 71'( </>( u)) = z. Then
1/; = 71'- 1 t/>1f is an autornorphism of r such that 'l{!(y)
zand d('l{!(x),x) S 1 for all
vertices x. So we showed tha.t for ea.ch edge {y, z} there is a.n a.utomorphism t/:i such that
1/•(y) =zand d(î,1'.•(x),x) $ 1 for all vertices x of r. Let V1, V2 be two vertices at dista.nce
2. Let w be a common neighbour of v1 a.nd v2. Then there a.re a.utomorphisrns 71'1 and 71'2
such tha.t 7r1 (vi) wand 71'2 (w) = v2, and d(7r;(x),x):::; 1 for all vertices x and i 1,2.
Let 1f ir27l'1, then ir( tJi) 1J2 and for all x we have d( 7r( x ), x) $ 2.
Automorphisms of rare also automorphisms for ~. Let ~be the distance 1-or-2 graph
of r. Let C be a completely regular code in À. Let u </. C, tllen there are vertices v,c
such that dA( v, C) = clA( v, c) = 1. Then dr( v, c):::; 2, and thus there is an automorphism
t/> of r with </>(r)
v and dr(</>(x),x):::; 2 for all vertices x of r. It follows tha.t </>is an
a.utomorphism of D. snch that </>( c) = 11 and dA ( </>( x ), x) $ 1 for all vertices x of À. So
we are done by Lemma. 3.10. D

=

=

The a.bove enables us to show that for most families of cla.ssical gra.phs Martin's con·
jecture is true.
Theorem 3.15 Each completely regttlar code C in r has c;(C) $ Ci+i(C) and b;(C) 2'.
b;+i ( C), whe1-e r is a member of one of the following families.
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( i)
(ii)
( iii)
(iv)
(v)
( vi)
(vii)
( viii)

(ix)
(x)
(xi)

(xii)
(xiii)

(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
( xvii)
(xviii)

(xix)
(xx)
(xxi)

The Hamming graphs, H(n,d),
the Johnson graphs, J( n, d),
the Grassmann graphs, Gq( n, d),
the symplectic dual po/ar graphs on [Cd(q)J,
the orthogonal dual polar graphs on [Bd(q)J,
the orthogonal dual polar graphs on [Da(q)],
the orthogonal dual polar graphs on [l1Dd+i(q)],
the unitary dual polar graphs on [2 A2d(r)J,
the unitary dual polar graphs on [2 Azd-1 ( r )],
the bilinear forms graphs, Hq(n,d},
the alternating f orms graphs,
the Hermitean forms graphs,
the symmetrie bilinear forms graphs,
the quadratic f orms graphs,
the folded Johnson gmphs, J(2m, m),
the f olded cubes,
the halved cubes,
the Doob graphs, the direct products of Shrikhande graphs
and 4-cliques,
the half dual polar graphs, Dm,m(q),
the Ustimenko graphs, which are the distance 1-or-2 graphs
of dual polar graphs on [Cd(q)], and
the Hemmeter graphs, the extended bipartite doubles
of the dual palar graphs on [Ca(q)].

Proof. Only symmetrie bilinear forms graphs with diameter a.t least 3 and characteristic odd, or with diameter at least 4 and characteristic even are not distance-regular,
all the other graphs are distance-regular, cf. [19], p. 286 and the errata of that book.
The gra.phs of families (xiv), (xviii), (xx) a.nd (xxi) are not flag-transitive. The other
graphs are flag-transitive and by Lemma 3.11 for any graph not a member of family
(xiv), (xviii), (xx) or (xxi), we only have to find an automorphism </>,not the identity,
such that d( </>( x ), x) ~ 1 for all vertices x. Let r be a graph of one of the above families.
If ris a Hamming graph then you may take for </> a translation over a one-weight vector.
If r is a Johnson graph then </>is a transposition. If r is a Grassmann graph then </> is a
transvection. If r is a symplectic dual polar graph then </>is a symplectic transvection. H
ris an orthogonal dual polar graph and the characteristic is not two then </>is a reflection.
An orthogonal dual polar graph on [Bd(q)] with q even is isomorphic to an symplectic
dual polar gra.ph. lf ris a.n orthogonal dual polar gra.ph on [Da(q)] or [2 Dd+t(q)] with
q even then </> is a transvection. If r is a. unitary duaJ polar graph then </> is a unitary
transvection. The bilinear forms graph H q( n, d) is isomorphic to the induced subgraph
of G 9 (n + d, d) on {YIV n W
O} where Wis a n-subspace. So we can take for </> a
transvection of G9 (n + d,d) which is the identity on W. Let r be the alternating forms
graph on GF(q)d. J,et A be an orthogonal dual polar graph on [Dd(q)J and x a vertex
of A. Then the induced subgra.ph of the distance 2 graph of A on .O.d(x) is isomorphic
to r. So take for tf,1 a Siegel transformat.ion which fixes x. Let r be the Hermitean forms
graph on GF(q)d . Let .0. be the unitary dual polar space on [2 A2d-i(r)] and x a vertex
of .0.. Then r is isomorphic to the induced subgraph of .0. on Ad(x). Now take for 'l/J
a unitary transvection which fixes x. Let r be the symmetrie bilinear forms graph on
GF(q)d . Let A be the symplectic dual polar space on [Cd(q)] and x a vertex of A.
Then r is isomorphic to the induced subgraph of .0. on Ad. Now take for </> a symplectic
transvection which fixed x. If ris a folded Johnson gra.ph or a folded cube, we are done
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by Proposition 3.7. If ris a haJved cube, then take for 'Ij; a transposition. If r is a half
dual polar graph, then take for 'if1 a Siegel transformation.
Let r be a. qua.dratic forms gra.ph of odd characteristic. Then r is the dista.nce l-or-2
gra.ph of asymmetrie bilinear forms graph A. By Lemma 3.14 we are done. If r is a
quadratic forms graph of even characteristic, then it has a partition in cliques of order qn,
such that each clique belongs to the sa.me alternating form. If C is not the union of such
cliques, then there is an automorphism </>, which sends a quadratic form to an another
hut leaves the bilinear form the sa.me and </>( C) i= C. Otherwise C covers a completely
regular code in an alterna.ting forms graph. So again we are done.
The Shrikhande graph II is flag-transitive and has a non-identity automorphism </> such
that d(ef>(x),x) $ 1 for all vertices of IL So by Lemma 3.11, Ma.rtin's conjecture holds
for the Doob graphs.
Let A be a dual pola.r graph on [Cd(q)]. The group Sp(2d,q) is generated by symplectic
transvections, and therefore has an element </> such that d( x, ef>( x)) $ 2 for all vertices x
of A. and (z, ef>(z))
2 for a vertex z. By Lemma 3.14, the conjecture of Martin holds
for the Usiimenko graphs. By Lemma 3.13, Martin's conjecture holds for the Hemmeter
graphs. D

Remark 2. NEUMA!ER [83] asked for feasibility conditions for the parameters jt; =
II~=J li of a completely regula.r code in a Hamming gra.ph and the above theorem gives
such a condition. Is it true that for a completely regular code in a Hamming graph the
array {1;} is a strictly increasing array?
Remark 3. More information on the families of classica) gra.phs can be found in (19],
Chaptcr 9. The results 011 the classica! groups we use ca.n be found in [101].
As we shall see later, for the Odd and doubled Odd graphs with valency at least 4,
Ma.rtin's conjecture is not true. Dut for these graphs we can show a wea.ker version of
this conjccture.

Proposition 3.16 Let f be a doublcd Odd, Odd or a doubled Grassmann graph. Then
for any completely rer111lnr code in r we have /i $ î'i+2 and /3; ? /3i+2·
Proof. Let C be a cmnpletely regular code in r. If r is a doubled Odd or Odd graph
and suppose that thcre is a vertex i: (j; C. Then there is a transposition </> such that
<f>(C) -:f G and by Lemma 3.10 wc are done.
If ris a doubled Grassma1m graph and suppose that there is a vertex x </: C. Then there
is a transvection </>sneb that <f>(C) # C and a.gain by Lemma 3.10 we are done. D
Let N = {1,2, ... ,2n + l}. J,et C be the set of n-subsets a.nd (n+ 1)-subsets containing exactly i elements of {l, 2, ... , 2i}.

Lemma 3.17 ThP set C is a completely regula.r code in DOn+l with cot•ering radius
min{2i,2(n - i) + l}. Po1· the 1mnmtcft'1's we hm1e K2j-1 = 2{j~;)(!~j-jti), Kzj

2(j~;){2!,;'.=-;L; 1 ), Î2,i n i + j
Oj = 0 and no = n + 1
i.

+ 1,

/2j-1

=i + j, /32j

j, fh.H = n - i - j

Proof. For the C1 we have
{V 1Va(n+1)-subset of N and jVn/I i+ j}
{W 1 W a n-subset of N and IW n Il i - j}

=

U

IV Il= i - j}
Il= i + j}.

{V 1 Va (n + 1)-subset of N and
n
U {W 1 Wan-subset of N and IW n
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+ 1,

Now the parameters follow easily. D
For n ;::: 3 and i = 1 you get /32 > f31. The array K; is decreasing for C. It is an
open question whether the array x:; of a completely regular code in a doubled Odd graph
has to be unimodal. For all c E C we have N \ c E C and this implies that C is a
completely regular code in 0"+1 with the same intersection array.
For n = 7 and i = 3 you get î't 4, î'2 = 6, î'J = 5, 1'4 = 7 and hence the array {î';}; is
not unimodal.
There is still no example known of a completely regular code in a doubled Grassmann
graph with "'(; > "Yi+t. hut I conjecture that there must be such an example.

=

3.3

Completely regular codes in the

3.3.1

Biggs~Smith

graph

Examples

In this subsection we give the original construction of the Biggs-Smith graph r, due to
BIGGS & SMITH [13], and construct some completely regular codes in r. In the next

section we show that there are no other completely regular codes in r.
Let the vertex set of r be the set {x;, y;, zf 1 i E Zm j = 1,2,4,8}. In f we have
the following edges, {x;, y;}, {x;, zl}, {.T;, zt}, {y;, zt} and {y;, z?} for i E Z 11,
zf} if li - ll = j. It is easy to see tha.t the induced graph on {x;, y;, zf 1j=1,2,4,8}
has the form of an H. The graph f is a distance-regular graph with intersection array
{3,2,2,2,l,1,1;1,1,l,l,l,l,3}.

{zf,

The following theorem conta.ins some known facts about the Biggs-Smith graph. For
more information about the Biggs-Smith graph and other constructions, see [19], Section
13.4 and [17].
Theorem 3.18 (cf. [19], Theorem 13.4.1) There is a unique distance-regular gmph with
intersection army {3,2,2,2,1,l,1;1,1,1,l,l,l,3}. It has 102 t•ertices and full automorphism group PSL(2, 17), acting distance tmnsitively with point stabilizer Sym(4). /t
has diameter 7, girth 9 and does not contain 10-cycles. lts spectrum is 31, 218 , 017 ,

( (l ±

{17> )9, D}6 (j

1, 2, 3) where tlie 9jare the tliree roots of B3 + 382 - 3 = 0. D

=

=

Let 11' : r -+ r be the map such tl1at 11'(x;)
Xi+h 11'(y;)
Yi+t and 11'(zf)
zf+i
if j = 1, 2, 4, 8 and i E Z11. It is easy to see that 11' is an automorphism of r. Let
H =< 11' >be the group generated by 71'. Let X = {x; 1 i E Z11}, Y = {y; 1 i E Z11} and
Z; =
1 i E Z11}, for j = 1,2,4,8. The orbits under Hare X, Y and Z; (j = 1,2,4,8)
and therefore they form an equitable partition with the following intersection diagram.

{zf

2

2
17

Zs

z"
2
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Now it is easy to see that Z1 U Z4 is a completely regular code with intersection diagram

Z1

U

Z2 and Z1

U

Zs completely regular codes with intersection diagram
~

~
2
1
2
and X U Y a completely regular code with intersection diagram
~.
v-2---i~

1

2

Note that Ko= K3 = 34 and Kt
K2
17 for the completely regular code Z 1 UZ4 and thus
the array {K;}, i = 0, ... , p is not a unimodaJ array. Let t/J : r ..,.. r be a map, such that
1/J(xi) = Y2;,1/J(y;) X2i,~•(zf) zif, if j 1,2,4, and 1/J(z~) z~i for i E Z17· It Î8 easy
to see that 'ljJ is an automorphism of r of order 8. The group K =< rr, 'ljJ > is isomorphic
to 17: 8 (this is the semi-product of a C11 and a C8 , using the notation of [30]). Now K
bas two orbits on r a.nd one of them is X U Y. By the fact tha.t K is a maximal subgroup
of PSL(2, 17) it follows that Il is the stabiliser of X U Y and of Z1 U Z2 U-Z4 U Zs. It is
obvious that ~, 4 is the only nou-identity element of < t/J > which preserves the partition
fl = { X, Y, Z 1 , Z 2 , Z4 , Zs}. Also obvious is the fact that < ef; 2 > is the maximal subgroup
of< t/J > which preserves the partition fl 1 = {X, Y, Z 1 U Z4 , Z2 U Z8 }. In the same way
you see that only the ideutity of < t/; > stabilises Z 1 U Z 2 . This is also the only element
of < 'ljJ > wllich stabilises Z1 U Z 8 • So we have shown the following proposition.
Proposition 3.19 ( i) The stabiliser of the partition {X U Y, Z1 U Z 2 U Z4 U Zs} is
morphic to 17 : 8 and has two orbits on r.
( ii) The stabiliser of !.he partition { X, Y, Z 1 U Z 4 , Z2 U Zs} is isomorphic to 17 : 4
has f our orbits on r.
( iii) The stabiliser of the partition {X U Y, Z1 U Z2, Z4 U Zs} is isomorphic to D34
has six orbits on r.
( iv) The stabiliser of the partition { X U Y, Z1 U Zs, Z4 U Z2} is isomorphic to D34
has six orbits on r.

3.3.2

isoand
and
and

Classification of the completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith
graph

In this snbsection we dassify the completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith graph. We
say that a. completely regular C with covering radius p in a distance-regular graph À is
trivial if IC! :S 1, ICPI :S 1 or all the vertices of À are in C. Let r be the Biggs-Smith
graph and C a non-trivial completely regular code in r. Define tv; = 11?0 where 11}i are
the numbers of Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 3.20 A non-trit>ial completely reg11lar code with co1>ering radius at most 3 in
the Biggs-Smith groph has, up to reversal, one of the following intersection armys.

( i)
(ii)
(iii)

{2; 1}

{1,1;1,l}
{l,l,2;2,1,1}
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Proof. Let p be the covering radius of C and let A be the intersection matrix of C. We
have to handle three cases.
CASE 1: p = 1. By Theorems 3.4, 3.18 and Proposition 3.1 (ii), the only two eigenvalues
for the intersection array are 3 and 0. The only possibility is intersection array ( i).
CASE 2: p 2. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.18 there are two possibilities for the eigenvalues
for A. The first possibility is that the eigenvalues of A are 3, 2, O. Then the trace of A is
5, and therefore the only possible intersection array is that of ( ii). The second possibility
is that the eigenvalues of A are 3,
Then tr(A) equals 4. Then without loss of
generality ao = 2 and /30 = 1. If a1 = 0, then by Lemma 3.3 we have a completely regular
code with oo = 0 and covering radius 1. This is impossihle. So o 1 = 1 = o 2 = /31 = î'l
and ")'2 = 2. But then Ko + "1 + K2 = 5K2 and 5 does not divide 102, contradiction.
CASE 3: p
3. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.18 and Proposition 3.1 (iii), there are two
possibilities for the eigenvalues of A. The first possibility is that the eigenvalues of A
are 3,
and 2. Then tr(A) = 6 and therefore the intersection array has to be
{l, 1, 1;1,1,1}. But then L:r=o"i = 4K 0 and 4 does not divide 102, contradiction. The
second possibility is .that the eigenvalues are 3,
and 0. Then tr(A) = 4 and
det(A) 0. If ao 0 then det(A) f= O. So ao > 0 and a3 > 0. There are without loss
of generality four possibilities for the vector a (a 0 , ai, o 2 , a 3 ) and these are
(!)
a (1,1,1,1),
(Il)
a (1, 1, 0, 2),
(III) a = (1,0, 1,2) and

=

t±fil.

=

l±fll

t±ff

(IV)

a

= (2, 0, 0, 2).

The only possible intersection array for (J) is {l, 1, 2; 2, 1, 1} and then L:r=o K; = 6Ko and
so t>o
17. But now Ko«o is odd, wha.t is a contradiction with (74], Proposition 2.2.4
(ii).
By det(A) = 0, the only possihle intersection arra.y for (II) is {1, 1, 1;2,1,2} and
L:r=o K; = 9Ko and hence such a code can not exist.
By det(A) = 0, there are no possible intersection arrays for (I Il).
By-Oet(A) = 0, the only possible intersection array for (IV) is ( iii). D
Lemma 3.21 The minimum distance of C is less then 6.

Proof. Snppose that the minimum dista.nce is 7. By [74], Theorem 2.3.3 it follows that
ICI > 2. Because of Pf. 1 = 1 we get ICI = 3. But it is easy to see that such a code is
not completely regular. Suppose uow tha.t the minimum distance is 6. Then we have
/30 = 3, /31
f:h = ")'3 = 2, /1 1'2 = 1 and <to = a1 a2 = 0. If a3 :/= 0 then a3 = 1
and Lf=o lii = 16Ko, hut 16 does not <livide 102. So a3 = 0. By calcula.ting the number
of 9-cycles in through one vertex we get that this number is at most /Jo/11/32/33 < 24,
because there are no 6-, 8- and 10-cycles in r. But the number of 9-cycles through one
vertex in r equaJs 24. 0
Lemma 3.22 The minimum distance of C is not equal to 5.

Proof. Let the minimum distauce be 5. By Theorem 3.20, we may assume that the
covering radius be at least 4. Then we have a 1 = ao = 0, a2 = ")'1 = ")'2 = /32 = 1, /30 = 3
and /31 2. In r each pair of vertices at distance 5 are connected by exactly one path of
length 5. By counting pa.tbs of length 5 with end1mints in C it follows tos = 6 and hence
ICI 2: 7.
lf ")' 3 = 1, then L:r=o 1'; 16KQ, and hencc Ko ~ \ 0 So ICI = Ko ~ 6, contradiction.
So 1 3 = 2 11.nd heuce <t3 = 0 and f33
1, by the assumptions. If ")'4 = 3, then there
exists also a completely regula.r code with minimum distam:e 5 and covering radius 2, by

i.
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folding. By Theorem 3.20 such a code does not exist.
If ")'4 = 2, then '2::1=o Ki
14!Ko and 2K4 3Ko. Hence Ko is even and thus
contradiction.
If ")'4 1, then
lii
161>:0. Hence ICI = Ko:::; 6, contradiction. D
Lemma 3.23 The minimum distance of C is not

ICI =

Ko :::; 6,

4.

Proof. Suppose that the minimum distance is 4. Then a 1 = a 0 = 0, {30 = 3, {3 1 = 2 = î'z
and î't
1. In r every two vertices at distance 4 there is a path of length 5 in r such
that the two vertices are endpoints in this path, by a5 ;: 1. Hence we get a 2 :?: 1. But
then the covering radius of C equals 2. By Theorem 3.20 this is impossible. O
Lemma 3.24 The minimum distance of C is not 2.

=

Proof. Suppose that the minimum distance of C is 2. Then a 0 = 0, {30 3 and 'Yl 2.
This implies Wz
3. These three vertices do not lie at mutual distance 2 and so by
P~.2 = 0 we get W4 > 0.
If a 1 :/= 0, then o 1 1 and because -2 is not a eigenvalue of r such a completely regular
code does not exist.
So G'J = 0 and by W4 > 0 and girth 9 we get that 0'2 :/= 0. But then P~.2 :/= 0, hut in r
tbis number equa.Js 0, contradiction. D

Pb

Lemma 3.25 There are no non-tritiinl completely regular codes in
most S.

r

witk-cardinality at

Proof. By [74], Theorem 2.3.3 there are no completely regular codes of cardinality 2 in

r.
In the proof of [74], Proposition 2.3.4, Martin shows that a completely regular code with
minimum distance t and cardinality 3 in a. distauce-regular graph with odd valency only
exists if t
<l or t ::::; 2, where d is the diameter of the graph. By this and because the
girth of r equals 9 the minimum distance of C must be 7. But this is impossible by
Lemma 3.21. D

Lemma 3.26 lt is impossible that the minimum distance of ICI equals S, the covering
radius p of C is at least 4 and O'p ~ 1.
Proof. Suppose there exists a completely regular code with these properties. For the
parameters we have a 0 = 0, /30 = 3, n 1 = /31
')'1 = 1 and ")'3 ::::; 2. If ")'2 > 1, then
by the fact that the girth equals 9, it follows that a 2 > 0, contradict.ion. It follows that
L~=O Ki ~ S!Ko.
By no = 0 and op :/= 0 we get 3 1 K; for i :/= 0. By v
102, we have 3 1 Ko, and hence 9 1
li:; for i :f 0. Tlrns 1»0 = 3(mod 9). Dut now we have

and therefore K.o $ 11. So Ko = 3, hut there are no codes with ICI = 3, by Lemma 3.25.
0 Summarising the previous lemmas we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.27 Let p be the covering mdius of C. Let p
(i)
2 $ ao + 01 + D'p-1 + aµ :S ti{A) and
( ii) O'o 0 if and only if D'p = 0.
0

=
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~

4. Then we have

Lemma 3.28 There are no completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith graph with covering radius ..f.

Proof. Let the covering radius, p, be 4. By Theorems 3.4, 3.18 and Proposition 3.27 (i)
there are two possibilities for the eigenvalues of A. The first case is when 3, IJ;, i = 1, 2, 3
2 and det(A) = 18. Therefore, by
and 2 are the eigenvalues of A. Then tr(A)
Proposition 3.27 (i), we get a 2
0. If a 0
0, then Proposition 3.27 (ii) implies
0, contradiction. So ao
a 4 = 1 and a 1
a2
a3
0. Calculating the
det(A)
determinant of A we get 18 = det(A) 2(/3n2/33 + 71/3273 ). Without loss of generality
we get the intersection array {2, 2, 1, 2; 1, 2, 1, 2} and then 'Lt=o K; 9KQ. But 9 is not a
divisor of 102, contradiction.
The second possibility for the eigenvalues is that these are 3, 2, 0, l±fÏ. Then tr(A) 6,
0 there are
and hence without loss of generality a 0 = 2 and a 1 = 1. By det(A)
only two possible intersection arrays for C. The first one is {1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 2}, but then
'L!:o 1>:; 9,.;4 and 9 does not divide 102, contradiction. The second is {1, 1, 1, 2; 1, 1, 1, 1}
and then 'Lr=o li:; 6,.; 1 and thus n: 1 17. But a 1 ,.; 1 is odd, contradicting (74], 2.2.4 ( ii).

=

=

=

=

0

Lemma 3.29 There are no completely regular codes in the Bigg.,-Smith gmph with covering radius 5.

Proof. Let the covering radius, p, be 5. By Theorems 3.4, 3.18 and Proposition 3.27 (i)
the eigenvalues of A must be 3, fJ;,i 1,2,3, 0 and 2. Then tr(A) = 2 and det(A) = 0.
Therefore, by Proposition 3.27 ( i), we get. a 3 = a 2 0. If a 0 = 0, t.hen Proposition 3.27
(ii) implies det(A) f. 0, contradiction. So a 0 = a4 = 1 and a1
a2 = a3
0'4 = 0.
Calculating the determina.nt of A we get 0 = det(A) /3112/3374 - 411/32/3/34. Without
loss of generality we get 1 4 = {33 = 2. There are now two possible intersection arrays. The
first one is {2, 2, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 1, 2, 2} and then 'Lf=O 1>; = 27 Ko. Dut 27 does not divide 102,
contradiction. The second possibility is {2, 1, 1, 2, 1; 2, 2, 1, 2, 2} and then
K; = 15,.;5.
But 15 does not divide 102, contradiction. D
Lemma 3.30 The1'f: are no completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith gmph with covering radius 6.

Proof. By Theorems 3.4, 3.18 and Proposition 3.27 (i) the eigenvalues of A are 3,2, fJ;,
i
1,2,3 a.nd t±fï, and hence tr(A) = 3 and det(Al
18. Suppose that ao;;:: 1.
Then 0'6 f. 0, by Proposit.ion 3.27. Without loss of generality we may assume tha.t
ao
l,a1 = 0'2 0.
Let E be an edge Îll r, say E = {x, y}. By P~. 1 0, it follows that the covering radius of
E equals 6. Moreover jf6(E)I = P}, 6 + PÀ, 7 +P~.6 = 8 +8 +8 = 24. By c6 = 1 the vertices
in (f6(x) n f1(y)) U (f6(y) n f1(x )) have valency two in the subgraph induced by f 6(E).
By P?, 7 = 0 P~. 1 and P}, 6 PJ., 7 = Pl1.6 the valency of z E f6(x) n f6(Y) equals two in
f6(E).
Suppose that 71 2. Then by the ahove reasoning it follows that ICI 5 16. If 1'2 = 2,
1
then ICI ? wo + w1 + ... + ws = 1 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 8 > Hl, contradiction. So 12
and ICI ;;:: wo + w1 + ... + w5 = 1 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 16 and thns ICI 16. If 1'3 1,
then 'L?=i i>; ? 16 + 16 + 16 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4 108, contradiction. So 1'3 = 2 and thus
w6 ? 2, from which follows that ICI ? 18, contradiction.
1. If /2 = 2, then ICl/2 5 24/5 and tlms hy ICI even, it follows ICI ~ 8. But
Hence 1'1
ICI ~ wo + t1>4 +w 5 = l +4 +4, contra.diction. So 1'2 = 1. Now we have ICl/2 ~ 24/7, and
hence ICI :::; 6. But then 'Y3 2, a3 = 1, or 1'3 = 1, a3 0 a.nd /4 = 2. In each of these
cases you easily see that ICI ;;:: 8, contradiction. Hence ao = 0 and by Proposition 3.27
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( ii) we have ao = °'6 = 0 and a1 = as
1. Without loss of generality 02 = 0 and
by det(A) '/:: 0 we get 03
0 and n4
1. If 12 = 2 then W4 > 0 and thus n2 'f: 0,
because there must be a path of length 5 between two mernbers of C at distance 4. So,
by det(A) = -18, the only possible intersection array is {3, 1,2,2,1,1;1,l,1,1,1,3} and
then L:Y=o "'' = 41Ko. But 41 does not divide 102, contradiction. O
Lemma 3.31 There are no non-trivia/ completely regular codes in the Biggs-Smith graph
with covering radius 7.

Proof. The eigenvalues of the Biggs-Smith graph a.re also eigenvalues of A, and hence
det(A) = 0 and tr(A) = 3. Because of a1
0 it follows that a 7 = a 0 = 0 and
0:1 = 0/6 = 1. Now without loss of generality a2 = 04 = 0, by
ex; = 1. But then
det(A) ':/; 0, contradiction. D
Lemma 3.32 The only completely regttlar codes in the Biggs-Smith graph with intersection array {2; 1} are the images of X U Y under PSL(2, 17).

Proof. By Proposition 3.19, the stahiliser of X U Y is 17:8 and lrns two orhits on
one of them is X U Y. The vector v defined by
v"

r

and

for x E XU Y,
otherwise

is an eigenvector of r for the value 0. Let 0 := vPSL(Z,I 7 ), The cardina.lity of 0 equals
18. The space l' spanned by 0 is a su bspa.ce of the 0-eigenspace of r. Using the fa.et that
the permuta.tion representation of PSL(2, 17) with point sta.biliser 17: 8 is the direct
of two irreducible representations, one of dimension 1 and one of dimension 17, see [30],
p.9, l' is not a 1-dimensional space and the 0-eigenspace is 17 dimensional we get tha.t
V is the 0-cigenspace. There is a. 1-1 relation hetween completely regular codes with
intersection array {2; l} and 0-eigenvectors with on 34 positions a 2 and on 68 positions
a -1. Using GRAPE [99], GAP [94] and nauty [76] we found that there are only 18
0-eigenvectors with on 34 positions a 2 a.nd on 68 positions a. -1. So we are done D

Lemma 3.33 The only completely regular cèxles in the Biggs-Smith graph with intersection array {1, 1; 1, 1} are the images of Z 1 U Z 4 ttnder PSL(2, 17).

Proof. Let Che a. completely regula.r code with intersection array {1,1;1,1}. Then
C U C 2 is a. completdy regula.r code with intersection array {1; 2}. By the previous
lemma we have that C 1 is an image of X U Y and therefore C must he an image of
Z; U Zj, i < j. The only possihilities for (i,j) are (1,4) and (2,8). But Z2 U Zs is an
image of Z 1 U Z2 under PS L(2, 17). 0
Lemma 3.34 The only completely regula.r codes in the Biggs-Smith graph with intersection array {1, 1, 2; 2, 1, l} are the images of Z 1 U Z2 under Z1 U Zs under PS L(2, 17).

Proof. Let C be a completely regular code with intersection array {1, 1, 2; 2, 1, 1}. Then
C U C 3 is a. rnmpletely regular cod~~ with intersection array {1;2}. By the previous
lemma we have tha.t C 1 LJ C 2 is an image of X U Y and therefore C must he an image
of Z; U Zj, i < j. The only possihilities for (i,j) are (1,2), (1,8), (2,4) a.nd (4,8). But
Z4UZ2 respectively Z 4 UZs are images of Z 1 UZs respectively Z 1 UZ2 under PSL(2, 17). D
The conclusion of this section is the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.35 A non-trivial completely regular code in the Biggs-Smith gmph has one
of the following intersection arrays, up to reversal.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

{2; 1}
{l, 1; 1, 1}
{1,1,2;2,l,l}

And /or each intersection army there is a completely regular code with this intersection
army. Furthermore the only examples are the examples we construct in Section 3.3.1.
The eigenvalues of the intersection matrix are in case (i), 3 and 0, in case (ii), 3,2 and
O, and in case (iii), 3, 1
and 0. D

±ff

3.4
3.4.1

Perfect codes with distinct protective radii
Introduction

We shaJl use standard terminology. A code C of length n over an aJphabet Q with q
symbols is a. subset of Qn, i.e. we consider codes in a Hamming scheme. We denote the
cardinaJity ICI of the code by M; dis the minimum (Hamming-)distance of the code. A
l>all B,(c) with center c and radius ris defined by

(3.1)

B,(c) := {x E Qn 1 d(x,c) $ r}.

Suppose that Cis the union of two disjoint subcodes C 1 and C2 such that the following
r; if c E C;
holds. There are integers r 1 a.nd 1·2 sch tha.t the halls Br(c) where r
(i 1,2) are disjoint. We then call C, with the specified subcodes C1 and C2, a (ri.r2)error-correcting code. Let M; := IC;I and let d; be the minimum distance of C;. Then
d; ~ 2r; + 1 (i 1, 2). If we also define

then it is also clea.r that
(3.2)
Define r( c) = r; if c E C;. If c and c' are codewords with
1

d(c,c ) = r(c)+ r(c

1
)

+ 1,

then c and c' will be caJled adjacent. In this way a graph is defined on the vertex set
consisting of codewords of C. The code C is called bipartite if the two sets C1 and C2
are cocliques (independent sets) in this graph.
If
(3.3)

Qn =

LJ

Br1 (c) U

c€C1

LJ

Br 2 (c),

cEC2

then C is called a perfect ( ri. r2)-error-correcting code.
Let V ( n, r) denote the volume of a hall of radius r in Qn, i.e.

(3.4)

V(n,r);;:

t

(7~)(q- l)i.

i=O
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Then obvionsly
(3.5)

V(n,r)=V(n,r-l)+(;)(q

1)',

and frorn well-known relations for binomial coefficients we find

(3.6)

qV(n,r) = V(n,r+ 1)+ (;)(q- l)'+i.

If C is a perfect ( r 1 , r2)-error-correcting code in Qn, then by (3.3) we have

(3.7)
Perfect codes with distinctive radii were introduced by CoHEN & MONTARON [29, 78].
Tbey were also studied by GUNDLACH [56) (see also [54, 55]). The exa.rnples we mention
below were already found by COHEN & MONTARON (all of which were also found by the
present authors, before Prof. J.H. van Lint ca.lled Gundlach's work to their a.ttention;
no new exa.mples wen,- fouud). The a.im of this secticin is to prove a. non-existence result
that does not occm· in [56]. This theorem sta.tes tha.t Exa.mple 4 (below) is unique (in a
certa.in sen se).

Example 1. Let C 1 be a.ny r-error-correcting code a.nd let C consists of the words
of C 1 and all words in Q" with dista.nce > 1· to C1. Then C is a trivia.l example of a
perfect code with distinct protective radii, na.mely an {r, 0)-error-correcting code.
Example 2. Let C be the bina.ry repetition code of length n, a.nd C 1
r 1 + r 2 + 1 n thcn this is a perfect ( ri, 1·2 )-error-correcting code.

{O}. If

:::

1

Example 3. Let C be a perfect e-enor-correcting code of length n. Let G be the
code of length n 1 obta.incd from C by puncturing (on the la.st position). We define
c~' respectively c;, to be the subcodes of c' obtained from the words of c ending in
1
a 0, respectively not en ding in a. 0. Then C is a perfect ( e, e - 1)-error-correcting code
(since we have IC'I q- 1 ICI). Exa.mples ca.n be ma.de using the known perfect codes.
Example 4. Let P be a code wit.h the pa.ra.meters of a. Prepaya.ta. code of length
n
221 1. Let "Jt be the union of P a.nd a.Jl words in Z2 tlrnt have distance 3 to
P. In [112] it is shown tha.t 'Jt is a. perfect 1-error-correcting code. Now take the extended rndes C
R a.nd
Then Cis a perfect (2, 1)-error-correcting code. Note
tha.t if P is the Prepa.ra.ta. code, then 'Jt is the Hamming code (cf. [6)).
We ca.n now state the ma.in theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.36 IJ C is a bipartite perfect (r, 1)-error-correcting code with r
r = 2 and C belongs to the family of codes mentioned in Example 4.

3.4.2

~

2, then

Perfect codes

We sha.ll prove severa.1 elementary results on (bipartite) perfect codes. In ma.ny cases the
röles of C 1 a.nd C 2 can be interchanged. From now on we usually assume that r 1 ~ r 2 •

Lemma 3.37 Let C be <1 perfect (ri, ri}-ermr correcting code. IJ d1
word in C1 is adjacent to some word in C2 and hence

(3.8)
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2r + 1, then each

=

Proof. Let c E C1. Let x E Q" be a word with d(c,x) r 1 +1. There is a codeword c'
such that d(x,c') :::; r(c'). This implies that c and c' are adjacent, and hence c' E C2 •
By (3.8) we are done. D
The next lemma. shows that nontrivial bipartite perfect codes are binary.

Lemma 3.38 Let q ~ 3 and let C be a perfect q-ary (ri,r 2 )-error-correcting code with
r1 > r2 > 0. Then di = 2r1 + 1 or d2 = 2r2 + 1.
Proof. Assume that di > 2r1+1. Consider a word c E C1 ; without loss of generality
we assume tha.t this word is 0. Let x = (11···10 · · ·O), a word of weight r 1 + 1. By

Lemma 3.37 there is a codeword c' E C 2 such that d( c, c') = r 2 , and we may assume
(11···1 * *· ·· * 00 · · ·O), where the first ri + 1
without loss of generality that c'
coordinates are 1, the next r2 are nonzero, and the remaining coordinates are 0. Now
define y :=(all .. ·100·"0), a word of weight r 1 +1 with a tf. {O, l}. By the sa.me
argument a.s above there is a codeword c" of weight r1+rz+1 with d(y,c") r 2 • The
words c' and c" are both in C2 , distinct, and there distance is clearly at most 2r 2 + 1
and so we are done. D

=

Lemma 3.39 Let C be a perfect ( !'i, r2)-error-correcting code with dt > 2r 1 + 1. Then
the covering radius p( C2) of C2 satisfies
(3.9)

p(C2)

= d1,2 = r1+r2+1.

Proof. To prove the lemma, we consider a perfect ( r1, r2)-error-correcting code C with
p(C2)
p > r1+rz+1. We consider words x, c with d(x,c) = cl(x,C2) =p. Without
loss of generality c = 0 and x = (x1 ... i: µ00 ... 0). We define

Clearly d(y;, C2)
r2 + i ( i = 1, 2). There must be a codeword u E C1 such that
d(yi, u):::; ri, hence u = (x1 .. . Xr2 +1 * * · · ·*), a word of weight r1+rz+1. This implies
that there is a j with r2 < j ~ p such tha.t xi =/= Uj, and we a.ssume tha.t the numbering
of coordinates is sucb that j
2r 2 + 2. Now we have d(y 2 , u) = r 1 + 1. So, tbere is a
codeword u' =/= u in C1 sneb tha.t d(y2, u') r1. Hence d( u, u') = 2r1 + 1. D

Lemma 3.40 Let C be a perfect ( 1·i. 1· 2 )-error-correcting C()(le with r 1 > r 2 > 0. Then
we have:

(i) lf d1:;:: 2r1+2 then
(q - 1r1 +1 ( n

(3.10)
( ii) IJ dz
(3.11)

~

2r2

~ 1) M1 $ (q -

1)'2 ( n

~ l) M2;

+2 t11en
(q- 1r+i

(n - l) M2 ~
i·2

Proof.

(q- 1)'1

(n - 1)M1.
r1

It is sufficient to prove the first assertion. So, assume that d1 ;?: 2r1 + 2.
From Lemma. 3.37 it follows that the pundured code c' ( delete the Jast symbol) is an
( r 1 , r 2 - 1)-error-correcting code So not only does ( 3.14) hold hut we a.lso have

(3.12)
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If we multiply both sides of (3.12) by q, subtract from (3.7), and apply (3.5) and (3.6),
the result follows. D
Remark. Since (3.10) and (3.11) ca.nnot hold simultaneously unless q
a second proof of Lemma 3.38.

= 2,

we have

Lemma 3.41 IJ C is a (binary) bipartite perfect ( r 1 , r2)-error-correcting code with r 1
r2 > 0, then

>

(3.13)

(3.14)

d;

= 2r; + 2

(i

= 1,2) if d1,2 < n.

Proof. The first a.ssertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.40. To prove the second
assertion, assume <1 1 2: 2r1 +a, d2 2: 2r2+2. Now Cis a.lso a.( r1+1, r 2 -1 )-error-correcting
code. So we have (as in (forin7))

( 3.15)
From (3.15), (3.7) and (3.5) we fiml

( 3.16)
Cornbining (3.13) and (3.16) we find n :S: r1

+ r 2 + 1 = dt,2·

D

Lemma 3.42 IJ C is a (bimtl'y) bipartite perfect ( r1, r 2 )-error-correcting code, then the
p1mct11rerl e0<le c'
c; u is (1 perfect ( ri, r2 - 1 )-error-correcting code and also a
pe1fect ( r1 - 1, r2)-erro1·-cor1'!"cting code.

c;

Proof. If (3.10) and (3.11) both hold, i.e. (3.13) holds, then we must have equality in
1
(3.12), showing that. C is perfect for (r1 ,r 2 1). The second assertion follows in the
sa.me way. O
There is a pa.rt.ial converse to Lemma. 3.42. We state it, although we shall not need
it Ia.ter.
Lemma 3.43 lf C
C1 U C2 is a binary perfect ( ri, r2 - 1 )-error-correcting code and
also a perfect (r1 - l, r,)-erroi·-cornxting code, with d1,2 < n, the~ if di,2 is odd the
ei:tended code C C 1 U C2 is <t perfect bipartite ( r 1 , rz)-erT"Or-correcting code.
Proof. For the distances
d 1 ,2 of C we find d 1 s; 2r1 + 2, d2 :S: 2r2 + 2, d1,2 2'.
d 1 ,2 + 1 2: r 1 + 1·2 + 1 (by Lemma 3.37). So, Cis certainly au (i·i, r 2 )-error-correcting
code. Tha.t Cis perfect now again easily follows by using (3.7) three times. D
3.4.3

Proof of Theorem 3.36

We remind the reader of the Johnson bouml for bina.ry codes (cf. (73]). If C is a binary
e-error-correcting code of length n, then
(3.17)
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If equa.lity holds in (3.17), then either e + 1 divides n + 1 in which case C is a perfect
code, or otherwise C is called nearly perfect. Note that if the fra.ction on the left-hand
side of (3.17) is not 0, then it is at least
Therefore

H:).

(3.18)
implies that e + 1 divides n a.nd that C is a nearly perfect code.
Now a.ssume that Cis a bipartite perfect (r, 1)-error-correcting code with r ~ 2. Apply
1
Lemmas 3.41 a.nd 3.42. We find that C is a perfect (r,0)-error-correcting and that

1 (n - 1)

M2 = n-l

r

M1.

c;

It follows that C~ is an r-error-correcting code with equality in (3.18). Therefore
is nearly perfect. It is well known (cf. [72]) that ( r ;::: 2) this implies that c~ has the
para.meters of a Preparata code. This completes the proof. O

Remark. The Preparata codes are not unique for length
is known as the Nordstrom-Robinson code.
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> 16, hut for length 16 it
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Chapter 4

A characterisation of the Doob
graphs
For a graph r we say that À exists if every edge lies in exactly À triangles. EGAWA [43)
has shown that the Hamming graphs are determined by their parameters, unless À equals
2. In tha.t case the only possible graphs are the Doob graphs. RIFÀ & HUGUET [90] and
NoMUllA [85] generalised this result by Egawa for À:/; 2. We generalise Egawa's result
for À= 2.
The main part of the proof is a chara.cterisation of cartesian products of graphs.
This chapter is based on the preprint "A chara.cterisation of the Doob graphs" [69).

4.1

Introduction

=

Graphs with valency k, c2
2, c3
3 and a2
2.\ are studied by BllOUWEll (14],
LAMBECI< [71], NOMUllA (85] and R.IFÀ & HUGUET [90). They fmmd that if À f; 2,
then such a. graph is covered by the Hamming graph Il(n, À+ 2), where n k/(À + 1).
In this pa.per we look at the case À 2. We shall prove the following result.
Theorem 4.23 Let r be a connected graph with À = 2, a2 = 4, c2 = 2, c3 = 3 and
with valency k. Then there i.9 a Doob graph Ll with the same valency as r and a local
isomorphism 1r : Ll ---> f. D

Also we give the following characterisation of cartesian products of cliques.
Theorem 4.21 Let r be a connected regular gmph without imluced K 2 ,1,1 's or induced
pentagons. Let c3 3 and c2 = 2. Then there is a cartesian product of cliques il. and a
local isomorphism 1r : ~ -+ f. D

=

A consequence of this theorem is the following theorem of NoMUllA (85] and RtrÀ
AND HUGUET (90).
Theorem 4.22 Let r be a connected gmph with a 1 = À -:j:. 2, n 2 = 2À, c2 2 and c3 = 3.
Then there is a Hamming gmph ll(n,cl) and a local isomorphism ir: Il(n,d)--+ r. D

Using a result of HoNG [61] we get the following result as a corollary of the Theorems 4.23 a.nd 4.22.
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Corollary 4.29 Let r be a distance-regular graph with cliameter d, d 2: 3, c; = i
(1 :5 i :5 d) and a; = i>. (1 ::; i ::; d 1). Then r is a Doob groph, a Hamming
groph, a folde<l (2t + 1 )-cube or the coset graph of the binary Golay code. D

This corollary was already shown hy NoMURA [85] and RIFÀ AND HUGUET [90] when
>. #- 2. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give the definitions and notations. In Section 3 we discuss when a graph is covered by a cartesian product of gra.phs.
In Section 4 we look at the local structure of a graph with c2
2, c3 = 3, >. = 2 and
a2 4. In Section 5 we give the proofs of the above results.

=

4.2

Definitions and notation

For two graphs r, il, a graph homomorphism 'ljJ is a map i/l : Vf ...... V ó such tha.t if
r, then i/J( x )'l/!(y) is an edge in Ll. A graph homomorphism 1/J i a
grnph isomorphism if î/• is bijective and v,,-i is also a graph homomorphism. For 'ljJ a
grapb bomomorphism from r to ll we a.lso write 1f; : r . . . ll. A graph homomorphism
î/J: f......,. ll is ca.Iled a loeal isomo11>hism if .,P(f(x )) ll{ lf;(x)) for a.Jl x E Vf. Note that
1/l(VLl)
VI', if ris ronnected.
A partition Pof the vertex set of a graph f into (non-empty sets) is called regular, or
cquitable if, for any two C',C E P, the number of vertices y E C .adjacent to x E C' is
a constant e(C',C) independent of :i: E C'. A regular partition Pis uniformly regular if
tbere a.re çonstants e01 and e 11 sneb tha.t

xy is an edge in

e(C',C) = {

eo1
e11

if C C'
if C :j:. C' a.nd there is a. x E C such tha.t d(x,C')

= 1.

A regular pa.rtition P is eomplctely regu.lar if all C E P a.re completely regular with the
sa.me pa.ra.meters. Note tha.t. a. completely regular partition is uniformly regula.r.
A subgraph ll of a gra.ph r is i-conve~: if for all x, y at dista.nce j :5 i, the pa.tbs between x and y of length j in r a.re a.lso in ll. It is i-superconvex if, for all x, y at distance
j :5 i, a.ll paths betwe(~n x and y of length at most j + 1 in r are in Ll. An i-convex
subgra.ph is i-elosed if it is also ( i 1 )-superconvex.
The weight w( u) of a. vedor u is the number of i such tha.t u; #- 0. If u and v are twó
vectors of the sa.me length a.nd A is a set. of coordinates, then u IA v if and only if u; v;
for i '/ A. For A = { i} we write u 1, v instea.d of u !Mv.
The cart.esian product of graphs Fi, i 1, 2, ... , n, ha.s as vertices vectors u of length n
with u; a. vertex of Fi. The vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if u !, v and u; "' v;
for some i. This gra.ph is denoted by IIFi. If ll 1 ,ll2 are subgraphs of a gra.ph r, then
we say that. a. subgraph ll of r splits into the ca.rtesian product Ll1 x llz if r contains
ll 1 and Ll2 a.s subgra.phs and there exist.s an isomorphism 4> : ll -> ll1 x llz such that
.4> is the ident.ity on V Ll1 U V ll2. A </-clique is a. graph on q vertices such that a.ny two
vertices are adjacent. The Hamminy gmph H ( n, q) is the cartesia.n product of n q-cliques.

=

Now we definl.' the Shrikhande graph (cf. (98]).
The vertex set is the set Z 4 x Z 4 a.nd (i,j) "' (k,l) if and only if (i

k,j - l) E

{±(1,0),±(0, 1),±(1,1)}.
The graph D(c, s) is the ca.rtesia.n product of c 4·cliqul.'s and s Shrikha.nde graphs and is
distance-regular wit.h the sa.me pa.ra.meters as the gra.ph H(c + 2s,4), cf. Doos [41].
A Doob graph is a gra.ph isomorphic to D( c, s) for some integers c and s. We consider
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the Hamming graph H(n,4) also as Doob graphs.
We now give some examples of some of the above definitions.
(i) Each maximal clique in a cartesian product of cliques is 2-closed.
(ii) The Shrikhande graph has no proper 2-dosed subgraphs containing an edge.
(iii) i-superconvex :::;} i-closed :::;} i-convex and i-closed :::;} ( i - 1)-superconvex.
(iv) The i-cube is ani-convex subgraph of H(n,4), n??: i, but is neither 1-superconvex
nor 2-closed.

4.3

On products of graphs

In this section we look at when a graph is covered by a cartesia.n product of gra.phs.

Theorem 4.1 Let :F be a family of connected graphs without proper 2-closed subgraphs
containing an edge. Let r be a connected groph such that:
(i) For each edge e the minimal 2-closed subgraph C( e) in r containing e is isomorphic
toa member of :F.
( ii) For each pair of intersecting edges e and f with C( e) f. C(f), the minimal 2-closed
subgraph of r, which contains C( e) and C(f) as sttbgraphs, splits into the cartesian
product C(e) x C(f).
(iii) IJ x is a verte:i: and e,f,g are three edges on x, such that C(e),C(f),C(g) are
pairwise distinct, then e, f, g lie in a tmique induced 3-cu.be of r.
Then there are members F 1 , •.• , F• of :F sttch that there eûsts a local isomorphism
ir: IIF _.r.
Proof. Let x E Vr. Let f( x) be partitioned in parts ill ;, for i = 1, 2, ... , s, for a. suita.ble
integer s, such tha.t the elements of W; are the neighbours of x in a. subgraph ~;, which
is isomorphic to Fi E :F. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Each vertex y of r lies in exactly s different subgraphs (with at least two
uertices) isomorphic to a member of :F. Let these 1mbgraphs be r:;, i = 1, ... , s. Then
there is a permutation; such that Fi is isomorphic to r;-y(i)·

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let z E f(x). Then the edge {x,z} is in A1 for some j. Then
~i and ~I with l f. j are in a 2-closed subgraph which splits into the cartesian product
of ~j and ~/. So z lies in subgraphs E;, i = 1, ... , s such that E; is isomorphic to~;
for i = 1, ... 's. It is easy to see tha.t a.ll r:, a.re different subgraphs of r, by the fact that
aJl A; are different. By (ii), z does not ]ie in more subgra.phs isomorphic toa member of
:F. Now we a.re done by the fa.et that r is connected. o

In the rest of the proof we write II for TIF;. In the followiug we wil! define the graph
homomorphism 1r : Il -> r. We will show that ir will sa.tisfy the following two conditions.
(1) 1r preserves the distances !S 2,
(II) k(u) = k(ir(u)).
Conditions (I) and (Il) imply that 1r is a loca.l isomorphism. Let 'lf;; : 8.; -+ pi be
an isomorphism between A; and Fi. Give the vertex 'lf;;(x) the la.bel 0. Put ir(O) = x.
Map the vectors u of weight 1, with tt;0 f. 0 to the vertices of A;0 in such a. wa.y tha.t the
map 1r restricted to { u E VII 1 u 1,0 O} is an isomorphism. By assumption ( ii) it follows
that 1r restricted t.o the vectors of weight ::;: 1 preserves distances ::;: 2. For the definition
of ir( u) on the S(:'t of vect.ors of weight at least 2 we proceed by induction on d(O, u). Let
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u; =J 0 =J Uj for i =J j. Let a; E (Fi)d(u;,O)-i(O)nF'(u;) and ai E (Fi)d(uJ,0)- 1 (0)nFi(uj)·
Let î.ï I; u, û 11 u and z 11"Jl u with 'ü; = z;
a; and Ûj
Zj
ai. By ( ii) the vertices
7r(î.ï) and 7r(û) have exactly common neighbours. Define 11'(u) as the common neighbour
of 7r(u) and 7r(û) different from 7r(z).
We first show that 7r restricted to the set of vectors of weight 2 is well-defined. By ( ii) we
know that the minimal 2-closed subgraph G of II containing { u E VIl 1 ui, O} U {v E VIT
1 v I; O}, i =J j, is isornorphic to the rnini!Ilal 2-closed subgraph ll. containing
{7r(u) 1 u E VII and u I; O} U {7r(v) 1 v E VIT and v 1, O}, and there is an isomorphism
</> : G -> ll. such that 7r = </> on { u E VII 1 u !, 0} U {v E VII 1 v 11 0} . Of course G is the
subgraph induced by {u E II 1 u1 1,,,l O}. Now it follows.that 7r t/; for
{u E Il 1 u 11;,;) O}, by induction on The subgraphs C(fj) and C(fk) are distinct, by the
fact that C(ej) and C(ek) are distinct. d(u,O).

=

= =

=

Let (II I t) be the condition that 7r is well-defined for all vectors u with d( u, 0) :S t
and that 7r restricted to Il( v) is an isomorphism of graphs such that the whole set {7r( w)
1 w E II and w I; v} is in a subgraph of r isomorphic to F', i = 1, ... , s, for all vectors
v with d(v,O) < t.
Now we get ir is well-defined for all vectors of weight at most two. We have shown that
(II 12) is satisfied.
Suppose that (Il It) is satisfied. Let u be a vector with d( u, 0) t+l We may a.ssume that
the weight of u is at least 3. Then there are i, j and l such that i
=J l =J i and none of
u;, Uj and u.1 is 0. Let a; E (Fi)( u;)n( Fi)d(u;,O)-l(O), ai E (FJ }( uj)n (FJ}d(u,;,Oj-l(O) and

1:·

1

a1. E ([ )( î~1)nt,: )d(ui.O)-I (O!. Le~ lil,~· ûl, u, ui, u VllJ,11 u, v~{i,l) vl{i,J} u and z!J;,j,!} u
w1th u; = v; ::;:; V; = Zi = a;, Uj Vj = îlj = Zj = aj and U( = V{ = Vj = Z/ a1. By lfIlt)
and the above lemma, we have the edges { 7r(z), 7r(V)}, {?r(z), 7r(v)} and {ir(z), 7r(v)} are
in three different snbgraphs isomorphic to a member of :F. By ( iii) it follows that 1r is
vectors u with d( u, 0) ::::: t + 1.
well-defined for
Now we have to show tbat 7r restricted to TI(u) is an isomorphism of grapbs such that the
whole set {ir( w) 1 w E TI and w 1, v} is in a subgraph off isomorphic to pi, i 1, ... , s.
Dut this follows easily from the definition of 7r, the above lemma and (IJlt), when you
look a.t the neighhours of v and the neighbours of v.
So we have shown that 7r is well-defined and k( u) = k( 7r( u)) for all words with weight at
most.~ - 1.' With inductfon on the weight of u you easily see tha.t (I) is satisfied. Now
the ahove lemma and (ii) implies that (IJ) is satisfied. So we are done. D
1

an

=

Lemma 4.3 Let :F be a family of connected graphs without proper 2-closed subgraph containing an edge. Let r be a co1mected graph such that:
( i) Each edge e lies in a 11nique 2-closed subgraph C( e) isomorphic to a member of :F and
C(e) is 2-superconvex,
( ii) For each pair of intersecting edges e an<l f unth C( e) =J C(f), the minimal 2super-convex subgraph of r which contains C( e) and C(f) as subgmphs, splits into the
cmtesian product C(e) x C(f),
(iii) C3 3. ,
Then f or x a uertex and ei, e2, e3 al'C thn'e edges on x, such that C( e 1), C ( ez ), C( e3) are
pairwi.~e flistfoct, the threc cc/ges ei, Cz, 1'3 /ie in (l 11niq1te induced 3-cube off.

Proof. Let the edge e; cont.a.in the vertices x and y; for i = 1, 2, 3. The edges e; and e;,
i =J j, lie in a subgraph il>;; of r, which splits into the cartesian product C(e;) x C(e3),
tberefore p.(y;, Yi) = 2. Let Zk be the common neighbour of y; and Yj, different from
x, i =J j =J k f. i. Sim:e C(e;) and C(ej) are the only proper connected 2-closed of il>;;
couta.ining x, the vertex y is not a. vertex of il>;;. It follows that d(yk, Zk) = 3, by the
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2-superconvexity of IP;;. Let / 4 be the edge {y;, Zb}, where {a, b} ={j, k }. For the edge
fj the subgraph C(f;) is isomorphic to the subgraph C(e;). Since Yk does not belong
to IP;;, it follows from the 2-convexity of IP;; that z; does not belong to IP,;, and hence
C(f;) and C(!k) are distinct. Let t be the common neighbour of z1 and z2 , not 113. It
follows from d(z2, Y2) = 3, tha.i t :/: Y2· We have d(zi, Yt) = 3, r1(Y1 )nf(z1) = {t, 112, y3},
f(y1)nf 2(zi) = {x,z2,z3} and µ(z 1 ,z3 ) = 2. Since f(z3)nf(z1) Ç r 2(111)nr(zi), it
follows that z3 "" t, and the subgra.ph induced by {x, Yt. Y•i. y3 , zi, z2 , z3 , t} is a 3-cube. D

Theorem 4.4 Let F be a family of connected graphs without proper 2-closed subgraphs
containing an edge. Let

r

be a conneeted graph such that:

(i) For each edge e the minimal 2-clos~d subgraph C(e) in r is isomorphic toa member
of F and this subgraph is 2-superconvex in r.
(ii) For each pair of intersecting edges e and f with C(e) :/: C(J), the minimal 2-closed
subgraph of r which contains C(e) and C(f) as subgraphs is isomorphic to the cartesian
product C(e) x C(f), and this subgraph is 2-superconvex in r.
(iii) C3 = 3.
Then there are members F1 , ••• , F. of F and a local isomorphism

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1.

4.4

1f' :

Il.F; .....

r.

D

On the local structure

Let r be a connected gra.ph with tt = 2, c3 = 3, À = 2 and a 2 = 4. In this section we
look at the local structure of r. First we give two lemmas.

Lemma 4.5 Let x, y be two t1ertices of r at distance 3. For .'f,J, X2 two distinct vertices
in f(x) n f2(Y) their common neighbour distinct /mm x lies in f 2(x) n f(y).

Proof. The vertices x; and y have two common neighbours in f(y) n f 2(x), for i = 1, 2.
But jf(y) n f2(x)j = 3, and hence x1 and x2 have a common neighbour in f2(x) n f(y).
Also x 1 and x 2 have exactly two common neighbours. D

Lemma 4.6 (i) Et•ery Shrikhande .~ubgmph of r is 2-supercoiwex.
{ii) Any two Shrikande subgraphs of r /11me at most one vertex in common.

Proof. (i) Directly from

À=

2

c2 and (ii) follows from (i).

D

Let x E Vf. Since À = 2 the subgraph induced by f(x) is a disjoint union of cycles. Let Y1, .•. , y" be a cycle in f( a: ), such that y; "' Yi if and only if ji - il
1 or

li il

=

n-1.

Lemma 4.7 Let n ~ 4. Let z be the common neighbour of y1 and y2, different /rom x.
IJ there is an i such that d(y;, z) = 3, t/1en

j{j 1d(z,y;) = l}I

= l{j 1 d(z,yj)

2}1

2.

Proof. n can not be 4, by 1i = 2. Let d(y;,z) = 3. If Yi"" y; and i fj {1,2,3,n}, then
d(yj,z) 3 (We have d(y;,yi) = d(y;,y2) 2. If d(y;,z) = 2, then Yi"' Y1 or Yi ""Y2,
since Lemma 4.5. So i E {3,n}.). D
Lemma 4.8

IJ n ~ 4,

tl1en

l{i 1d(y;, z) =

2}j
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=4.

Proof. Suppose that l{j 1d(yj,z)=2}1 s; 3. Then there is a vertex u1 "'x such that
d(ui,z) 2, and u1{_{y;1i=1, ... ,n}. Let u2,u3 be the two common neighhours of
x and u1. Then d(y3,z) = d(yn,z) = 2 and Yl,..., z,..., Y2, so without loss ofgenerality
d(u2,z) 3,byµ 2anda2 4.But{y1,y2}Çf2 (ut)nf 2(u 2 )andd(ui,z)=2and
therefore c3( u2, z) ;::: 4. Contradiction. By a2 = 4 we are done. D
Lemma 4.9 We haue n

= 6 or n = 3.

Proof. Suppose n ;::: 4. By previous lemma we get n ;::: 6. If n ;::: 7, then there is a j
such that d(yi,z) 3, by d(x,z) = 2, Jt = 2 and a2 = 4. By Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 we get
a contradiction. O
Proposition 4.10 IJ n = 6, then d( z, y;)

s; 2.

o

From this proposition it follows that the vertices x, y1 , •.• , y6 lie in a unique Shrikhande
subgraph of r.
In fact we have shown the following theorem.

Theorem 4.11 Each induced K 2 ,1 ,1 lies in a unique Shrikhande subgraph. 0
Let 6 be a Shrikhande subgraph in r. Let X1 E 6 and let Yt E f( X1) \ v 6. Then for all
z1 E 6( xt) and for all z2 E 62( xt) we ha.ve d( zi, Y1) = 2 and d(yi, z2) 3 by respectively
À
2 and a2 4.
Let x2 E 6(x 1 ). Let y2 be the common neighbour of x2 and Y1 different from x 1 • It is
obvious that Y2 is not in 6. Let x3, x 4 be the common neighbours of x1 and x2 and let
y3 a common neighbour of y1 and y2 •
If d(y3, x3) = 3, then it follows that d(y3 , x2) = d(y3, xi) = 2 and the other common
neighbour of x1 and x2 must be a neighbour of VJ, by c3 = 3. Hence y3 ,..., x4.
Suppose that d(y3 , a: 3) = 2. Let x 5 be the common neighbour of x 1 and x3, distinct from
x2. Clearly d(x5,y3) s; 3. By d(yz,x 5) = 3, we get d(x 5,y3);::: 2. If d(VJ,xs) 3, then
d(y3,x2) = 1, by d(y3,x1) = d(y3,x3) = 2 and c3 = 3, contradiction. So d(y3,xs)
2.
But since <l(y2 , x 5 ) 3 and by c3 3 it now follows that y3 "' x 1 or y3 "' x3, contradiction.
So we have shown that y3 ,..., x 3 or y3 ,..., x 4 • Without loss of generality we assume tha.t
y3 "' X3. Let y4 be the other common neighbour of Yt and yz. Then Y4 "" X4. If you
construct the uni que Shrikhande subgraph 61 with 'J/1, yz, y3 and y4 as vertices you easily
see that for all vertices z of A there is a. unique vertex z1 of 61' such that z""' z1 •

=

=

Let A and 6 1 be two distinct Shrikhande suhgraphs such tha.t for each vertex x of
6 there is a. unique vertex x 1 of 6 1 such that x "' x 1 • It is obvious tha.t no vertex of 6
is a. vertex of 6 1 . Let~: E \! A and x 1 E V 6 1 such tha.t x ""x 1. Let Yt E 61(xt) and y
the vertex of 6 such that y,..., y1 . If <l(x,y) = 2, then a 2 (x,y);::: 5, what is impossible.
So d(x, y) L So we have shown the fol\owing lemma.

Lemma 4.12 Let 6 be a Shrikhande subgraph of r and let x be a vertex, not in 6,
such that thert is a 11crtex x 1 in 6 such that x "' x 1 • Then there is a unique Shrikhande
subgraph Ll 1 with x as a uertex and for each 11ertex z of A there is a tmique uertex z1 of 61
such that z ,..., z1 • Furthermore, the map </> : 6 -> 6 1 with </>( z)
z1 is an isomorphism
between A and 6 1 . D
We have a similar result for 4-cliques.

Lemma 4.13 Let 6 be a 4-clique of r and let x be <1 11ertex, not in 6, such that there
is a vertex x1 in 6 such that x ,..., x 1 • Then there is a unique 4-clique with x as a vertex
and for each vertex z of 6 there is a 1mique 11ertex z 1 of Ll 1 such that z "' z1 •
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Proof. Let the subgraph induced by x;,i = 1,2,3,4 be a 4-clique. Let x,..., x 1 • This
implies d(x,xj) = 2 for j = 2,3,4. Let y be the common neighbour of x 2 and x different from xi, and let z be a common neighbour of x and y. We want to show that
z "' x3 or z "' x 4 • If d(z,x 3 )
3, then by Lemma 4.5, x 4 is adjacent to z (which,
in fact, is a contradictio~). Thus we may assume that d(z,x 4 ) = d(z,x 3 )
2. Let
{w1, x} = r(z) n f(x1) and { w2, W3} = r(z) n r(x3). lt follows that w; :f. Xj for all i,j.
Also the set A := { w1 , w2, W3, x, y} has cardinality 5, by À = 2. Then d( a, x 4 ) = 2 for all
a E A. But this implies a2(x4,z):;:: 5, contradiction.
So we have shown that z"' x3 or z"' x 4 • But now byµ 2 it easily follows that x, y, z lie
in a 4-clique a 1 such that for each verte~ u of a 1 there is exactly one i such that u"' x;. D

=

=

=

As an immediate corollary from Lemma 4.12 and 4.13 we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.14 The configuration

is not an induced subgraph of r. 0

Let X1 be a vertex of r and suppose that X1 is in a Shrikhaude subgraph, say a. Let
y1 E f(x 1), such tha.t y1 is not in .ó.. By Lemma 4.12, there is a Shrikhande subgraph a 1
of r such that for each vertex z of 6 is a unique vertex z1 of 6 1 such that z "' z 1 • Let
x1, xz, ... , xrn be the vertices of a and Y1, yz, ... , Yrn the vertices of .ó.1 such that x; "' Yi.
Suppose that the edge {x1, yi} lies in a Shrikhande subgraph. Then by Lemma 4.12, each
edge {x;, Yi} lies in a. unique Shrikhande subgraph, say Il; for i 1, 2, ... , 16.
Lemma 4.15 II; and IIj do not have a verte:i: in common, ij i f; j.

Proof. Suppose that z is a vertex of Il; and II j, where i f; j. Let u be a. common
neighbour of x; and Xj. It is obvious tha.t u does not belong to II; and IIj. It follows tha.t
d(z,x;) = d(xj,Z) d(u,z)-1. Suppose that d(z,x;) d(z,xj) = 1. It follows that z is
in .ó., because the common neighbours of x; and Xj Iie in ~. Contradiction.
Suppose now that d(z,x;) = d(x;,z) = 2. But then d(u,z)
3 and thus the other
common neîghbour of x; and Xj, say tt 1 , is a neighbour of z. Dut then { u 1 , z} is an edge
of II; and IIji so II; = Ilj, and thus i = j, contra.diction. D
Lemma 4.16 Let tt;, u;, tik, U/ E vr, such that 11;.....,
and Uk E rrk, and i :/= j f; k :/= i. Then Uj tl/.

Proof. Ifu;"'u1,thenj=k. Ifd(u;,tt1)

Uj "'Uk

"'11.1, u;, Ut E vrr,,

Uj

E II;

2,theni=j,bya2 =4. o

Lemma 4.17 Let u E VII; and u1 E Vllj such tliat

tt "'tt1.

Then

x;"' Xj

or i

= j.

Proof. Suppose that d(x;,x;) = 2. Let Xk be a common neighbour of x; and Xj· There
is a vertex u 2 of Ilk, which is a neighbour of u 1 and also a vertex u3 of II; such tha.t
u2 ....., u3. By Lemma 4.16, u = tt3. Now by Lemma 4.14 we get a. rontradiction. 0
Lemma 4.18 The induced subgmph, sayf 11 on the vertices o/11 1 "
to a cartesian product of two Slirikhande subgmplis.
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••

,Il16 is isomorphic

Proof. The number of vertices is 16 2 = 256. The valency of r 1 equals to 12 by Lemma
4.17. Let x;, Xj, Xk he a triangle in L':.. Let u; be vertex of II;. Then there are neighbours
Uj, Uk of u; such that Uj is a vertex of IIj and Uk is a vertex of Ilk. So Uj "' Uk, by
Lemma 4.16. It follows that the Shrikhande subgraph with u;, Uj and Uk is a subgraph
of f 1 . o
Now we have shown the following lemm&:,
Lemma 4.19 Let e, f be two intersecting edges such that the minimal 2-closed subgraphs
C( e) and C(f), containing respectively e and f, are isomorphic to the Shrikhande graph.
Suppose that C(e) f:. C{f). Then the minimal 2-closed subgraph f 1 , containing e and f,
is isomorphic to the cartesian product C( e) x C{f). D
The following lemma shows a similar result if the edge e lies in a 4-clique.
Lemma 4.20 Let e, f be two intersecting edges off. Let C( e) be the minimal 2-closed
subgraph of r cont<tining e and let C(f) be the minimal 2-closed subgmph containing f.
Suppose that C(e) f:. C(f). IJ C(e) is a 4-clique, then the minimal 2-closed subgraph
containing the edge,q e mul fis isomorphic to the cartesian product C(e) x C{f).
Proof. Suppose that C{f) is a Shrikhande subgraph. Let x E e \ f. Then x lies in
Shrikhande subgraph L':., such that for each vertex u of C(f) there is a unique u1 of L':.
such that u ,..., u 1 • By Lemma 4.13, the edge { u, tt 1 } lies in a 4-dique for all vertices u of
C(f). Let V(C(/)) = {zi 1i=1, 2, ... , 16} and V t:. {wi 1i l, 2" .. , 16}, such that
w; "' z;. The edge {z;, w;} lies in a 4-clique, say C;. The subgraphs C; and Cj do not
have a vertex in common by À = 2 and Jt 2.
If u is a vertex of C;, u1 a vertex of Cj and u"' ui, then z;,..., z; or i
j, by a2 = 4 and
the Shrikhande gra.ph has a 2 = 4.
By Lemma. 4.13, if z; ~ z; then for each vertex a of C; there is a. unique vertex of Ci
which is a. neighbour of a. With Lemma. 4.14 it follows that the subgraph induced by the
vertices of all the C; is a direct product of a 4-clique and a. Shrikhande subgraph.
If C(f) is a. 4-dique, then follows with the same reasoning that x, y, z lies in a direct
product of two 4-cliques. D

=

=

4.5

The cbaracterisation of Doob graphs

In this section we prove the results we mentioned in the introductiou.

=

Theorem 4.21 Let r be a connectcd gmph with C2
2, C3 = 3 and without induced
K 2 ,1 , 1 's and pentagons. Then there is a carte"ian product of cliques L':. and a local isor.
morphism 11' : t:.
Proof. Ea.ch edge e is in a nnique rnaximal clique C(e) hy the fa.et that there are no
induced /( 2,1,1· Let e and f be two intersecting edges such that C( e) f:. C{f), and let 11
be the minimal 2-closed suhgra.ph containing e and f. We show that 11 splits in to the
grid C( e) x C(f). Let x be the common vertex of e and f. Let xi, x 2 be two distinct
vertices of C ( e) and let C( f) be a vertex of C (!). For ea.ch i = 1, 2, let y; be the common
neighbour of x; and y different from :v. It suffices to show that y1 "'Y2· By assumption,
the pentagon x 1 .'& 2 y2 yy 1 ha.s an additiona.J edge e0 . From the assumption that r has no
{yi, Y2},
induced /( 2,1, 11 it follows that co cannot be adjacent to x 1 or x2, hence eo
as desired. Since there are no indnced pentagons this grid is 2-superconvex. Now the
theorem follows from Theorem 4.4. D

=
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Remark. A related characterisation of the cartesian product of cliques is given by
MOLLARD [77], Theorem 1.

=

NoMURA [84] has shown that connected graphs with c2
2, c3 = 3, a 2 = 2À-:/; 4 do not
have induced K 2 ,1 ,1 • The following theorem of NoMURA [85) and RIFÀ & HUGUET [90]
is now a direct consequence of the previous theorem.

Theorem 4.22 Let r be a connected gmph with a 1 = À -:/; 2, a 2 = 2À, c2
Then there area Hamming graph H(n,d) and a local isomorphism

1r:

2 and c3
H(n,d)- r.

3.

Proof. We only have to show that r does not contain induced pentagons. Let x;, i E Z 5
such that x; "'Xj if and only if i- j = ±1. Let y be the common neighbour of x 1 and x3
distinct from x 2 • By az = 2À we have x 4 ""y, since x 4 1' x 2 , and x 5 "' y, since x 5 -f x 2 •
But then the graph induced by {x3,x4,x 5,y} is a k2,1,i. contradiction. D

r be a connected graph with a 1 = 2, a2 = 4, c2 2, c3 3 and
with valency k. Then there is a Doob graph ó. with the same valency as r and a local
isomorphism 1r : ó. --. r.

Theorem 4.23 Let

Proof. Let :F be a family of graphs which only contajns the Shrikha.nde graph and the
4-dique. By Theorem 4.11 we know that each edge of r lies in a. Shrikhande subgraph
or in a 4-clique. It is obvious that these graphs are 2-superconvex.
Let the edge {x, y} lie in a suhgraph 6.1 isomorphic to a 4-clique or a Shrikhande graph,
and the edge { x, z} lie in a subgraph 6.2 isomorphic to a 4-clique or a Shrikhande graph,
such that ó. 1 -:/: ó. 2 • By Lemmas 4.19 and 4.20 we have that the edges {x, y} and {x, z}
lie in a subgraph isomorphk to a direct product of ó. 1 and ó. 2 • This subgraph is 2superconvex and so is the minimal 2-superconvex subgraph of r with x, y, z as vertices.
By Theorem 4.4 we are done. D
Before We sta.te the next theorem we first define quotient graphs. Let r be a. graph
and let P be a partition of V r. Then the qti.otient gmph r /P is the graph with vertices
the classes of P and CD is a.n edge if <lr( C, D) = 1.

Corollary 4.24 The partition P
{ Cx 1 x vertex of r} of the Doob graph ó., where
C" = 1r- 1 ( x) is a tmiformly regu.la.r partition of ó. and r is isomorph to ó./P. IJ r is
distance-regular, then P is a completely regular partition.
It is obvious that II is a uniformly regular pa.rtition. The gra.ph ó. is a distance-regula.r
gra.ph and therefore by [19), Theorem 11.1.6 t.he graph r is distance-regular if and only
if II is a completely regula.r code. D
First we state Lloyd's theorem.

Theorem 4.25 (cf. [19], Corollary 2.5.4.) Let C be a perfecte-code in a distance-regular
graph r. Let this code have inner dist.rib11tion a. Then Ei=o Pji
0 f or all j f:. 0 such
that (aQ)j f:. 0 and there are exactly e of s11c/1 j's. D

=

The matrices P and Q depend only on the parameters of a distance-regular graph.
Pj; = F4,e(i) where
For Doob graphs we have tha.t
t(-q)i(q _ iy-i
HONG

(n -e - ~ 1) (x . l).
i

t

i=O

[61) ha.s shown the following result.
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1.

Theorem 4.26 The polynomial Fq,e(x) has a non-integral zero if e 2'.: 3, n 2'.: e + 1 and
q 2'.: 3. 0

As a consequence of this theorem we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.27 There are no perfecte-codes with at least two vertices in the Doob graphs.
0

The following theorem is the work of several people like TIETÄVÄINEN, VAN LINT, BEST.
Theorem 4.28 The only e-perfect codes in a Hamming graph with at least two members
and e 2'.: 3 are the following ones.
(i) An antipodal class in a (2t + 1)-cube, where t 2'.: 3,
( ii) The binary Golay code. D

By Corollary 4.24 and Theorems 4.27 and 4.28 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.29 Let r be a distance-1-eg11lar graph, witli diam.eter d, d 2'.: 3, c; = i, 1 ::;
i:::;; d, and a; = iÀ, 1 $ i $ d 1. Then r is a Doob graph, a Hamming graph, a folded
( 2t + 1 )-cube or the coset graph of the binary Golay code. D

This corollary was already shown by
À

NOMURA

-12.
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[85] and RIFÀ &

HUGUET

[90], when

Chapter 5

Some new graphs
In the first section we construct a bipartite distance-regular graph with intersection
array {45,44,36,5;1,9, 40,45} and autornorphisrn group 35 : (2 x M10) (acting edgetransitively) and discuss its relation to previously known combinatorial structures. This
section is based on joint work with A.E. Brouwer and R.J. Riebeek, [24] In the second
section we give two constructions for uniformly geodetic graphs. This section is based on

[67].

5.1
5.1.1

A new distance-regular graplt associated to tlte Mathieu group M10
Introduction

Let G be the perfect terna.ry Golay code generated by the rows of the circulant ( - + +
++ - - + - )n. Then G is a ternary [11, 6, 5] code. Let r be the coset graph of G, that
is, the graph witll as vertices the 35 cosets of G in F~ 1 , where two cosets a.re a.dja.cent when
their difference contains a vector of weight one. Then r is a strongly regular graph with
parameters ( v, k, À,µ) = (243, 22, 1, 2), known as the Berlekamp-va.n Lint-Seidel graph.
(See BERLEKAMP, VAN LINT & SEIDEL [10], and BROUWER, COllEN & NEUMAIER
[19], Section 11.38.)
In (19], p. 360, the question was ra.ised whetber the complementa.ry graph of the graph r
is the halved graph of a bipartite dista.nce-regular graph ö. of diameter 4. In this section
tltis question is answered affirmatively: R.J. Riebeek and the author constructed such a
gra.ph ö.. (This also settles the last open case in RIEBEEK [89, Chapter 7]).

5.1.2

Construction

Put Q := {l, 3, 4,5, 9}, the set of(nonzero) squares mod 11, and N := {2, 6, 7,8, 10}, the
nonsqua.res. Consider in the graph r the set D consîsting of the following 45 cosets (we
write u instead of u + G):
ej, -eo - ei (j EN)
eo - e;, e;

+ eJ;,

±{e; - e9;), e; - e1;, -e;

e6i, -e;

e10; (i E Q).

Then D is a 45-codique, and the point~coclique incidence graph .ó. on cosets and tra.nslates of Dis distance-regular with intersection array {45,44,36,5; 1,9,40,45} and distance distribution dia.gram

v
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= 486.

The automorphism group of Ll bas shape 35 : (2 x M 10 ), and acts edge-transitively with
point stabilizer isomorphic to M 10 . The orbit diagram is

v = 486.

5.1.3

Structure of the group; related graphs

In order to describe the group of automorphisms more precisely, we have to specify the
representation of2 x M 10 inside GL(5,3). The direct factor 2 may be represented by ±l,
and then it rema.ins to look a.t the group H := 35 : M 10 , the stabilizer of the bipartition
of Ll. This group has a centre of order 3, acting fixpoint freely on Ll. The quotient
graph is a bipartite graph E of valency 45 on 162 vertices that can be found inside the
McLaughlin graph A a.s follows.
Let x, y be two adjacent vertices of A. Let X and Y be the sets of vertices of A adjacent
to x but not to y, and to y but not to x, respectively. Then IXI = IYI = 81 and E
is isomorphic to the graph with vertex set X U Y, where X and Y are cocliques, and
the edges between X and Y are precisely those present in A. (Thus, E is not the graph
induced by X U Y; in A the sets X and Y induce subgraphs of valency 20. See also
BROUWER & HAEMERS [21], Construction D.)

A:

20

x:
20

v = 275.

y:
20

A larger graph. Let Z be the set of 81 vertices in A nona.dja.cent to both x and y. The
graph induced' by A on X U Y U Z, a.fter switching with respect to Z, is isomorphic to the
Delsarte graph, a. strongly regula.r graph with parameters (v, k, À, /t) = (243, 110, 37, 60).
lf we remove from this gra.ph the edges inside X, Y or Z, we obta.in a. tripartite graph F
of valency 90 on 243 vertices such that the subgraph induced on the union of any two of
its parts is isomorphic to .E' We have Aut(F) ::::! 35 : (2 x M10).
This lattl'r graph ha.s a triple cover E, of course again tripartite, such that the subgraph
induced on the union of any two of its pa.rts is isomorphic to Ll. We have Aut(E) ::::! 36 :
(2 x Mw).
The graph E can be constructed as follows:
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Let A :=

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 0 0 0

0 2 0 2 2 0
2 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 2 0 1 0

2 2

1 0 0

1 1 0 0 2 0

and B :=

. Let M := (A,B) be

0 1 2 1 2 0
1 1 2 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 2
the group generated by A and B. Then M ~ M 1o, and M has orbits of sizes 1, 1, 1,
20, 20, 20, 72, 72, 72, 90, 90, 90, 180 on F~. Let N := (A,B, -J). Then N ~ 2 x M 10 ,
and N has orbits of sizes 1, 2, 20, 40, 72, 144, 90, 180, 180. The vector (000001) is a
representative of the N-orbit 0 of size 90. The graph E is the graph with vertex set
where two vertices are adjacent when their difference lies in 0. Now the graph ~is the
subgraph of E induced on the set of vectors with nonzero last coordinate.

F3,

5.2

Uniformly geodetic graphs

In this we give two constructions for uniformly geodetic graphs. Also we give sufficient
conditions to assure that the graphs constructed are uniformly geodetic.

5.2.1

Construction 1

In this subsection we give a construction for uniformly geodetic graphs. Let distance
l-or-2 graph f1 U f2 of a graph r bas Vf as vertex set and edges xy if dr(x, y) E {1, 2}.
Proposition 5.1 Let r be a connected graph such the numbers ti; and c; exist /or i =
1, 2, ... , d, where d is the diameter of r. Then r 1 u r 2 is uniformly geodetic if and only
if
2i-1

c2;

i(c2 - ai)+

L

ai

.i=l

/or i, 1 ~ i ~ d/2.
Proof. Denote:

c; := c;(f1 U f2). Then

This is equivalent with:
2i-l
Czi

= i(c2

ai)+

2::

llj.

j=l

0

Now we give some examples of gra.phs r snch that the distance 1-or-2 graph is a uniformly
geodetic graph.
(A) The distance l-or-2 graph of a foldecl (4m + 2)-cube.

(B) The distance 1-or-2 gra.ph of a J( n, t, t

+ 1).

(C) The distance 1-or-2 graph of a Haclama.rcl graphs.

(D) The distance 1-or-2 graph of the coset graph of a suhcode of the qoubly punctured
binary Golay code with intersection array {21, 20, 16, 9, 2, 1; 1, 2, 3, 16, 20, 21 }.
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5.2.2

Construction 2

We give now a second construction, which was first described in BROUWER & KooLEN
[22]. Let r be a graph. Construct a new graph B(f) with vertices (x,O) and (x,1)
where x Er. Two vertices of B(f), sa.y (x,l),(y,m) are adjacent if either l =mand
l $ dr( x, y) $ 2, or ·l =F m and dr( x, y) $ 1. Below in Theorem 5. 7 we shall give
necessar.y and sufficient conditions for B(f) to be uniform1y geodetic. But first we need
to give some results on distance-regular graphs.

Lemma: 6.2 Let r be a distance-regular graph with d ~ 3, ei = Cz = 1, C3 = 2, ai =
= 0 and valency k. Define il. as the distance-2 graph off. Then /or each y E Vil., the
set il.(y) is partitioned into a family of k cliques of size k - 1; say {M;(y) 1 1 $ i $ k}
such that each point in M;(y) is adjacent toa unique point of Mi(Y) /or all j 1 i.

a2

Proof. We use a bar to distinguish the parameters of il. from those of r. Now we find:

k = k(k- 1). Let u E Vr, then f(tt) = {v; 1 i 1,2"" ,k}. Now for all i 1, ... ,k,
the set r2( u) n f( v;) is a (k - 1)-clique of il. and il.( u) = f 2( u) Uf= 1(f2( u) n f( v;)).

=

Let x E r2( u) n f( vt), y, z E f 2( u) n f( v2), such that d(x, y) = 2
d(x, z). Suppose
that y =F z, Then there are unique wi,w2 E f 3 (u) such that d(wi,x) = d(w2 ,x) =
<l( w1, y) d( wz, z) = 1. We have wi :/; w2, since ca
2. We obtaln d( x, Vz) = 3 and
rz(vz)n f(x) 2 {vi,wi,wz}, hut this contra.diets C3 = 2. Fora vertex x E f2(u) n f(v;)
the size 1f2(x) n rz(tt)I = k 1. So we have shown that for all x E f2(u) n f(v;), there
is a unique vertex y E f2(u) n f(vj), j :/; i such that d(x,y) = 2. So we are done. D

=

Lemma 6.3 Let r be a non-bipartite distance-regtilar gmph with diameter d ~ 4, C1 =
= 1, c3 C4 = 2, ai a2 = a3 0 and valency k. Define il. as the distance-2 gmph
off. Then ais the Johnson graph J(2k- I,k- 1).

c2

Proof. We use a bar to distinguish the parameters of il. from those of f. Note that il.
is connected. We ha.ve: k =k(k 1) and ë2 c3c4 = 4. By Lemma 5.2 we can partition
the set il.( x) in to a famil.y of k cliques of size k 1, sa.y { M;( x) 1 il $ î ~ k }, such that
each point in M;( x) is adjacent to a unique point of M;( x) for each j 1 i.
From [19, Theorem 9.1.3.] we find that il. is a Johnson gra.pb or is doubl.y covered by a.
J(2n, n ). In this last case il. bas valency n 2 , hut its valency is also k( k 1), contradiction.
So il. is a Johnson graph. By the partîtion of il.(x) in (k 1)-cliques we obtain tha.t a
has ma.ximal cliques of size k. Hence ~ is a. J(2k - 1, k - 1). D
Let G be a group of automorphîsms of a graph r. The quotient graph f /G has as
vertices the G-orbits 3,G of the vertices of rand edges {A, B} whenever there area E A,
b E B sud1 that a ,.., b. If p i an automorphism of f we also write f / p instea.d of r / (p).

Lemma SA Let p be an automorphism of the doubled Odd gmph with valency k, say r,
such that p2
1 and d( x' p( x)) ~ 2 /or all vertices x of r. lf r / p is distance-regular,
then p is the map sending a vertex to its antipode and r / p is the Odd graph with valency
k.
'
Proof. Define Cx = {x,p(x)} for vertex x. Then Il = {C" 1 x E Vr} is a uniformly
regular partition off with e01 = 0, e 11 = 1. Because Aut(f) S!! S.ym(2k - 1) x 2, there
is a. vertex y off such that p(y) is the antipode of y. So {y,p(y)} is a perfect (k - 1)error-correcting code of r. Dy [19, Theorem 11.1.6] we are done. D
The following theorem is a generalisation of the fact that the Odd graphs are uniquel.y
determined by their parameters, see MooN (79].
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Theorem 5.5 Let
lencg k and C1
valencg k.

r

be a non-bipartite distance-regular graph with diameter d ~ 4, vaC3
C4
a2 = aa = o. Then r is the Odd graph with

= = 1, = = 2, ai =
C2

Proof. Let 6 be the distance-2 graph of r. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that 6 '=!
J(2k 1,k- 1). Is x is a vertex of r, then we denote by x the corresponding vertex of
6. We construct now the graph II from 6 as follows. The vertices of II are the vertices
of 6 and the maximal k-cliques of 6 and edges of II have the form {x, C} where C is a
maximal k-clique of 6 and x a vertex of il such that x E C. Note that II is the doubled
Odd graph with valency k. If x, y are two adjacent vertices of Ll then there is a unique
maximal k-clique C in 6 such that x, y E C. Define now the function </>:VII--+ Vf by
(5.1)

</>(x) := x

if x E 6,

</>( C) := x

if Cis a. maxima.l k-clique of Ll and r/J('ii)"" x for all

(5.2)

y E C.

The function </> is well-defined, beca.use if C is a maximal k-clique in Ll and y, z E C,
then there is a unique vertex x such tha.t ef>('!i) "' x "' <l>(z) and in Lemma 5.2 we have
shown tha.t {ïï 1 u E f2(4>(y)) n r(x)} is a maxima] (k - 1)-clique in Ll(Y). So C = {ïï
1 u E f 2 ( r/J('ii)) n f(x)} U {y}.
We denote by Cx the maxima] k-clique C such that
rjJ(C) = x. So 4>- 1 (x) {x, Cx}· Now construct a new gra.ph A with vertices {x,Cx} and
{x, Cx} "" {y, Cy} if y E Cx. First we have to show: if y E Cx then x E Cy· If y E Cx
then y "" x. Let u E f(y) n f 2 (x). So Cy is the maxima! k-dique C in Ll such that
x,üEC.
Define the map 'ljJ : Vf ..... VA. by

t/•(x) := {x,Cx}·
We show that t/• is an isomorphism of graphs. The map is obviously a bijection. Let x,y
be two adjacent vertices in r. We a.lready have seen Cx is the maxima! k-dique C such
tha.t y, u E C where u E f(x) n f 2(y). So 'ii"" Cx and tlms {x, Cx} ~ {y, Cy}· We have
proved that r ~ A.. Define the function 1r : VII -> VII by
(5.3)
(5.4)

1r(x)

Cx,

1r(C") := x.

This function is an automorphism of II of order 2 and Il/7r
conditions of Lemma. 5.4 and so we are done. O

~

r.

Now

1f:

satisfies the

A distance-regular graph r with diameter d is ca.lled a. generalized Odd gmph if a 1 (r) =
a2(r) ... = ad-1(f) = O and ad(r) f= 0.
RIFÀ & HUGUET [90] have shown the following theorem, hut they forgot to mention the
folded cubes.

Theorem 5.6 The only generalized Odd graphs tvith c; = i for 1 ~ i ~ d and d ~ 3 are
the folded (2m + 1)-cubes, and the coset graph of the binary Golay code with intersection
array {23,22,21; 1,2,3}. D

r be a uniformly geodetic graph with diameter d at least 4, and such
that ,\ exists. Let Ll
B(f) be the graJJh obtained /rom r by the second construction.
Then Ll is uniformly ge0<letic if and only r is one of the following graphs.

Theorem 5.7 Let
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

A J(n,t,t+l).
Anm-c11be.
An Odd gmph 0,,. with odd valency.
A folded (4m + 1)-cube.

Proof. We use a prime to distinguish the parameters of ~ from those of r. We shall
first show that for all j ::; d the numbers~ai exist and that for all i, 2i + 1 ::; d we have
(5.5)

a2;

(5.6)
(5.7)

C2i+l

+ a2i+l = >.
C2i = Îµ
iµ + 1 + a2;

and cd tµ if d = 2t.
For i = 0, the Equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) hold.
Suppose that for all j < k with k::; (d-1)/2 the numbers a2 j and a 2j+I exist and satisfy
Equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7).
Then
/t

This is equivalent witlt C2k /t + C2k-2 kit.
Let x, y be two vertices of r a.t dista.nce 2k. Then
c21<C2A:-1
y) + a2k-1 - >.)
- + 2C2k + a2k ( X, Y) + 1 + c21ç(a21ç(x,
--'----'--~------'µ
µ
(k + l)(kµ + 1 + a2k(x,y)).

On the other hand we have
1

ck+i

=C2A:C2k+l
+ c21;+1 = (k + 1)c2k+i·
/t

It follows that C2k+i = 1 + kp + a.zk(x, y) and thus a2k exists and
(5.7).
Let u, v E Vf at distance 2k + 1 if 2k + 1 S d. Then

c21:+1

satisfies Equation

+ C2k+i (a2k+1( u, v) + a2k >.)/µ + (c21:+1C2k)/ µ.
We already have c~+l ( k + 1 )c2k+ i. hence a2k+l ( u, v) + azk = >.. Now we showed that
<t2k+i exists and a2k+1 + a2k = >..
'
ck+l

C2k+i

Let a: and y be two vertices at dista.nce 3 in r. Let Xi, X2 be two vertices of r such
that X " ' XJ "' Xz " ' y, then the set f(x2) n f(y) of SÎZe À ÎS COVered by the tWO sets
r 2( x) n r( X2) and r 2( :ri) n f(y) both of size az. Thus 2a2 ;::: >..
It follows from 1 + a2 + Jt = c3 ::; c4 = 2µ that µ ;::: a2 + 1. Tirns, if µ = 1, then a2 0,
whence >.
0 and C3 = 2. So r is an ( s, c, a, k )-graph so that r is either regula.r or
semiregular. lt follows that r is distance-regular or distan<:e-biregular. If µ ;::: 2, then r
is regular and thus distance-regular.
If f is distance-regular then by Proposition 5.5.1 of (19] we have az + a3 = >. + 1 if >. = 0.
Since (5.7) we find a 2 + a3 >., so >. 0. It follows that c3 I' + 1. By Theorem 5.4.1
of [19] we obtain c3 ;::: ~ if 11 ;::: 2. Thus if 11 ;::: 2, then µ + 1 ;::: ~' what equivalent is
with /t ::; 2 and hence 11 = 2.
There are now five cases for f:

=
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=

CASE 1. r is distance-biregular. The girth of ris not 4, so µ
1. We obtain c;
The only distance-biregular graphs with these Ci are the graphs J( n, t, t + 1).
CASE 2. r is a bipartite distance-regular graph with µ

= fil·
= ril.

=

1. We find that c;
The only bipartite distal\ce-regular graph with these c; are the doubled Odd graphs,
which are the graphs J(2t + 1,t,t + 1).

=

CASE 3. r is a bipartite graph with µ 2. For the numbers c; we have c;
bipartite distance-regular graph with these c; are the hypercubes.

=

= i. The only

CASE 4. r is a. non-bipa.rtite graph with µ
1. By (5.5) we obtain that d is even
and a;
0 for i < d and a.i :f:. O. The numbers c;
By Theorem 5.5, the only
distance-regular graphs with these parameters are the Odd graphs with odd valency.

=

= ril·

r is a non-bipartite graph with µ = 2. Than d is even and a; 0 for i < d,
:f:. 0, and c; = j for all j. By Theorem 5.6, the only distance-regular graphs with these

CASE 5.
a.i

parameters are the folded ( 4t + 1)-cubes. CJ

Remarks.
(i} For r ~ J(2t-1, t-1, t) the graph B(f) was constructed by BROUWER AND KooLEN
[22]. The gra.ph (B(f) is regular with valency t 2 +t + 1. The full a.utomorphisrn group of
B(f) is isomorphic to D 8 x Sym(2t - 1) acting transitively on the vertices, with vertex
stabiliser 2x Sym(t - l)x Sym(t). The numbers c;(B(f)) = i 2 and hence the Johnson
graphs are not the only uniformly geodetic regula.r graphs with c; i 2 • More information
a.bout these graphs is in [22].
(ii) For f ~ m-cube the gra.ph B(f) is the dista.nce 1-or-2 gra.ph of the (m + 1)-cube.
(iii) If r ~ 02k+i. then c;(B(r)) i2 for i:::; k, Ck+i 2(k + 1)2 and d(B(f)) k + 1.
(iv) If r is the folded (4t + 1)-cube, then c;(B(f))
i(2i 1) for i $ t and Ct+i
2(t + 1)(2t + 1) and d(B(f)) t + 1.
( v) The construction a.Jso works on Ta.ylor grap hs.

=

=

=
=

=
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Chapter 6

The Metric Hierarchy
In this chapter we will consider the rnetric hierarchy for graphs, recalling work by J.B.
Kelly, Deza, Assaoud, Terwilliger and others. In the second section we wil! define lattices
and Euclidean representa.tions of graphs. Also in this section we will define root graphs.
In the third section we will classify the amply regular root graphs. (We closely follow
[19, §§3.14-3.15]; however, since there are several rnistakes in those sections we thought
it appropriate to completely redo this piece of theory.) This culminates in Theorems
6.30, 6.40 and 6.42, where the case µ 2: 2 is cornpletely settled. In the last section we
will classify the distance-regular graphs whose distance matrix has exactly one positive
eigenvalue. This section is joint work with S.V Shpectorov, [70].

6.1

Introduction

In this section we will give an introduction to the metric theory. First we wil! give sorne
definitions.

Definition 1. Let ( X, d) be a metric space.
(i) (X,d) is called hypermetric if all weight functions w: X
satisfy the following inequality

->

Z with L:"ex w(x)

L L

w(x)w(y)d(x,y)'.$; 0
xEXyEX
(ii) (X,d) satisfies the (2m + 1)-gonal inequality if all weight functions w : X -> Z
with LxeX w(x)
1 and LxeX lw(x)J ~ 2m + 1 satisfy inequality (6.1). Clearly, the
(2m + 1)-gonal ineqnality implies the (2m 1)-gonal inequa.Iity. We say pentagonal inequality instead of 5-gonal inequality.
(iii) (X,d) is of negative type if all weight functions w : X -> Z with L:xex w(x) = 0

(6.1)

satisfy inequality (6.1).
( iv) ( X, d) satisfies tlle ( 2m )-gonal inequality if all weight functions w : X -.. Z with
LxeX w(x) = 0 and Lxex Jw(x)I :$; 2m satisfy inequality (6.1). Clearly, the (2m + 2)gona.l inequality implies the 2m-gona.l inequality. We say hexagonal inequality if 2m = 6.
First we define the halved cubes ([19] caJls them half-cubes ). The vertices of the ha.lved
n-cube, also denoted by !2", a.re the (2t)-subsets of an-set N a.nd A"' B if and only if
IA+BI = 2.
Now we will give various facts about t.he connections het.ween the different metric spa.ces.
Proposition 6.1 lf (X, d) is isometrically embeddable in a hypercube, then it is isometrically embeddable in a halved cube.
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Proof. The hypercube 2n is an isometrie subgraph of the halved cuhe A(2n).

D

Theorem 6.2 Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then we have:
(i) (DEZA [38]) IJ (X,d) satisfies the (2m- l)-gonal inequality, then (X,d) satisfies the
2m-gonal inequality.
(KELLY [63]) If(X,d) is hypermetric, then (X,d) is ofnegative type.

(ii)

Proof. (i) Let (X,d) satisfy the (2m ~1)-gona.l inequa.lity. We have to show tha.t if
(xi, x 2 , ••• , X2m) is a sequence of points (possibly with repetitions), then
2m 2m

L:Ee;e;d(x;,xj) $ 0,
i=l j=l

where e;

= 1 for i $mand -1 otherwise.

where

Now

2m 2m

sh == EL:e?e~d(x;,x;>
i=l i=l

and

ef

= {

~;-e;

jf i = h
if i 'f. h and i $ m
if i :f h and i > m

=

We find Lief 1 and Li lef 1 2m-_ 1. For all h we have
inequality. So we a.re done.
( ii) Follows directly from ( i).

sh $

0, by the {2m - 1)-gona.l

0

The distance-matrix D
D( X) of a. metric space ( X, d) is the matrix with on the
xyth en try the distance d( x, y ).

Proposition

6.3

(cf.

GRAHAM AND WJNKLER

[53]) IJ a metric space (X,d) is of neg= (d( x, y ))",11ex has exactly one

ative type and IX 1 > 1, then the distance-matrix D

positive eigen11altte.

Proof. Let w be a weight function with Exex w( x) 0. Define the column vector w
by Wx = w(x). The fact that (X,d) is ofnega.tive type becomes:
wTDw $ 0 for all

w with Ew" = O.
x

This means tha.t D is nega.tive semidefinfte on a hyperpla.ne. From the Perron-Frobenius
Theorem, cf. [19, Theorem 3.1.1] it follows that D ha.s at-least one positive eigenva.lue.
So we are done. O
The condusion of the a.bove theorem a.nd propositions is the so-called metric hierarchy for finite metric spa.ces (X,d) with IXI ~ 2 (and in particular for finite connected
gra.phs, with the shortest pa.th metric, with at least two vertices):
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X is isometrica.lly embedda.ble in a hypercube

JJ.
X is isometrically embedda.ble in a. halved cube
JJ.
X is hypermetric => X satisfies the penta.gonal inequality

JJ.
X is of nega.tive type

JJ.
=> X sa.tisfies the hexagonal inequality

JJ.
D == D(X) has exa.ctly one positive eigenvalue

For connected bipa.rtite gra.phs almost all of the a.bove properties a.re equivalent.

Theorem 6.4 For a connected bipartite graph
f our properties are equivalent.

r

on at least two vertices the following
·

(i) r is an isometrie subgraph of a hypercube.
(ii) Thesubset{z 1 d(x,z)<d(y,z)} o/Vf isgeodeticallyclosed.
(iii) The distance-matrix D(f) has exactly one positive eigenvalu.e.
( iv) r satisfies the pentagonal ineqttality.
Proof. (i) DJOKOVIé [40] showed tha.t (i) is equivalent with (ii), ROTH & WINKLER. [91]
showed tha.t (ii) is equivalent with (iii) and Avis [5] showed that (ii)is equivalent with
(iv). O

Remark. It is not known whether there exists a bipa.rtite graph satisfying the hexa.gonal
inequality, hut not satisfying the pentagonal inequa.Iity.
SCHOEN BERG

[95] gives the following characterisa.tion of metric spa.ces of negative type.

Theorem 6.5 (SCHOENBERG [95]) A metric space (X,d) is of negative type ij and only
ij (X, v'd) is isometrically embeddable in a Euclidean space. D
Before we can formulate the following theorem we defiue a hole in a. la.ttice. A hole in
a. la.ttice l Ç Rn is a. point of Rn whose dista.nce to the lattice is a local maximum. Let
B(x) be the set of elements of Lat minima.! distance from x. The following two theorems
give two characterisations of hypermetric spa.ces:

Theorem 6.6 (AssOUAD [3]) Let (X,d) be a finite metric space. Then the space (X,d)
is hypermetric ij and only ij there is a lattice L with a hole x and a map</> : X -+ B(x),
such that d(x,y) !lief>(x)-</>(11)11 2 . D
and

Theorem 6.7 (TER.WILLIGER & DEZA [108]) A connected metric space (X,d) is hypermetric ij and only if ( X, d) is isometrically embeddable in a cartesian product of Gosset
graphs, halved cubes and cocktail party graphs. D
(Here a metric spa.ce ( X, d) is called connected when d is integer-valued, and the graph r
on X defined by x,..... y when d(x, y) 1 is connected. Fora hypermetric representation
of the Gosset graph see Section 6.3. The Schlä.fii graph a.ud Johnson graphs that also
occur in Theorern 2 of [108] can be embedded in the Gosset graph and the halved cubes,
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respectively. We will see this in Section 6.3. The cocktail party graphs are the Knx 2 .) As
an application of the above theorem of Schoenberg we have the following partial collapse
of the metric hierarchy:

Theorem 6.8 Let ( X, d) be a finite metric space such that the distance matrix D has a
constant row sum, say a. Then the space (X,d) is of negative type if and only if D has
only one positive eigenvalue.

Proof. Note that the positive eigenvalue is lt belonging to eigenvector 1. So a:J - Dis
a. positive semidefinite matrix, and hence is a Gram matrix. Thus there exists a (/ x v )matrix W such that ltJ - D = wrw fora suitahle integer f. Let S be the set of column
vectors of W. For x,y ES, we have
( x - y, x - y) = ( x, x) + (y' y)

2( x, y)

= 2d( x' y).

By the theorem of Schoenberg we are done. O
A further partial colla.pse of the metric hierarchy is given by

Theorem 6.9 Let (X, d) be a finite metric space with v elements such that the distance
matrix D has a constant row sum, say a. Suppose that a < 2v and that the matrix D
has only integer elements. Then the space ( X, d) is hypermetric if and only if D has only
one positive eigenualtte.

Proof. Assume that D has only one positive eigenvalue. Note tha.t the positive eigenvalue is a belonging to eigenvector 1. So 2J - D is a. positive semidefinite matrix, and
hence is a Gram matrix. Thus there exists an (! x v)-matrix W such that 2J - D = wrw
for a suitahle integer f. Let S be the set of column vectors of W, and let L be the lattice
spanned by S. Let B := {x E Rf 1(x,x)<2}, then S Ç fJB. For x,y ES, we have
(x-y,x-y)=(x,x)+(y,y)

2(x,y)=2d(x,y).

We have B n L = {O}, since L is an even lattice. Let x E S and let Lx be the lattice
spanned by {y - x 1 y E S}. Suppose -x E Lx. Then
-x

L

vy(Y - x).

yES,yf.:r

Define the vector w by
tl!y

= {

Vy

1-

'-''!::"··""""' v,

jf y =j: X
if y x

=

Then w is an dgenvector of W and thus of 2J D with eigenvalue 0. Also 1 is an
eigenvector of 2J - D with eigenvafoe 2v a =J 0. The vector w is not orthogonal to
1, contradiction. So -x ~ L". We get S C (Lx + x) C Land (L" + x) n B = 0. So by
Theorem 6.6 it follows that r is bypennetric. o
We can use the last theor<>m to show that the Gosset graph is hypermetric.

6. L 1

Lo cal characterisations

In this subsection we give loca.J information about graphs in the metric hierarchy.
The most obvious consequence of the penta.gonal inequaJity is that the subgraphs
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and

·~.

a.re forbidden (where the last graph is forbidden only when d( a, b} ::;: 2) • in deed if we give
the left vertices weight -1 and the right vertices weight +1 we see that thè pentagonal
inequality is violated.
This gives a cha.racterisation for graphs with diameter two satisfying the pentagonal
inequality:

Proposition 6.10 (AVIS [5]) A connected graph with diameter 2 satisfies the pentagonal
inequality ij and only ij it does not contain any one of the above Jour forbidden graphs.
Proof. For the penta.gona.I inequa.lity we only ha.ve to check it. for weight functions
with weights +1, 0, -1. The other weight functions are implied by the triangle inequality
(regardless of the diameter assumption}. Now it. is obvious that the only forbidden
subgraphs are those above. D
(ASSOUAD & DEZA [4]) A connected graph, which satisfies the 10gonal inequality, does not contain the first, third and fourth forbid<len subgraph.

Proposition 6.11

Proof. The weight functions -1, -2, 1, 1, 1 a.nd -2, -2, 1, 1, 2 and -3, - 2, 2, 2, 1 (in order
from top to bottom, first left then right} show that the hexagonal inequality forbids the
first graph, the 8-gonal inequality also the third, a.nd the 10-gona.l inequality also the
fourth. D

r be a connected amply regular graph. IJ r has two non-adjacent
vertices x and z, lying in a induced quadrangle and does not contain the first, third and
the fourth forbidden graph, then a2(x, z)::;: 2(À µ 2).

Proposition 6.12 Let

+

Proof. Suppose Q = (x,y,z,w) is an induced'quadrangle of r (i.e. x "'y"' z N w"'
x, x 1' z, y 1' w }. No vertex is adjacent to precisely 3 vertices of Q. ( otherwise we would
see the third forbidden graph ), or to two opposite vertices of Q (otherwise we would see
the first forbidden graph). Hence the neighbours of x are y and w, the vertices adjacent
to all 4 points of Q, those adjacent only to x and w, those adjacent only to x and y, and
those adjacent only to x. The common neighbours of x and z are y, wand those adjacent
to all points of Q. The common neighbours of x and y are those adjacent to only x and
y, and those adjacent to all points of Q. The vertices only adjacent to x have distance
3 to z ( otherwise we see the fourth forbidden graph ). So we find a2( x, z) ::;: 2( À - µ +2 ). D
An easy corollary of the a.bove propositions is:

r be a cormected graph satisfying the 10-gonal inequality or the
pentagonal inequality. Then the following holds:

Proposition 6.13 Let

( i) IJ x E Vr, then two nonadjacent neighbottrs of x hat1e at most one common neighbour
inf2(x).
( ii) IJ x, y are two vertices at distance 2, then tlie graph indttced by r( x )nf(y) is complete
multipartite with classes of size 1 or 2.
( iii) IJ Jt(f) :::: Jt exists, then any two nonadjacent vertices y, z E f( x ), where x E Vr,
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have either µ -1 orµ- 2 common neighbours in f(x).
( iv) IJ r is amply regular graph with µ(I') µ and A(f) À, then f or any two nonadjacent
vertices x,y, lying in an induced quadmngle off, then we have a 2 (x,y) 2(À- µ + 2).

=

=

=

Proof. (i) By the first and third forbidden subgraph this follows ea.sily.
( ii) follows directly from ( i) and the non-occurrence of the first forbidden graph.
(iii) Among theµ common neighbours of y and z, one is x and at most one is in r 2 (x).
The remaining neighbours must he in f(x).
(iv) follows directly from Proposition 6.12. D

6.1.2

The metric hierarchy for strongly regular graphs

In this subsection we study the metric hierarchy for strongly regular gra.phs.
The suspension of a graph ris the complete union r El) K 1 • If ris a graph, then define
the trtmcated distance d' by d'(x,y) := min{d(x,y),2} for x,y E Vf. The truncated
distance matrix D' of a. graph r is the distance matrix belonging to (Vr, cl). Note that
1
D
2J 21 - A, where A is the adjacency matrix of f.
ASSOUAD & DELORME (4) investigated when the suspension of a graph f is of nega.tive type and found that this ha.ppens if and only if the a.dja.cency matrix A of r ha.s
smallest eigenvalue ~ -2. The following proposition gives a simila.r resnlt.

Proposition 6.14 Let r be a regular graph with adjacency matrix A. Then the following
three pro1'Jerties are equivalent:
(i)
f (that is, A} has smallest eigerwafoe at least -2,
( ii) r with truncated distance d' is l1ypermetric,
( iii) the truncated distance matrix D' has exactly one positive
eigenvalue.

Proof. ( i) <:> ( iii): The la.rgest eigenvalue of D' is tha.t for the eigen vector 1, na.mely
2v-2-k. The second la.rgest eigenva.lue of D' is -2-8, where 0 is the smàllest eigenvalue
of A. Hem·e 8 ~ -2 if and only if D' bas 9ne positive eigenvalue.
( iii) <:> ( ii): This follows directly from Theorem 6.9. D
Note tha.t. regula.rit.y is required in the a.bove proposition: all gra.phs J(l,m are hypermetric
{indeed, isometrica.Jly embedda.ble in a. hypercube), hut t.hese have smallest eigenvalue

-..;m.
As an immedia.te ronsequence of the a.bove J>roposition we have for strongly regula.r
gra.phs a. partial colla.pse of the metric hiera.rchy:
Theorem 6.15 Let f be <1 11trongly 1·cg11lar gmph. Eqttii>alent are:
(i)
r lias smal/est eigem)(lltte <lt least -2'
( ii) r is hypermetric,
( iii) the distancc matrix D(f) has exactly one positive eigenvalue.
0

chara.cterisa.tion of gra.phs with smallest eigenva.lue ~ -2 is given by BussEMAKER &
[26). Fora computer-free proof of this theorem, see BROUWER, CoHEN &
NEUMAIER [19, Theorem 3.12.2].

A

NEUMAIER
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Theorem 6.16 Let r be a connected regular graph with v vertices, valency k, and smallest eigenvalue 2:: -2. Then one of the following holds:

(i) r is the line graph ofa regular or a bipartite semi-regular connected graph .6..
(ii) v = 2(k + 2) S 28 and fis a subgraph of the Gosset graph, switching equivalent to
the line graph of a groph à on 8 vertices, where the valencies of ·all vertices of à have
the same parity.
(iii) v = 2(k + 2) S 27 and r is a subgraph of the Schläfli graph.
(iv) v =
+ 2) S 16 and r is a subgraph of the Clebsch gmph.
(v) v = k + 2 and f ~ Kmx 2 /or some m 2:: 3.

j(k

0

A corollary of this theorem is the following characterisation of strongly regnlar graphs
with smallest eigenvalue 2:: -2.
Theorem 6.17 (SEIDEL [97]) A strongly regular graph has smal/est eigenvalue 2:: -2
if and only if f is a triangular graph, T( n ), a ( n x n)-grid, a Cocktail Party graph,
Knxz, the Petersen graph, the Shrikhande graph, the Clebsch graph (the halved 5-cube),
the Schläfli graph or one of the three Chang graphs. 0

(The three Cha.ng graphs T'(8), T"(8), and T 111 (8) with 28 vertices and valency 12, are
ohtained from the Triangular graph T(8) = J(8,2) with vertices e; +ei, (1::; i < j S 8)
by switching with respect to the set {e; +e;+4 1 i 1, 2, 3, 4} for T'( 8 ), the set {e; +e;+I 1
i E Zs} for.T"(8) and the set {e1 +e2,e2+e3,e3+e1,e4+es,es+e6,e6+e1,e7+es,es+e4}
for T 111(8). )

6.2

Lattices and graph representations

In the first we define lattices and give some properties we need later in this chapter. For
more information on la.ttices, see for example CONWAY AND SLOANE [31] or EBELING
[42].

6.2.1

Lattices

In thîs sectîon we define the squared norm of a vector x = ( xi.". , Xn) in Rn to he
( x, x) E~ 1 x~. A lattice in R n is a discrete set of vectors in R" which is closed under
a.ddîtîon and suhtra.ction (and hence under scalar multiplication by integers). A lattice
L is genera.ted by a set X of vectors if

=

L= {

L

a"x 1 a" E

xEX

z} .

We shall only look at la.ttices which are generated by a fiuite set. The dimension of a
lattice L, denoted by dim L, defined by the dirnension of the vector space spanned by
the elernents of L. An integral lattice is a lattice in which the inner product of any two
vectors is integral. An integral lattice is called even if it contains only vectors of even
squared norm. Note that a.n integral lattice is even when it is generated by a set X of
vectors of even squared norm. The direct sum surn of two la.ttices L 1 and L 2 is defined
if Li and L2 are orthogonal, i.e., if (xi,x2) = 0 for all x1 E Li, x2 E L2, as
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A lattice L is called irreducible, if L
L 1 (B L 2 implies L 1
{O} or L 2
{O}. Otherwise the lattice is called reducible. The vectors of of squared nonn 2 in L are called the
roots of L. A root lattice is an integral lattice L in Rn generated by a set of vectors of
squared norm 2. There are connections between root systems and root lattices, for more
information see for example [19, Chapter 3] and [42].
W!TT [110] has determined all irreducible root lattices:

Theorem 6.18 The only irreducible root lattices, up to isomorphism, are An (n
Dn, (n ~ 4) and E5,E1,Es. D

~

1),

Remark. If a root lattice Lis the direct sum of the lattices L 1 and L 2 , then L 1 and L 2
are also root lattices.
We now describe the irreducible root lattices which arise in the above theorem. We
write e; for the unit vector in Rn ha.ving an one in the i-th coordinate and zeros elsewhere.
~

(i) For n

1, define
n+l

An
The roots of A" are the n(n

( ii) For n

~

:=

{

X

E R" 1 Xi E Z,

L

x;

i=l

+ 1) vectors e; -

ei (i '/:. j).

4, define
D" ::::=

{x E x; Ez,tx; E2z}.
Rn

1

•=l

The roots of Dn are the 2n(n - 1) vectors ±e; ± ej, i < j. Note that our first example
A" is represented on a hyperplane in R"+l rather than in R" in order to get a nicer
representation, and in order to make the indusion An C Dn+1 ohvious.
(iii) Define E 8 as the lattice spanned by Ds and !(e1 +···+es). The roots of Es
are the 240 112 + 128 vectors ±e; ±ei and ±e1 ± e2 ... ±es), where in a root of the

l<

second type the numbers of minus signs is even.
( i v) Define

E,

= {x E Es I x1 + · · · + xs = O}.

E 7 contains 126 =56 + 70 roots.
( v) Defint>

Et;
E 6 contains 72

6.2~2

{x E Es

1 i:1

+ · ··+ X6 = x7 + xs = O}.

:l2 + 40 roots.

Graph representations and lattices

In this subsection we mean hy 'squared distance' the squared Euclidean distance in Rn,
i.e. the innt>r product of t.lw difförence with itself, and 'distance' means graph distance.
A (Euclidc<m) ffJ1ff.~mtatio11 of a graph r is a map p: Vf -. R" such tbat the images
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of adjacent x, y E Vf have constant squared distance. We can consider an undirected
graph also as a directed graph in which both arcs exist between vertices x and y if xy
is an edge. Remark that if a graph has a representation, then in fact we are labeling
the arcs of f with constànt norm vectors in such a way that the sum of the labels in a
directed cycle (i.e. a connected graph in which every vertex has one incoming are and
one outgoing are) add to O, the all-zero vector.
We usually write x for the image p(x) of a vertex x under p, and

[x,y]:=(x y,x-y)
for the squared distance of the images of x, y E Vf. The representation is faithful when
p is injective.
Lemma 6.19 (cf. [19, Lemma 3.5.1]). Let x -. :f" (x E Vf) be a representation of a
graph r. Then, for x, Xi, x2, y, yi, 112 E vr, we have

(x, y)

= 21 ((x, x) + (y, y) -

[x, y]),

1
(x1 - x2, îi) = 2((x1, x1) - (x2, x2) - [xi. y] + [x2, y]),
(x1 - x2,Y1

Y2)

1

= 2([xi,y2] + [x2,Y1]

[xi,Y1)

[x2,Y2]).

Proof. Straightforward. o
We say that a representation x
x (x E Vf) of a graph f is integral when the squared
distance (x, yj of the images of any two vertices x, y E Vf is an euen integer. Associated with an integral representation is the lattice L(f) generated by all vectors x - y,
x, y E Vf; equivalently,
L(f) = {

L

xevr

a"x 1 a" E Z,

L

xevr

a" =

o} .

Of course, L(f) depends on the representation of r, hut it will be clear from the context
which representation is meant. Another lattice which contain L(r) as a sublattice is:

L+(r)

={ L

xevr

axx 1 ax E z}.

Let f be a graph with a. representation. Let x be a vertex off. Without loss of generality
we may assume that x = 0. Let~ be the graph induced by f(x). Then t+(~) Ç L(f),
where the representation of~ is the representation of r restricted to ll.

6.2.3

Root representaions and root graphs

A root representation of a graph is a representation such that squared distances [x, y]
(x - y, x - y) of the images of all x, y E Vf are even integers and sa.tisfy
[x,y]

=

=2 if x ""y and (x,y] = 4 if d(x,y) = 2.

A connected graph having a root representation is called a. root graph. The na.me reflects
the fact that the lattice L(f) of a root representation is a. root lattice:
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Proposition 6.20 Let r be a root graph. Then L(r) is a root lattice.
Proof. Since r is connected, L(r) is generated by the norm 2 vectors x

Vr, x '"" y ), and therefore is a root lattice.

'fi (x, y E

D

Recall from Chapter 4 that a subgraph A of a graph r is 2-closed if for any two vertices
in A their common neighbours in r are a.lso in A.
Lemma 6.21 Let r be a connected root graph with L(f) ~ L 1 EB L 2 . Let A be the graph
with vertex set W and edge xy if xy is an edge of r and x- 'fi E L1 . Then each component
of A is a 2-closed subgraph of r,
Proof. For every edge xy of r, x - y is a root of L(r), hence contained in L 1 U L 2 ; we
call a edge xy of type j if x y E Lj (j 1, 2). Since (x - Y) + (Y z) + (z - x) O, all
edges of a triangle have the same type. Now let xy be an edge of type 1 and let E be the
connected component of A containing the edge xy. It is obvious that E is an induced
subgraph of r. Then L( E) Ç L1 . If E bas two vertices u, v with a common neighbour w
in r, then r = u - wand s = v ware roots with r - s E L 1 ; since r, s E L 1 U L 2 , this
forces r, .~ E Li, so that w E E. It follows that E is 2-closed. D
A direct consequence of the above lemma is:
Proposition 6.22 Let
mot lattice. D

r

be a locally connected root graph. Then L(f) is an irreducible

Root graphs genera.Jise graphs of nega.tive type:
Theorem 6.23 Any gmph of negative type is a root graph. Any subset of the vertex set
of a root graph with diameter at most 2 is with the shortest path distance a metric space
of negative type.
Proof. Using the cha.racterisa.tion of Schoenberg, Theorem 6.5, the theorem follows easily. D

As we shall si>e later a. root graph does not need to be of negative type.
Examples. Now we shall give some exa.mples of root g'ra.phs. All these examples have a
root representa.tion such tha.t x ,..., y if and only if [x, y) 1.

(i) The Go.~set gratJh can be viewed a.s the gra.ph with the 56 la.bels e; + ej, c8 - e; ej
(1 $ i < j $ 8), where cg = ~(e1 + e2 + e3 + e4 +es+ e6 + e1 +eg). The Gosset graph
has va.lency 27.
( ii) The Schläfli gmph ca.n be viewed as the gra.ph with the 27 la.beis e; + e1, e; + e8
( 1 $ i $ 6), c8 e1 - e,,. ( 1 $ l < m $ 6) a.nd ha.s va.lency 15. The Gosset graph is locally
the Schlä.fli gra.ph.

The following exa.mples a.re exa.mples of code grap/is f( C), defined by the words of a.
binary code C of length n, words are adjacent if they differ in exactly two positions (i.e.
if their Ilamming dist.a.nce is 2); they have a na.t.ural root representa.tion by (0, 1)-vectors
in Rn.
( iii) The hafoed eube A( n) is t.he code graph of the binary code consisting of all words
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with even weight (i.e. the number of positions with a one is even). It has 2n-l vertices,
valency (;) andµ 6. A(5) is known as the Clebsch graph.

( iv) The Johnson graph J( n, t) is the code graph of the binary code consisting of all
words oflength n and weight t. J( n, t) has G) vertices, valency t( n - t) and µ = 4. In
particular (t = 1), cliques of size n are code graphs.

=(

( v) The graphs B( n, t). Say that a binary vector x
Xi, x 2 " .• , Xn+2) has weight
( W1, w2) where W1 = x1 + x2 and w2 = X3 + X4 + ... + Xn+2• where we add in Z. Now
B( n, t) is the code graph of the binary code of all words of length n + 2 with weights
(2, t), (1, t - 1), and (0, t) and has µ = 4. An B( n, t) is regular if and only if n 2t 1.
The graphs B(2t 1, t) are first constructed by BROUWER AND KOOLEN [22). In that
paper you can find more information about these graphs. In Chapter 5 we construct the
graphs B( n, t) with a more generaJ construction.
( vi) The icosohedron with 12 vertices, valency 5 and Jt
2 can be viewed as the code
graph of the binary code consisting of the words 000000, 110000, 0011111, 111111 and
those obtained by a cyclic permutation of the first five entries.

(vii) The dodecahedron with 20 vertices, valency 3 and Jt 1 can he viewed as the code
graph consisting of the words 1100000000, 1100011000 and t.l10se ohtained by permuta,..
tions [(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8, 9, lO)ji, ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of the entries and by complementation.
(viii) The Shrikhande graph with 16 vertices, valency 6 and /! = 2 can be viewed as the
code graph of the binary code consisting of the words 000000, 110000, 010111, 011011
and those obtained by a. cyclîc permutation of the six entries.
( ix) The Petersen graph with 10 vertices, valency 3 and µ = 1 can be viewed as the
code graph of the binary code consist.ing of the words 000000, 100100, 001111 and those
obta.ined by a cyclic permutation of the six entries.

( x) A polygon: a g-gon ca.n be viewed as the code graph of the bina.ry code consisting of the word of length g with on the first l~J entries ones and zeroes on the other
entries, and those ohtained by a cyclic permutation of the g entries.
(xi) If r and .'.l are root graphs, then the cartesia.n product II
r x .'.l is aga.in a
root graph: simply represent ( x, y) by the sum of the images of x and y. In particular,
Hamming grophs (cartesian product of cliques) and Doob gmpl~~ (ca.rtesian product of
4-cliques and Shrikha.nde gra.phs) are root gra.phs.
We first prove some easy results on the locaJ structure of root gra.phs.
Lemma 6.24 Let f beo 1·oot graph and x,y,z E Vf, where <l(a:,y) :::; 2.
associated root representation we have

-z,y-z)=

For the

2-d(x,y);::O ifx,yEf(z),
3 d(x,y);::o i/xEf(z),yEf 2 (z),
{ 4-d(x,y);::O i/x,yEf2(z).

In particular, if z 0, then the 11ertices in r(z) are represented by norm 2 vectors, and
vertices of f2(z) are represented by norm 4 vectors.
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=

Proof. lt is straightforward that (x - z,y- z)
l([x,z] + [y,zj- [x,y] - [z,z])
d( x, z) +d(y, z )- d( x, y ). This implies the first statement. The second statement follows
by putting x y. o
A direct consequence of Theorern 6.23 and Proposition 6.13 (note that graphs of negative
type satisfy the 10-gonal inequality) is the following proposition.

Proposition 6.25 Let

r

'be a root graph. Then the /olfowing holds:

IJ x E vr, then two nonadjacent neighbours y,z of x have at most one common
neighbour in fz(x) and such a neighbour has label y + z - ~.
(ii) IJ x, y are tmo vertices at distance 2, then the graph induced by f(x )nf{y) is complete
multipartite with classes of size 1 or 2.
(iii) IJ µ(f)
µ exists, then any two nonadjacent vertices y, z E f(x ), where x E Vf,
have either µ - 1 orµ- 2 common neighbours in f(x).
( iv) IJ r is an amply regular graph wit/1 µ(r) µ and À(r) À, then for any two nonadjacent vertices x' y' lying in an induced quadrangle of r' we have a2( x; y) = 2( À - µ +2).
(i)

=

=

Proof.

=

(i) Let u be a common neighbour of y and z at dista.nce 2 frorn x. Then
~([x, u] + [y, z] - [x, z] - [y, u]) = 2, and thus x - y = z 'ü. So we are

(x - y, z - u)
done. o

6.3

Classification of root graphs

Using the classifica.tion of root lattices we sha.ll give a complete cha.racterisation of
distance-regula.r graphs with µ ~ 2 la.ter in this section. In addition in Theorem 6.40,
we give a complete cha.racterisa.tion of amply regula.r root gra.phs with µ ~ 2, by use of
computer result.s.

Remark. R.ela.t.ed questions are considered by TERWILLIGER [107], who considers structure theorems for (not necessa.rily regular) graphs having a spherica.l representa.tion, i.e.
(y, y) does not depend on y, such tha.t [x, y] is an even integer for a.ll x, y- E Vf and
[x, yJ = 2 if and only if x "' y.
A gra.ph f has an integml mot 1"epresentation if it ha.s· a. root representa.tion such tha.t
L(r) Ç zn for somt> n, i.e. the label are elements of zn. First we will consider root
gra.phs with a.n int.egral root representa.tion.

6.3.1

Integral root representations

In this subsection we classify the amply regular root gra.phs with a.n integra.1 root representa.tion.

Lemma 6.26 Let r be a root gm.ph with L(f) Ç zn and x,y tiel"tices at distance 2 with
y x
2c 11 whcre ''i
(1,0, ... ,0). Thcn no vel"tex o/f(x)nf(y) is adjacent toa
vertex of f(x) \ f(y).
.
Proof. Without loss of genera.lity wc may assume that x = 0 and y 2e1. Lemma 6.24
shows that common neighbours of i: and y are represented by suitable vectors e1 ± e1,
and, by pcrmuting the e1 and cha.nging their signs if necessa.ry, we may a.ssume that
M := f( x) n f(y) is ret>rese1tt.ed by the 11 = 2s + t vectors
CJ

± C/ ( l = 2, ... , S + 1),

CJ

+ C/ ( l = 8 + 2, ... , S + t + 1).
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Let u E M so that (for some i) 'ü e1 ± e;, and suppose tha.t x has a neighbour v !/. M
adjacent to u. Then d(y, v) 2; hut either v e 1 ± ei, (y, v) = 2, or v = 2e 1 ± e; ± ei,
(y, îi) 0, both contradicting Lemma 6.24. Hence no vertex off( x) \ f(y) is adjacent to
a vertex of M. D

Proposition 6.27 Let r be a root graph with L(r) Ç zn /or some n, and(*) /or no
x, y E Vf at mutual distance two do we have x - y = ±2e; /or some i, 1 :5 i :5 n. Then
f has a root representation in {O, l}n sending an arbitrary x E Vf to 0.

=

*),

Proof. Given a root representation p : x -> x
L: x;e; satisfying ( and a vector
u E zn, We find new root representations p - u: x ..... x - u and IPI: x-> L lx;le; both
satisfying (*). (Indeed, if x; Yi E {-1,0, 1} then (x;-yi) 2 (lx•l- IY;l) 2 ; in particular
this holds for d( x, y) :5 2.) Let p be a root representation satisfying ( *) in {0, 1, ... , m }n,
where mis chosen minimal. Then m :5 1, otherwise IP ll would be a representation in
{O, 1, ... , m - 1}. Now IP - p(x)I is the required representation. D

Lemma 6.28 Let r be a root graph with a root representation in {O, l}n and µ(u, v)
for any two vertices u, v E r at distance two. Su.ppose d( x, y) :5 4.
(i) lfx =y, then x = y.
( ii) lf[x, y] = 2 then x"' y.

~

2

Proof. If d(x,y) :5 2, this is dea.r. We first prove part (ii). Assume [x,y] = 2. If
d(x,y) 3, then choose v E f(x) n f 2 (y) and shift the representa.tion such that v 0.
We may assume that x e; + ej a.nd x - y ek + ei, with distinct i, j, k, l. The common
neighbours of y and vare represented by certain ea +eb with {a, b} Ç {i, j, k, l}, and since
there are at least two of those, it follows that x has distance at most one to (at least) one
of them, so that d(x,y):::; 2, contradiction. If d(x,y) =4, then choose v E f 2 (x) n f 2 (y)
and shift the representation such that v =0. We may assume that x =e; + e; + ek +ei
and 'fi
e; + ei + ek + em. By the foregoing, no common neighbour of x and v is
represented by ea + eb with {a, b} Ç { i,j, k}, so the (at least two) vertices in f(x) n f( v)
are represented by ea + e1 for certain a E {i, j, k}, and simila.rly those in f(y) n f( v) by
ea + em for certain a E { i,j, k }. But then some vertex in f{x) n f( v) is adjacent to some
vertex in f(y) n f( v) so that d( x, y) :5 3, contradiction. This proves part ( ii). If x =y
and j = d(x,y) E {3,4}, then choose v E f(x) n fj-1(11). Now [3:,v)
2 and hence by
the above x "' v, contradiction. This proves part ( i). D
Proposition 6.29 Let r be a root graph with a root representation in {O, l}n and such
that all µ-graphs are non-complete. Then for any vertex x E Vf tlie mot representation
of r is uniquely determined by its restriction to {x} u f( x). IJ nw1·eover µ(f) = µ is
constant, then r itself is uniquely determined by the representation of {x} u f(x ).
Proof. The first claim follows immediately from Proposition 6.25 (i). If µ is constant,
then the representation of {x} U f( x) determines the structure and representation of
r 2 ( x ): for any two non adjacent vertices u, v E f( x) that have only 11 - 2 common neighbours in f(x), we find a vertex y represented by 'ü + v - x. But the restriction of the
representation to r <2( x) is injective, and determines the structure of this subgraph, by
Lemma 6.28 above.-Since root graphs are connected, we are done. D
Before we ca.n state the next theorem we first have to define the gra.phs L(s, t).
An L( s, t) is the graph with vertex set V = S U T, ISI = 3s + t, ITI t. The subgraph
induced by S is a clique. A vertex t E T is adjacent to exactly 3 vertices in S a.nd the
distance between any two t 1 , tz E T is three.
Note that µ(Ls,t) = 3. The graph Ls,t is a root graph with labels e;, 1 :5 i ::; 3s + t and
fj + es+j + e2s+i• 1 :5 j :5 s.

=
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Theorem 6.30 Let r be a non-complete root graph with µ(f)
µ ~ 3 and with an
integral root representation. Then r is locally connected and one of the f ollowing holds.

( i)
( ii)
( iii)
(iv)
( v)

r is a complete multipartite graph with classes of size 1 or 2.
µ, =6 and r is a halved cube.
µ, = 5 and r is the suspension of a triangular graph.
µ, = 4 and either r is a Johnson graph or r ~ B( n, t) for some n > t ~ 1.
µ, = 3 and either t is the suspension of the (p x q )-grid, r is an L( s, t), or
I' ~ KJ,1,1,1·

Furthermore, _all the above graphs have an integral root representations.

Proof. By Proposition 6.25 (iii), I' is locally connected. Suppose that r contains vertices
x, y at distance 2 such that the norm 4 vector y - x ha.s the form 2ej for some j. Since r
is loca.lly connected, it follows from Lemma 6.26 that f( x) n I'(y) = I'( x ). First a.ssume
that f2{x) i- {y} and let z E f2(x), distinct from y. Then f(x) = f(x) n r(z), since
r( x) has cardinality /t. So we may a.ssume without loss of genera.lity that x
O and
z = ei+ e, +es+ e1 , for some r, s, t. The vertices of r( x) a.re represented by ej +e1, with
l E {r, s, t}. So /t = 3 and fis K3,1,1,1·
If f2(x) consists only of y, then it is easy to see that we are in case (i).
We rnay now assume that r does not contain vertices x, y at distance 2 such that
x - 'il= ±2ej (j = 1, ... , n).
Fix a vertex x of r. By Proposition 6.27 we may assume that 'il L; y;e; with Yi E {O, 1}
for all i and y E Vf, and that x = 0.
Now let ~ be the graph whose vertices are the n indices 1, ... , n, and whose edges are
the pairs ij such that some point off( x) is represented bye;+ ei. Since distinct vertices
of f( x) are represented by dis tin et vee tors ( their difference must have norm 2 or 4) we
ma.y identify the point represented by e; + ej with the edge ij of Ll.
Let US denote by S(y) the set of indices i with Y;
1 for y E vr. By Lemma 6.24, the
vertices y E r 2( x) are represented by norm 4 vectors 'il = 'fi - x, and these must have the
form e; + ej + ek + e1, i.e., S(y) is a 4-set. The µ common neighbours of x and y are
certain edges of the subgraph of Ll induced on S(y). By Lemma. 6.28, the intersection
f(x) n r(y) coincides with the set of edges of~ contained in S(y), and y E f2(x) is
uniquely determined by S(y). To simplify the notation we shall use the abbreviation
0:/31/i fora 4-set {a,/3,1,6}.

=

Let us call a set. S Ç { 1, 2, ... , n} special if there is a vertex y E r with
S(y)

S, d(x,y)

Clea.rly, the empty sC't is special. Application of Lemma 6.24 to pairs of nonadjacent
points in r <2(a:) yiC'lds the following facts (here distinct Greek letters denote distinct
indices ta.ke~ from { 1, ... , n} ).

Sl. If y E f 2 (x), tlwn S(y) is special.
S2. If a/316 is special then precisely 11 of the sets u/3, a1, ali, /31, /)li, /Ó are special.
83. If a/3 and 1f! a.rC' special thl'l1 predsdy 11 of the sets 0, a1, ali, /31,/3/i, a/31/i are specia.l.
S4. If af31fi and liE a.re special then none or I'· of the sets a6,{3f!,16,af3lii:;,a1liE,/3/lif:
are special.
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(Indeed, if afJ1é and ée represent vertices at distance two, then they have µ common
neighhours, and these must he among the six sets listed. On the other hand, if one of
these six sets is special, we must show that it represents a common neighbour of afJ1é
and&. But this follows immediately from Lemma 6.28.)
By definition, the edges of ó. are just the special 2-sets. 8ince w;:::: 3, 83 implies that ó.
bas no subgraph consisting of two disjoint edges. Therefore ó. consists of a connected
graph ó. 0 and a (possihly empty) set of isolated vertices. 83 implies
S5. Any two disjoint edges of ó. have µ
ing both given edges).

1 or µ - 2 transversals (i.e. edges meet-

We now consider each value of µ separately. Clearly, S3 implies that J'

CASE 1. µ

s 6.

= 6.

By Sl and S2, the induced subgraph of ó. 0 on the label of a vertex of f 2 (x) is a K 4 •
Let K be a complete subgraph /(m of ó. 0 with maxima! m ? 4. If ó. 0 :fi /( then there
is a vertex fJ E V Lio at distance 1 from /(, and a vertex a E A. adjacent with fJ. By
ma.ximality of K, there is a vertex / E K with / f fJ. Let fi E /( \ { a, / }. Then the
edges a{3, 16 have at most 3 transversals, contradicting S5. Hence ó. 0 = /( is complete
and f( x) ~ T( m ). By Proposition 6.29 this determines the representation uniquely, and
we find that r is the halved m-cube.
CASE 2. µ = 5.
We may assume that f2(x) :f 0. By Sl and S2, a vertex of f2(x) is a subgraph /(2,1,1 of
ó.o. Let /( be a subgra.ph of Ó.o isomorphic to Km,1,"" 1 with a. maxima! number m + s
of vertices, m;:::: 2, s;:::: 2. Using S5 we find as before that ó. 0 = Km,l,"" 1 . Let L be the
m-codique of lio. Frm S3 we find that, for a, / E /( \ L and /3, f, E L, the set afJ16 is
special. If é E /( / setm.inusL, é-:/: a, /, then S4 yields that a1& is special, contradicting
µ < 6. Hence ó. 0 = Km,t,i. and we find by Proposition 6.29 tha.t ris the suspension of
the triangular grapb T( m + 2).
CASE 3. µ
4.
By S5, each pair of disjoint edges ha.s 2 or 3 transversals. By Sl and S2, a vertex of f2(x)
is a special 4-set on which ó.o induces

D

or

and by S3, all subgraphs of ó. 0 of these shapes are special sets.
Let E = A ltl B be a largest subset of V Lio such that a ,..,, fJ for all a E A and
where A and B are nonempty.

f3

E B,

(i) E contains all vertices of ó. 0 • Indeed, if not then let; E V ó. 0 , î '/.E. We may assume
d( î, E) 1, say / ,..., a E A. By maximality of E there is a fJ E B such that f3 f /. Put
A 0 := An A(î) and Ai := A \ ó.(1), then for any o E Ao and é E Ai we have a,...., é
since a1 and f3é have at least two transversals. But then EU { /} :;:;: Ao ltl (Ai UB U { /})
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is a larger subset of V ~ with the required property, contradiction.
(ii) ~o does not contain a complete graph K 4 or a wheel K 1 ,2 ,2 • Indeed, two disjoint
edges in a K 4 have 4 transversals, which is impossible. If ~o contains an induced sub·
graph K2,2,h say o:"' {3 "'î"' ó"' o:, e"' a,fJ,î,6, then af3îÓ is special, and by 84 we
find a contradiction.

(iii) ~o is either complete bipartite or complete bipartite 'With one additional edge. lndeed,
if A contains two disjoint edges, then (since these must have at least two transversals) A
contains a triangle or a quadrangle, and since B :j:. 0 this is forbidden by (ii). Thus, all
edges in A pass through one vertex 6. lf both A and B contain an edge then ~o contains
a K 4 • So we may assume that Bis a coclique. If the cardinality of B is at least 2 and
A contains two intersecting edges, then ~o contains a K 1 ,2,2 , contradiction. So we may
assume that B = {{J}. If A has no isolated point, then we can move ó from A to Band
are done. So we may assume that A bas at least two edges 16 and 6e and an isolated
point a. Now S4 yields a contradiction.
(iv) lf ~o is complete bipartite; say K,, 1, then
from Proposition 6.29.

r

~

J(s

+ t, t).

lndeed, this follows

Now assume that ~o is a complete bipartite graph Ks,t with one additional edge in
the t-coclique, so that f( :t) is a grid s x t with one additional vertex adjacent to a s x 2
subgrid. Let us temporarily ca.11 this Jatter graph s+ X t - in the figure below the graph
4+ x 5 is dra.wn; a label ij denotes the vector tt =e; +ei.

(v) IJ f(x)

~ s+

x t, then r

~

B( s +t-2, s). Indeed, this follows from Proposition 6.29.

CASE 4. Jt
3. By S5, each pa.ir of disjoint edges has 1 or 2 transversals. By Sl
aild S2, a vertex of f 2 ( x) is a special 4-set on which ~o in duces either

n

or

or

Assume first that 6 0 contains an induced path P oflength 3 with vertices a rv {3 "' î rv 6.
By S3, afh6 is special. Let ê be a.t dista.nce 1 from P. If e ...., 6, then S4 implies that
precisely two of the sets a{36t:, a16t: and f3î6t: are special. However, this is impossible:
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If E "' a, then E "' /3 implies that a(:JÓE and /3/ÓE are not special. So E rf {3, and by
symmetry E rf i. But then a(JóE, a1& and (:J7ÓE are all special, contradiction. And if
E rf a then E "' f3 since af3 and ÓE must have a transversal, and E rf i since /31 and
ÓE cannot have 3 transversals. But then a1& and f31& are not special, contradiction.
Hence E rf ó, and by symmetry, E rf a.
If E "' f3 and E "' i, then S4 with ({J, ó) interchanged gives a contrádiction. Therefore
E is adjacent to just one of /3 and 7 (and if E "' fJ then E{37ó is special). Hence the
neighbours distinct from 7 of fJ form a codique A, and the neighbours distinct frorn f3
of 7 form a coclique D. Now it is easy to see that do
AU {/3, 7} UD (the coclique
extension of P where a and ó are blown up to A and D, respectively). The set a{J7ó
is special for alla E A and ó E D. Let a E A, and /3e E D. Then by S4 with (î',ó)
interchanged we find that 7óe17 is not special for all 17 E D. It follows that there are no
more special 4-sets. With the same a.rgument and Proposition 6.29 we see that there are
no special 6-sets or non-special 4-sets at distance 3. We obtain that r is the suspension
of the ((IAI + 1) x (IDI+ I ))-grid.
So we may assume that Ao does not conta.in induced paths of length 3. So there are
no induced quadrangles in f. Let C be a clique in r of maxima) size c and without
loss of generality x E C and there is a fJ such that ó E S(y) for all y E C \ {x}. Let
af3 E f(x) \ C. Then ó f/. {a,,6}, otherwise C was not maximal. We may assume that
aó E C. By the fa.et tha.t D.o does not contain induced 3-paths we obta.in (:Jó E C. By S5
we get r( x) u {x}
u {a(:J}.
Let z be a vertex at distance 2 from x. Then S(z} := E1E2E3E 4 such that the induced
subgra.ph by S(z) is a 3-cla.w. It follows d(y, z) = 3 and fis an L(s, t).

c

This completes the proof. 0
Now we look at the case Jt

2. First we derive some properties.

Lemma 6.31 Let r be a root graph with µ(f) = 2. Let D. 1, 6 2 be two 2-closed connected
subgraphs of f such that the root representation off is injective 1'estricted to V D. 1. IJ
there is a ve1'tex x witli x E V ö 1 n lf A2 and D.1 ( x) n A 2( .'!:) := 0, then the cartesian
product D. 1 x A 2 is a 2-clo8ed subgraph off.

Proof. Shift the representation such tha.t x = 0. Let y be a vertex of d2. For ea.ch
vertex z of 61 there is a uni que vertex 4>( z) E f( z) with 4>( z) := z + y. This follows
by induction on dA 1 (x,z). Now define the map 4>: lf6.1-+ lff, by z--> <f>(z). Now by
the 2-dosedness of D. 1 it follows that the induced subgraph Il on i/>(V 61) is 2-dosed,
looking at the inverse of iJ>. The subgraph induced by i/>(V D. 1) UV D. 1 is isomorphic to the
ca.rtesia.n product J( 2 x A1. It follows that y is orthogonal to L( 6.i). By the 2-dosedness
of D. 2 and D. 1 ( x) n D.2( x) = 0 it follows that Il(y) n D.2(Y) = 0. By connectedness of
A 2 we get L(6i) is ortbogona.l to L(D.2). It is easy to see that the cartesian product
ö 1 x A2 is a subgraph sneb that vertex ( u, v) E lf A1 X V D.2 has label ü + v, since the
la.helling of 6 1 is injective and x1 is ortbogonal to X2 for x; E V D.,. Now it is obvious
that this subgraph is a connected 2-closed subgraph of r. D

=

r be a root graph with Jt(f) 2. Let C be a clique in f. IJ C
is a 2-closed subgraph of r then r is the cartesian product x D., where,:}. is a 2-closed
subgraph of r.

Proposition 6.32 Let

c

Proof. Let x E C and shift the representation such tha.t x
O. Let y E f(x) \ C.
Then, by the 2-closedness of C, y is perpendicular to ë for all c E C. There is a set T
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of neighbours of y such that for ea.ch c E C \ {x}, there is a t E T with t = y + ë. The
subgraph induced by T U {y} is a 2-dosed clique, otherwise with the inversal procedure
we get that G is not 2-closed. Therefore l - y is perpendicular to v- y for all v E f(y) \ T
and all t ET.
Le\ II be the graph with vertex set Vf and uv is an edge in II if uv is an edge in r
and ü - vis orthogonal to ë for all c E C. Let 6 be the component which contains x.
With induction to the distance of two vertices in 6 it is easy to see that 6 is a 2-closed
subgraph. By the previous lemma r has an subgraph isomorphic to the cartesian product
C x 6. But this must be r itself. o
Before we can state the following proposition we first need to define the graph L.
The vertices of L are the 192 subsets A of the vertex set of a Petersen graph II such that
the induced subgraph on A in II has one of the following types, and A "' B if a.nd only
if IA+BI = 2:

.'

0,

and
The graph L is locally the line graph of Petersen and with respect to the above partition
of the vertex set of L we have the following intersection diagram for L:

Reinark. The graph Lis an antipodal 2-cover of a graph 6. This graph 6 is a distanceregular graph with intersection array {15, 10, 1; 1,2, 15} and is locally the line graph of
Petersen. See [23], for more information on L and rela.ted structures.
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Proposition 6.33 Let r be an amply regular root graph with /t(r)
then one of the following holds.

( i)

r

( ii)

À

( iii)

= 2.

IJ L(r)

ç zn,

is a Hamming graph,
is a direct product of 4-cliques, icosahedra and Shrikhande graphs,
and
À
4 and r is the direct product of 6-cliques and some copies of L.

= 2 and r

Proof. If À ~ 1, then every edge lies in a (À+ 2)-clique. Hence, by Lemma 6.32, we are
in case i. So we may assume that À ?:: 2.
The graph r does not contain vertices x, y at distance 2 such that the norm 4 vector x - 'jj
has shape ( ±2)on- 1 . In deed, then Lemma 6.26 would show tha( r( x) has a component of
size at most 2 and this contra.diets À ;::: 2. As a consequence, for any two vertices x, y at
distance two, the vector x y must ha.ve shape ( ± 1)4 on- 4 • We can proceed as the proof
of Theorem 6.30. By Proposition 6.27, we fix a vertex x and shift the representation
such that x 0 and all vertices of rare represented by E a;e;, where a; E {O, l}. Let
p be the map which sends x to x. We define the graph A and the special sets as before
and find that 81-85 remain va.lid; in particular, special 4-sets conta.in precisely two edges,
and the union of two disjoint edges without a transversal is special. Let xy be an edge
of r. We will show that the minimal 2-closed subgraph, sa.y II, of r containing the edge
xy is isomorphic to either a (À+ 2)-clique, the Shrikhande gra.ph, the icosahedron or the
graph L.
Let A 0 be the component of A containing a, where y = e" + e/3. Since f(x) is regular
of valency À, every edge of Ao intersects precisely À other edges of Ao. If Ao contains a
triangle, theu S5 implies that Ao is a triangle, and thus À = 2. This means that xy lies
in a 4-dique.
By Proposition 6.32 we may assume tha.t Li 0 does not contain a. triangle. Also Ao does
not contain a. quadraugle, by S5.
We need some further fa.cts. Applying 84 to a path of length 4 in A 0 we fiud:

=

S6. If;,...., fJ '""e

'""f3 "' a is an induced path in

Ao, theu a;fJe is special.

Sî. A 0 contains no induced subgra.ph of the form D13

-·~~~·--~--·t--~-I---5~--· .
1

2

3

4

6

Indeed, S6 shows that 1345 and 1346 are special, so that S4 applied to 1345 and 46 gives
a contradiction. We now distinguish three cases.

1. Ao is a tree. Since L(Ao) must be regular of valeucy À, we fiud Ao !:!
But then the edge xy lies in a (À+ 2)-dique.

CASE

Kn,1•

CASE 2. Ao has girth g at least 6. Then S8 implies that no vertex of a. g-gon ha.s a.
further neighbour. 8ince A 0 is connected, it is a g-gon with vertices labelled in Z9 and
edges {i, i +1}( i E Z9 ), say. In particular, À 2. By 83 and S7, the sets {i, i +1,j,j + 1}
(li - il '/= 0, 1, 2) and {i 1, i, i + 1, i ± 3} are special. Now the vertices represented by
the 0, 0234, 2346 are neighbours of the vertices labelled with 34 and 23. By >. 2 this
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forces g
6. The 16 special sets found so far represent the Shrikhande graph, a graph
E with ..\( E) =2 À,µ( E) 2 and of diameter 2, this means that II is the Shrikhande
graph.

=

CASE 3. Äo has girth 5. Then Äo is not bipartite, and since L(Ao) must be regular of valency À, Äo is regular of va.lency À+ 1. If À = 2, then Ào is the pentagon. Now
it is clear that the edge xy lies in an induced subgraph isomorphic to the icosahedron.
lt is easy to see that this icosahedron is an isometrie subgraph of r and is a 2-closed
subgraph. It follows that II is the icosahedron.
If À > 2, then for every vertex i of a pentagon 1 "' 2 "' 3 "' 4 "' 5 "' 1 of A 0 , the
set Ao( i) of neighbours of i is a (
1 )-coclique, and by S7, the induced subgraph on
Ao( i) U Ao( i + 2) ( i E Zs) is complete bipartite. Since there are no quadrangles, this
forces À 4, and Ao is the Petersen graph. Now it follows that the component in f(x)
containing y is the line graph of the Petersen graph. Now every J( 1 +[( 1 ,2 of Ào is in some
path of length 4, and 86 shows that every 4-set of Äo such that the induced subgraph
on this 4-set is a K1 + J(1 ,2 is special. The component of f(z) containing x is labelled
with the special 0-,2- and 4-sets we already found. By induction on the distance, it is
easy to show that for all vertices z E VII there is a component in II(z) whose labels are
subsets of V Ào. lt follows that Il must be locally the line graph of the Petersen graph.
Also by induction on the distance you easily see that the la.helling of Il is unique. We a.lready saw that the graph Lisa. locally L(Petersen) root graph and therefore II must be L.

!

p-

This cornpletes the proof of the proposition. D

6.3.2

Amply regular Terwilliger root graphs

In this subsection we classify the amply regular root graph without an induced quadrangle.
A Terwilliger gmph is a non-complete graph f such that, for any two vertices 7, é at
distance two, r('i') n f( é) is a clique of size p (for some fixed JL ;:: 0). In other words,
a. Terwilliger graph is a non-complete graph r without· induced qua.drangles such that
a.ny two nonadjacent vertices have 0 or 11 common neigbbours. They were studied by
TER.WILLIGER

[104].

For a TerwilligN graph you can define an equivalence relation :: on the set f as follows: x
y if {x} U f(a:)
{y} U f(y). We shall write f for the quotient f/ :. For
an arnply regular Terwilliger root graph, the reduced graph f( x) of r( x) is a strongly
regular root graph without induced quadraugles, cf. [19, Theorem 1.16.3). The only
strongly regular root graphs without induced quadra.ngles are the pentagon and the Petersen graph. Ilecaus<.> of the fa.et tha.t they have lines of size 2, it follows that if they
occur as reduced graph they will occur as neighbourhood graph. The only connected
grapb with is loca.lly a pentagon is th<.> icosahedron, which is a. root graph. There are 3
connected graphs which are loràlly Petersen and only two of them are Terwilliger. Now
we look a.t the locally Petersen ra.se.
·

Lemma 6.34 Let

r

be the

Slt-~pension

of the Petersen gmph. Then L(r)

= Es.

Proof. lt is trivia.! that r has no integral root representation, because the Petersen
graph conta.ins a 3-daw and you can la.bel the vertices with roots in Es. D

Lemma 6.35 The icosahedron lws exactly Jour non-isomor]Jhic root revresentations.
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Proof. Let x be a vertex of the icosahedron. Without loss of generality we may assume
that the elements of {x} U f(x) are represented by 0 and e; + e;+i, (i E Z 5 ). Now it is
straightforward that you can extend this representation in exactly four ways. D
Lemma 6.36 The locally Petersen distance-regular graph f with i11tersection diagram
v=63

is not a root graph.

Proof. r is locaJly connected and so L(f) is irreducible. By 'the previous lemma we
have L(f) = E; for some i E {6, 7,8}.
Let x, y be two vertices at distance 3. We may assume that x = 0. Let a be the graph
induced by C(x, y), the set of vertices lying on a geodesie from x toy. The graph induced
{x1,x2,." ,x6} be such tha.t Xi,..., X;+J, i E
Let
by a(x) is hexagon. Let a(x)
a(y) = {yi, Y2, ... , Ys} be such that Yi "' Yi+1, i E Z6. Without loss of generality we
may assume that x;
e, + e;+ 1 , i E Z6, where ei is a binary vector of length 8 where
only the jth entry is a one. The vertices x; and x;+3 have a. common neighbour z; in
f(x). Without loss of generality we may assume that Zi = e; + e;+3· Also without loss
of generality we may assurne that y;,y;_ 1 E a(x;) for i E Zs. The label of y; must be
integral by the labels of z; and Zi-1 · If Yi has an integral label then Yi = e;+e;+1 +e;H +t:
where t: E {±e1, ±es}. But tben follows a contradiction by looking at y1 and y4 • D

z6.

Lemma 6.37 Let

r

be the distance-regular gmph with inte1·section diagram
v=65.
4

5

Then f is not a root gmph.

Proof. First we give some properties of r. The graph is locally Petersen, Aut(f) 9!
PEL(2, 25} acts distance-tra.nsitive with point stabiliser Sym(5) x 2. Already PSL(2, 25)
acts distance-transitive, with point stabiliser T ~ Syrn(5).
For x,y two vertices at distance 3, the subgraph induced by C(x,y) is the icosahedron.
From this it is easy to see that the subgraph a induced on r 3 ( x) is the disjoint union of
two icosahedra. Let G be the group fixing both icosahedra in r 3 ( x ). Then G ~ Alt(5) x 2.
It is ohvious that T n G ~Alt(5) and therefore there is an automorphism 1l' of Aut(f)
fixing the set {x} U f( x) and' sends each u E f 3( x) to its antipodal in the component of
A where u is a vertex of.
Suppose that r has a root represeuta.tion. The lattice L(f) contains E6 as sublattice,
because this is the lattice belonging to the suspension of the Petersen graph. Also L(f)
is irredudble by the locally connectedness, so L(r) Ç Es.
Then there are vertices x, y at distance 3 with (x - y, x fi) = 4, beca.use the distance
matrix D bas more then one positive eigenvalue and the subgraph induced by C(x,y) is
an icosahedron. Shift the representation such that x O, the five vertices of f(x) n f 2 (y)
are represented by (11000000) and t11ose vectors obtained by a cyclic permutation of the
first five entries and y
t(11111311). Let z = 7r(y). By the fact that 1r fixes f(x)
pointwise we obtain f( x) n f 2(Y) = f( x) n f 2( z ). From the fact that at least three elements off( v) n f 2(x) must have au integral label where v E {y, 7r(y)}, there is a vertex
u E f(y) n f 2 (x) such that both i1 and 7r(u) have an integral label. But this means
that the sixth entry of 1r( u) must be - L Therefore (y - 1r( u ), y - 1r( u)) > 6, what is

=
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impossible, because they lay in a.n icosahedron. D
The condusion is:
Proposition 6.38 The only amply regular root gmph without induced quadmngles is the
icosahedron. D

6.3.3

Classification of root graphs

In this subsection we dassify first the distance-regular root graphs. We a.lso classify the
amply regular root graphs, using some computer results.
Distance-regular graphs
Theorem 6.39 Let f be a distance-regular root graph of diameter d. I/L(f) e! E 6 , E1, Es
and 11 ~ 2, then r is the ieosahedron, one of the Chang graphs, the Schläfii graph or the
Gosset gmph.
Proof. Fix x a vertex of r, and shift the representation such that x = 0. Then
L+(r(x)) Ç L(r)
E 8 , and the induced subgraph induced by f(x) has smallest eigenvalue -2, since Proposition 6.14. Looking in the list of the strongly regular root graphs
we find that if d = 2 then r must be one of the Cha.ng graphs, or the Schläfü graph.
(Note that L(r) does not depend on the representation if the diameter is at most 2).
From now on we assurne tha.t d ~ 3. If r does not contain induced quadrangles, then by
Proposition 6.38 we find that r must be the icosahedron. So We may assume tha.t r has
an indured quadrangle and thus by Proposition 6.25 (iv), we have k = b2 + 2À + 4 µ.
Also we may assurne tha.t there a.re vertices y, z, u such tha.t x "" y "' z "" u "" x and
d(x,z) 2 = d(y,u).
By Proposition 6.32 we see tha.t r does not conta.in (A + 2)-cliques. By Proposition 6.25
2. But then À ~ 2 and each
(iii), r is locally connerted, except possibly when Jt
component off( x) is a regular graph conta.ining a.n induced g-gon, with g ~ 5, because
f( x) does not conta.in a.n induced qua.drangle, otherwise JI ~ 3. Rut then ea.ch component of f(J:) contrib11tes at least 5 to the dimension of t+(f(3:)) a.nd thus there can be
only one component. in I'(l:). Therefore f(x) is connected regular graph with k vertices
and va.lency, and k ?:: À+ Jt + l, by (19], Theorem 1.5:5. We now use Theorem 6.16 to
determine the possibilities for f( x ). Note tha.t À ?:: 2 by locally counectedness.
Suppose first that f( J:) is not a line graph. Then we have to consider 4 cases.

s

CASE

l. k

=2(À + 2):::;: 28.

We proceed this case in 10 steps.

STEP l. À S 3(11
1).
Let v E f(x) n f 2 (y) n r2(z). Then À= A(x,11) if(v) n r(y)i
if(x) n r(11) n r2(y) n r2(z)I 3(11 - n, because bz(u, x) = 11.

s

1 + if(v) n f(z)I

1+

Let Il the gra.ph indnced by 1'(3:) n f(y). Let t be the nuinber of edges in II.
STEP 2. A( À
1) ~ (À + 3 )(/t - 2) + 21.
We count the edges bet.ween f(.1:) n f(y) and f(x) n f 2{y). Note tha.t any non-adjacent
vertices in f(x) have at least JI· - 2 common neighbours in f(x).
STEP 3 The gmph

n

has minimal t1<1lcncy at least /t - 4.
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Let w be a vertex of Il. If there is no vertex at distance 2 in Il, then by>. ;::: µ - 2, the
valency of w is at least µ - 3. Otherwise let a be a vertex of
at distance 2 from w.
The vertices a, w, x lie in at most one induced quadrangle of r. The same holds for the
vertices a, w, y. Now this step follows easily.

n

STEP 4. IJµ?". 5, then t ?".min{(µ - 4)(>.
(µ - 3)(>. - µ + 2) + 2(~(>. µ) - 2),

µ

+ 3) + 2(>. -

µ

+ 1),

n

(µ-;Z)À}. Two non-adjacent vertices in
have at least µ - 4 common neighbours. Let v
be a vertex of Il with minimal valency, say l. Then there are at least (µ - 4)(>. - l 1)
edges between Il( v) and Jlz( v ). Let w E be such that ITI( w) TI2( v )1 is maxima!. This
last number, call it m, is at least (µ- 4)(f-l-I). The number of edges in Il( w) n Il 2 ( v)
is at least 2( m - 2), because in the Gosset graph each path of length 2 lies in exactly
one 3-claw and Il is an induced subgraph of the Gosset graph. If we consider l = µ - 4,
l = µ - 3 and l ?". /t 2 we obtain this step.

n

n

STEP 5 For the pairs (>.,tt) we have the following possibilitics.
(i)
/t 2and>.=3.
(ii) µ 3and>.E{4,6}.

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

µ=4and5:::;>.:::;9.
= 5 and>. E {8, 12}.
µ=6and>. 12.

µ

It is strajghtforward to see tbat, by steps 1, 2 and 3, the following pairs (1t, >.) are
still possible.

(!)
(II)

(JIJ)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)

(2,>.) with
(3, >.) with
(4,>.) with
(5, >.) with
(6, >.) with
(7, >.) with

À

E {2,3}.

3::::; >.::::; 6.
5 ~À~ 9.
7 ~ >. ~ 12.

9

~

À

E {11, 12}.

>.

~

12.

=

The number k 2
k(k-:-l) must be an integer. This rules out the possibility of (3,5),
(5, 9), (5, 10), (5, 11) and (6, 11).
For /t 2 and >. 2, we get that r is locally the 8-gon, what is a line graph.
If /t 3 and À= 3 then l'(a:) lms vaJency 3 and each two non-adjacent vertices in f(x)
must have at least one common neighbour in f( x ). Therefore r must be locally the
Petersen graph, hut none of the locally Petersen gra.phs have Il = 3, see Theorem 1.3.
Steps 2 and 4 rules out the possibility of(7, 12), (7, 11 ), (6, 10), (6, 9) and (5, 7).

=
=

STEP 6. Iff has intersection array {k,k/2+ l,ft;l,µ,k/2}, then the graph induced by
f3(x ), where x is a vertex, is a Taylor graph with intersection array {k/2, ft, 1; l,µ, k/2}.
This follows direct from P~,3 = 1, 2 = k /2 = P~.1.

v1

The diameter of I' is at most 4 and c3 ;::: À + 2. IJ the diameter is Jour,
has intersection array {k, À+ 3, /t, 1; 1, p, À+ 3, k }.
The graph r has an induced quadra.ngle and b2 = I"· We have c; -b; ;:::: Ci-1 - b;-1+>.+2,
by a result of Terwilliger[l05], cf. [19], Theorem 5.2.1. Therefore the number c3 is at
least À+ 2, and equality holds, then the diamet.er is 3. If C3 ?". >. + 3 and b3 ?". 1, then
since b1 = >. + 3 and cd-i S b; we have c3 À+ 3. But then b3 1 and c4 = k.
STEP 7.

then

r
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STEP 8. c3 ::j; À + 2.
Suppose that c3
À + 2. Then by Step 6, there is also a root Taylor gra.ph, say il',
with intersection array {À+ 2, µ, l; 1, µ,À+ 2}. Then ~ is locally a strongly regular root
graph, say +, with k(+) = 2µ(+), cf. [19], Theorem 1.5.3. Looking in the list ofpossible
strongly regula.r graphs on at most 14 vertices, we find that 1) is either the pentagon, or
the (3 x 3)-grid. In the first case we get that r is locally the Petersen graph, what is not
possible, and in the secon4 case we find that r is J(9, 3). Dut this last graph is locally
the (6 x 3)-grid, hence L(f) ::j; E;, for i = 6, 7,8.
STEP 9. r has not intersection array {2À + 4, À+ 3,µ, 1; 1,µ, À+ 3, 2À + 4} .
Then fis a 2-cover of a strongly regular graph with intersection array {2..\+4, A+3; 1, 2µ}.
Looking at the ten possibilities of Step 5, the only possible pair (µ, A) for which such a
strong)y regular graph exists is (2, 3). Dut the intersection array {10, 6, 2, 1; 1, 2, 6, 10}
is not possible as a distance-regular graph by the fa.et that the eigenvalue 5 should have
multiplicity 52/7.
STEP 10. r has not interseclion array { 2..\ + 4, À+ 3, Jt, 1, Jt, c3} with C3 2'. À+ 3.
2
The numbers k3
P+~!(.H 3 l and JJ~. 2 must be integers.
If c3 = 2(..\ + 2), then JJ~. 2
(lt - 1)(2(À + 2))/Jt is an integer less then k3 =À+ 3. lt
follows that Jt
2. But this array has no integral eigenvalues, wha.t an impossibility is
for distance-regular of diameter 3, not the heptagon.
If c3 = À+ 3, then JJ~ 2 = (/t - 1)(2( À+ 2)) / JL is an integer. In this case we have the following five possibilities:' (lt, À) E {(2, 3), (3, 6), (4, 5), (4, 9), (5, 12)}. The last four arrays do
not have an integraJ eigenvaJue. The first array has pr_3 4,JJ~, 2 = 3 a.nd P~, 3 2. Therefore, if f has this array, then for ea.ch y E f 3( x) there is a unique neighbour z E f 3( x) of
y with the same neighbours in f 3(x). But this means that a 3 must be odd, contradiction.
If ,\ + 3 < c3 < 2.\+ 4, then we have the following possibilities for (µ, ..\, c3); ( i) (À,µ, c3) =
(3,6,12), (ii) (À,Jt,c 3) = (4,6,12), (iii) (À,Jt,c3 ) = (4, 7,12), (vi) (.\,µ,c3)
(4, 7,15),
(v) (À,Jt,c3) = (5, 12,20), (11i) (À,Jt,c3) = (5, 12,21), (vii) (À,Jt,c3) = (6, 12,20), (viii)
(À,Jt, c3) = (6, 12, 21). For possibilities (iv), (vi),(11ii) and (viii) the number P~, 2 is not
integral. The intersection arrays of ( i), ( fri) and ( v) have no integral eigenvalue, and the
intersection array of (ii) has eigenva.Iue -4 with multiplicity 52/3.

=

So we are done in this case.

CASE 2. k = ~(À+ 2) :S: 27.
By k 2'. À+ Jt + 1 we have Jt :S: !A + 2. As a consequence of k = b2 + 2À + 4 - µ
and k = ~(À+ 2) we have Jt =
+ b2 + 1. By d ;::: 3 we have b2 2'. 1. So b2 = 1
and f is a Ta.ylor graph, by Theorems 1.5.5 and 1.5.3 of [19], and hence f(x) is a
strongly regular root graph 6 wit.h v(6)
~(k(6) + 2) :S: 27, 211(6)
k(6) and
.\(6) = H3k(6) u(6) - 1) = ~(31.~(6 )- 8). J1y the fact that 6 is not a line graph the
only possihility we get. is k = 16 and r is the Gosset graph.

p

CASE 3. k
*(À+ 2) :S: Hl.
By k ;:::: ,\ + Jt + 1 we have Jt :::; !(..\ + 5). As a consequence of k
b2 + 2..\ + 4 - µ
and k = ~(À+ 2) we have Jt = !(2À + 4) + b2. Hence by the fa.et that À ;::: 2, we get a
contradiction.
CASE 4. k

By k 2'.

À

= À+ 2.

+ Jt + 1 we have Jt

:::; J.
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From now on we suppose that f(x) is a line-graph. Hence we may assume that f(x)
is the line graph of a graph ó. with n vertices. By Theorem 6.16, ó. is regular, or bipartite and semiregulax. Moreover, in the bipartite case L+(f(:r)) ~ An-l and hence
n ::; 9, and in the other case L+(f(x)) ~ D.,. and hence n ::; 8. By Proposition 6.25
(iii), non-adjacent vertices of f( x) have µ l or µ - 2 common neighbours in f( x ), i.e.,
disjoint edges of ó. have µ - 1 or µ 2 transversals (i.e. edges intersecting the given
edges). In particular Jt ::; 6. Using the fact that x lies in an induced quadrangle, it is a
simple exercise (cf. Proposition 5 of NEUMAIER [82]) to show that we have one of the
following cases.
(i) µ = 2 and ó. is au n-gou, with n E {6, 7,8}
(ii) µ = 3 and ó. is the complement of the hexagon,
( iii) µ = 4 and ó. is either K3x2 or ](p,q with p + q ::; 9,
(iv) µ = 6 and ó. is Kn with n::; 8.
CASE 1. JL = 2. Tl1en r(x) is a k-gon, with k E {6, 7,8}. So ,.\
2, and hence r
is locally a k-gon. If k
6, then by k = b2 + 2,.\ + 4 - J! the dia.meter is 2. So we
may assume that k E {7,8}. Represent r(x) by the vectors e; + e1+i, i E Zk. Let x;
be the neighbour of x represented by f; + e;+i, and let Xij
:r.ji he the common neighbour of x; and Xj distinct from x, for i - j :J ±2. Then :i:;, must be represented by
Ci + e;+ 1 +ei+ ei+I• for i - j # ±1. The common neighbours of x4 and x 3 ,0 are X3
and X4,o, so tha.t x3,o f x3,4. In the sa.me way we see that x3,o f X3,2, therefore X3,o has
valency at most one in f(x3). Contradiction.
CASE

2. µ

= 3. Then k = 2,.\ + 4 -

Jt,

a.nd so the diameter equals two.

CASE 3. µ = 4. If 6 is ]( 3x2, then aga.in the diameter is two. So f( x) is the (p x q )·grid,
with k = pq vertices and therefore r is locally the (p x q)-grid. Represent the vertices
of f(x) with the vectors e; +ei (i E P,j E Q), where Pand Q are the two colour
classes of 6. We mean with vertex ab the vertex in f(x) represented with ea +eb Any
two non-adjacent vertices a/J and cd in f(x) have 2 common neighbours in f(x), hence
they have a common neighhour tt in r 2( x), represented with ea + eb + Cc + ed. Since we
ma.y choose a, c E P and b, tl E Q, a.rhitrary hut distinct, this yields
dis tin et norm
4 vectors, and this exactly the number k2. So all vertices of r 2 ( x) are represented by
vectors of the shape l 40P+q- 4 . An easy induction argument shows that r is represented
by (0, 1)-vectors of even weight, i.e., L(f) Ç Dp+q• contradiction.

mm

CASE 4. µ = 6. Then f( x) is a triangular graph T( n) with k
G) vertices represented by the vectors ei+ ej, (1 ::; i < j ::; n). With the sa.me argument as in Case 3 we
find that L(f) Ç Dn, contradiction.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 6.40 Let

r

D

be a distance-regttlar root gmph with Jt ;:: 2. Then one of the

f ollowing holds.
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( i)
( ii)
( iii)

(iv)
( v)

µ = 10 and f is the Gosset gmph.
µ = 8 and r is the Schläfii graph.
µ = 6 and r is a halved cube.
µ = 4 and ris either a Johnson gmph, or one of the Chang gmphs.
µ = 2 and either r is a Hamming gmph, a Doob gmph, i.e. a cartesian product
of 4-cliques and Shrikhande graphs, or the icosahedron.

r is locally connected and by Proposition 6.22
L(f) is irreducible. If L(r) Ç Dn for some n then r has an integral root representation
and by Theorem 6.30 we have cases ( iii) and ( iv ). If L(f)
E; then by Theorem 6.39
we are in the the cases ( i), ( ii) or ( iv ).
So we may suppose that µ = 2. If r does not contain an induced qua.drangle then r is
an Terwilliger amply root gra.ph and by Proposition 6.38 r must be the icosahedron.
Suppose now that r contains an induced quadrangle. Then a 2 = 2À, by Proposition 6.25
(iv). Therefore the icosahedron is not a 2-closed subgraph of r. Let L(f) = L 1 EB L2,
where L1 is irreducible. Let Lli is the graph with vertex set Vf and edge xy if xy is an
edge of r and x y E Li, j = 1, 2. Let x be a vertex of r. Let IIj be the component of
Llj which contains the vertex x. By Lemma 6.21 the subgra.ph IIj is a. 2-closed subgraph.
If L 1 Ç Dn for some n, then II 1 is a, Shrikhande gra.ph of a. (À + 2 )-clique. By Lemma
6.31 and the regularity of r, the gra.ph ris the cartesian product II 1 x Il2. Therefore r
is a. Ha.mming graph or a Doob graph. D
Proof. Suppose first that /t 2: 3. Then

Amply-regular graphs
BROUWER, COHEN & NEUMAIER, [19, Proposition 3.15.2] cla.ssified the amply-regular
root graphs with L(r) e! E;, using a computer search by Bussemaker and the tables of
regular graphs with smallest eigenvafoe -2, hut they forgot to mention the icosahedron.

Proposition 6.41 Let r be an amply 1-egular mot gmph of diameter d with parameters
(v,k,>.,µ.). /fL(f) ~ E6>E1,Es, then either we have d > 2, k S: 8 andµ= 1, or ris

isomorphie to the icosahedmn, one of the Chang graphs, the Schläfli graph or the Gosset
gmph. D
Now we are ready for the cla.ssification of the amply regular root graphs with µ
Theorem 6.42 Let
lowing hol<ls.
(i)

( ii)

(iii)

r

be an amply regular root gmph with /t

= 2.

2. Then one of the fol-

À = 2 and r is the cai·tcsian pmduct of 4-cliques, icosahedra and Shrikhande
gmphs.
À
tl and r i.• ei mrl.e.~ian product of 6-cliques and copies of graph L.
r is (l lfomming gmph.

Proof. If r ha.s an integral root representation, then, by Proposition 6.33, we are in one
of the tbree cases. Furtherrnore in all three cases r bas an integral root representation.
We may suppose that L(r) e! L 1 Ell L 2 where L 1 ~ E; for some i E {6, 7,8}. Let x be a
V<'l"tCX off, Lf.'t Llj be the graph With vertex set Vf and edge XY jf xy ÎS an edge Off
and x - y E Lj, j = 1,2. I~t Ilj be the component of Llj which contains x as a vertex.
By Lemma 6.21 Llj is a 2-dos{'d subgraph and so is an amply regular root graph. If
L(Jl1) Ç Ds, then we may a.ssume tha.t. the representation restricted to VIl 1 is integral.
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But then the root representation restricted to II 1 is injective and so by Lemma 6.31 it
follows that the r is the cartesia.n product II 1 x II2. This contra.diets the assumption
tha.t L1 = E; for some i. So L(~ 1 ) = E 1 for some tand so by Proposition 6.41 we obtain
tha.t ~ 1 is the icosahedron. But then r is the ca.rtesia.n product b. 1 x ~ 2 , where b. 1 is
the icosahedron. So we can proceed hy induction to the dimension of L(f). D

6.4

Distance-regular graphs and the metric hierarchy

In this section we will show the following theorem.
Theorem 6.43 The distance matrix of a distance-regular graph
tive eigenvalue if and only if r is one of the following graphs:
a cocktail party graph,
(I)
the Gosset graph,
(II)
the 8chläfli graph,
(JIJ)
(IV)
a halved cube,
a Johnson graph, J(n,t),
(V)
one of the three Chang graphs,
(VJ)
a Hamming graph, H(d,n),
(VII)
(VIII) a Doob graph,
the icosahedron,
(IX)
a polygon,
(X)
a doubled Odd graph,
(XI)
the Petersen graph, and
(XII)
(XIII) the dodecahedron. 0

r

has exactly one posi-

By Theorem 6.8 the distance-regular graphs with a distance matrix ha.ving exactly one
positive eigenvalue are of negative type. Hence in the rest of this section we may restrict
ourselves to dista.nce-regula.r graphs of nega.tive type. From now on we a.lways consider f
to be a distance-regular graph with the vertex set vr and the pa.th dista.nce d, embedded
(via.an embedding x ...... x) in a Euclidea.n space E,sothat llx-yll 2 = 2d(x,11). A graph of
negative type is a. root. gra.ph. The dista.nce-regula.r root gra.phs with ;i ~ 2 are classified
in Theorem 6.40 and we see tha.t they are all of nega.tive type.
From now on we a.ssume that µ(f) = 1.

6.4.1

Properties

In this subsection we will give some properties of distance-regula.r graphs of negative
type.
Lemma 6.44 If x, 11, z, t EX then (x

y, z - t)

d(x, t)- d(x, z)- d(11, t) + d(11, z).

Proof. Straightforward computa.tion, by use of cl(a, b)
alla,bEX.D
Corollary 6.45 Let x,11 Ex be at distance sin
a shortest path between x and 11· Then (x; - Xi-1'

r.

= !Il« - bll 2 = !(« -

Let x:::
- Xj-i}

Xo,...., X1

b, ä - b) for

<V • • • <V

Xs::::

0 for all 0 < i < j

~

11 be
s. O

Recall that a root la.ttice is a. direct sum of irreducible root fattices, and every irreducible
root la.ttice is one of the lattices An, D" or En.
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Lemma 6.46 Suppose that L(r) is a sublattice of D". Suppose also that, whenever x0 "'
X1 "' .•. "' x. is a geodetie path and Xi-To
e; -ei, we have that x.-x._ 1 f:. ±(e; +ei)·
Then f is an isometrie subgraph of a halved eube. In partieular, if L is a sublattice of
An then f is an isometrie subgraph of a halved eube.

=

Proof. If xo "" x 1 "' ... "' x. is a geodetie path then by Lemma 6.44, for any 1 :5 i < j :5
s, the roots x;-x;_ 1 and x;-x;_ 1 are perpendieular. By assumption, x;-x;_ 1 ±e"±e0
and Xj - Xj-1 = ±ec ± ed for disjoint {a,b} and {e,d}. It means that for all vertices x

and y in r every coordinate of the vector x - y (in the base {e 1 , ••• , en}) is equal 0 or
±1. .It implies that up to a shift the vectors x E X belong to the natura! cube, and this,
dearly, provides an isometrie embedding of r into the associated halved cube. D
As we already observed, we may restrict ourselves to the case tt = 1. This implies,
in particular, that every edge of r is contained in exactly one maxima! clique. Let g
denote the geometrie girth of r, i.e., the minimal length of an induced cycle, other than
a triangle.

6.4.2

The geometrie girth is even

In this subsection we look at the ca.se that the geometrie girth is even.

Proposition 6.47 Suppose g
2t is e11en. Suppose also that euery geodetic path of
length t in r is containe<l in <Il least one induced cycle of length g. Then r is an isometrie
subgraph of a halvecl cu/Je.

Proof. Put s = t 2. Since Jt
1, we have g 2'. 6 and therefore s 2'. 1. Let us define
a graph E having a.s vertices all geodetic pa.tbs of length s in f (we consider them here
as unoriented). Two paths xo rv x 1 "' ••• "' x. and Yo "' y1 "' ••• "' Ys are adjacent
whenever x; = Yi-1 for i 1, ... , s, or symmetrieally, y; Xi-l for i 1, ... , s. Clearly,
E is connected.
Fora pa.th p define R(p) to be the set of all root vectors x y E L(f) corresponding to
all edges { x, y} where at least one of x and y belongs to p. We claim that R(p) does not
depend on p. By connectivity of E it s11ffices to check the claim for two adjacent paths.
Let xo"' x1 "' ... "';r. and .1:1 "'x2"' ... "' Xs+i be such paths (call them P1 and P2).
If { x, y} is an edge s11ch tha.t x
Xo and y :/; x 1 then the pa.tb y"' xo "' x 1 "' ••• "'Xs+I
is geodetic and by assumption there exists a cycle y"' :llo ,.., ... "' Xs+i "' ••• ,...., Xg-1 = y.
Since this cycle is minimal, we know the distances between vertices on it. Applying
Lemma 6.44, we esta.blish tha.t y - x = Xs+2 - Xs+I· Hence R(p1) Ç R(p2). By
symmetry, it implies the equality.
Now, for a pa.rticula.r path p of length s, the suhgraph induced by the set of vertices
at dista.nce 1 from p is a. disjoint union of cliques. Lemma 6.44 easily implies that
v, u E R(p) are perpendicula.r if a.nd only if the corresponding edges do not belong to the
sa.me clique. It. follows that. L is a sum of la.ttices Am 's and hence L is a sublattices of An
for a. sufficiently Ja.rg<' n. By Lemma 6.:16 we establish that f is an isometrie subgraph
of a halwd cubC'. D

=

Proposition 6.48 Let f /x· a dista11ce-1-egular graph with even geometrie girth g 2'. 6. IJ

r

satisfies the JK:ntngonnl inequality, tlien

Proof. Let g

r

is a do11ble<l Odd gmph or a polygon.

2t and h = l~J. We proceed in 4 steps.

STEP 1. n 1 = 0 and c 1 2, and tlms À = 0.
Suppose tha.t <1.t + Ct 2'. 3. Tlwn W(' can rhoose vertices
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x1, a:2,

Yl, Y2, y3 such that

= d(y1,y3) d(y2,y3) = t, d(yi,x1) = à(y2,x1) = d(y3,x2) = h, d(yi,x2) =
= t, d(y11 Y2) = 2h and d(x2, Yz) E {h, h +1}. Now if we give x1 and x2 weight 1
and y1 , y2 and y3 weight -1 then we see that r does not satisfy the pentagonal inequality.
d(x11x2)
d(y3, xi)

STEP 2. lf t ::::: 4, then r is a polygon.
By step 1, if the diameter of r is t, then r is the polygon. So we may assume that the
diameter is at least t + l. But then c1+1 ;::: 2 and we can choose vertices x 1 , x2, y1, y 2, y3
such that d(xi,x2)
d(yi,y3)
d(y2,y3)
t, d(x1,Y1) d(x11Y2) = d(x2,y3) = h,
d(x2,Y1)
d(x2,Y2) = t h, d(yi,y2)
2h and d(x1,y3)::;: t + 1 h. Now if we give
x1, x2 weight 1 and Y1, y2, y3 weight -1, then we see that r does not satisfy the pentagonal inequality.
STEP 3. lf g equals 6, then r is bipartite.
Suppose that ar :J 0 for minimal r. We can choose vertices

d(x1,x2)

= r, d(xi,y;) = r -

= 2 and

l(i

1,2), d(yi,y2)

x2 and yi, y2 such that
2 and Y1 "'x2. By
z "'y2 , d(yi,z) 2 and

Xi,

= 3, d(xz,Y2) =

r minimal we can find a vertex z with d(xi,z) = 1-,
3. If we give xi, x2, z weight -1 and y1 , Y2 weight 1, then we see that
not satisfy tlle pentagonal inequality.
c3

d( z, x2)

r

does

Step 4. If g equals 6, then r is a doubled Odd graph.
The graph fis bipartite, by step 3, and hence isometrica.Jly embeddable in a hypercube.
So the halved graph is an isometrie distance-regular subgraplt of the halved cube with
Jt ;::: 4. By Theorem 6.40 we get that the ha.lved graph of r is a Jolrnson graph or a halved
cube. HEMMETER [58, 59] found tha.t a Jolrnson gra.ph is only the halved graph of a
doubled Od<l graph and a halved cube is the halved gra.ph of a. dista.nce-regular graph
with Jt = 2.
This completes the proof of the proposition. D
The conchtsion of this subsection is tha.t the distance-regnlar gra.phs with even geometrie
girth and of negative type are exa.ctly the doubled Odd gra.phs and the even polygons.

6.4.3

The geometrie girth is odd

In this subsection we look at the case that the geometrie girth is odd.
Lemma 6.49 Suppose g = 2s + 1 is odd. Suppose also that euery geocletic path of length
s is contained in an induced cycle of length g. Then L(f) is frreducible.
Proof. It suffices to prove tha.t for every two adjacent edges the corresponding roots belong to the sa.me irredudble component. By assumption these two edges are contained in
a cycle C of length g. By Lemma 6.44 and by the minima.lity of C, the roots corresponding to two edges of c·a.t distance s - 1 (maxima!) from each other are not perpendicular.
Clearly, it implies that all the roots corresponding to the edges of C belong to the sa.me
irreducible component. D
By this lemma, in case of odd geometrie girth, L(f) is
The case of A" is covered by Lemma 6.46.

011!'

of the la.ttices A", Dn or En.

Lemma 6.50 Suppose g 2s + 1 is odd. Sttppose also tlwt every geodetic path of length
Dn theu r is an isometrie
s is contained in an induced cycle of length g. lf L(r)
subgmph of a hafoed cube.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.46 we may assume without loss of generality that for some geodetic
path xo "" xi "' ... "" Xt the vector x1 - xo = e1 - e2 and 'ft - x 1_ 1 = e1 + e2. We may
assume that t is taken minimal. If t ::;: s then there is a cycle x 0 ,...., ••• "" x 1 "' ••• "" x 9 =
xo (call it C). By Lemma 6.44, Xs+i - x. is perpendicular to x 1 - x 1_ 1
e1 + e 2 and
non-perpendicular and non-equal to x 1 - Xo =ei - e 2 • Such a root in D" does not exist.
Therefore, t > s. Let now C be a cycle x 0 ,..., ••• "" x 8 "" Ys+i "' ... "' y9
x0 • Since
Ys+l - x. is not perpendicular to ei - e2, it is not perpendicular to e1 + e2, either. Since
d(xi,x,)
d(x1-i.x.) + 1, Lemma 6.44 implies that d(Xt.Ys+i) = d(xt-t.Ys+1), hence,
both these distances are equal to t - s. It follows that the edge {y•+l • Ys+Û lies on a
geodetic path connecting xo and x 1• Hence d(xt. Ys+2) t - s + 1.
Now Ys+2 - Ys+l is not perpendicular to e1 - e2 and, therefore, it is not perpendicular
to ei+ e2. It follows from Lemma 6.44 that d(xt-hYs+2) # t - s + 1 and hence this
dista.nce is equal to t - s. Hence there is a geodetic path p between x 1 and xo which
passes through Xt-1 and Ys+2· Since C has minimal length, p does not pass through x1.
On the other hand, considering x 1 - x 0 , we establish that there is an edge on p, other
than { Xt-1' x 1}, such that the corresponding root has form e1 ± e; for some i. Since it
must be perpendicular to e 1 + e 2 , we obtain that i = 2. This gives a contradiction with
the rninimality of L D

=

We now can summarize.
Theorem 6.51 Eve1·y distance-regulcl1' gmpli r of negative twe with odd geometrie girth,
such tlwt L f: E6, E1 and Es, is an isometrie sttbgmph of a halved cube.

Proof. Directly from Lemmas 6.46, 6.49, 6.50. D
The dimension of the remaining lattices does not exceed 8. From now on we consider
a distance-regular gra.ph r of negative type, such that Jt = 1 and dim L(r) ::; 8. We
estimate the valency a.nd the nmnber of vertices of r and then use the tables of intersection arrays from [19] and various known charade1:izations to finally check that all such
f's have already been listed in Theorem 6.43. Notice that in case when the intersection
array of r is known, we can easily l'XprPss the eigenvaJues of the distance matrix of r via
the eigenvalnes of r itsclf.
Lemma 6.52 The 1•nlency k of r is not gren.ter than dim L ::;: 8.

Proof. Since Jl
1, the neighbourhood of a vertex is a disjoint union of cliques. It is
easy to check tlrn.t the roots corresponding to the edges adjacent to any particular vertex
of r are Jinearly independC"nt. 0
Lemma 6.53 (i) b; S dim L(f) - i.
(ii) IJ À 0 thrn J.: c; ::;: dim L(r) i
<li::; 3.

+!

fo1· all i. Mo1'fo11ci-, 1.:

c; S dim L(r) - i ij

Proof. Let :ro"" J: 1 "' ... ,.., i:; be a geodetic path of length i. Consider the sets of roots
E1 =
xi-1 li
1,"., i}, E2
{x X.lx E f(x;) n f;(:1:0)} and E3 = {x - xilx E
f(xi) n r;+1(xo)}. The ca.rdinalities of these sets are as follows: IE1I
i, IE2I llj and
IE:il b;. Consider first the gen!'ral case. As in the precl'ding lemma, Jl 1 and Lemma
6.44 imply tlrnt tlw roots from E3 are linea.rly independent. Also they are perpendicular
to the roots from ~ 1 , whirh in th<'ir turn are pa.irwÎS(' perpendirnlar. So (i) follows.
Now assulll(' À = 0. WC' put E
~l U E2 U EJ and claim that the dimension of the
span of E is at l<'ast IEi - 1 (dearly, this would irnply the statement of the lemma).

=

=
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Indeed, by Lemma 6.44, every root from E3 is perpendicular to every other root from
E (recall that À = 0). The roots from E 1 (resp. E 2 ) are pairwise perpendicular by the
same Lemma 6.44. Finally, if x E f(xi) n f;(x 0 ) then there exists an s :::; i such that
d(x,xj) = i - j + 1 if s $ j $ i, and i - j if 0 :5 j < s. By Lemma 6.44 we compute
that the inner product of x - x; and Xj - Xj-l is equal to -1 for j = s, and to 0 for all
other j. It mea.ns that E 1 U E 2 falls apart into a collection of pairwise orthogonal subsets
of the form {r} U {r1, ... , rt}, where r E E1 and r1, ... , rt E Ez. Checking the Gram
matrix, we see that t :5 4 and that every such subset spans a subspace of dimension t + 1
if t < 4, and of dimension 4 if t = 4. Since the valency of r is at most 8, there cannot be
two subspaces with t 4. lt means that the total dimension of the span of E is at least
IEi - 1. The second claim of (ii) follows as well. D

Theorem 6.54 If f is a distance-regular graph of negative type, such that µ
dim L :5 8 then f belongs to the list Jrom Theorem 6.43.

= 1 and

Proof. The dista.nce-regular gra.phs of valency 3 were determined by BIGGS, Bos HIER
& SHAWE-TAYLOR [12]. Checking their list, it is easy to establish the claim in this case.
So we may restrict ourselves to the case 4 ::::; k :5 8. If f bas diameter 2 then it is a
strongly regular graph. As we sa.id, these graphs with the distance matrix ha.ving only
one positive eigenvalue are all known a.fter SEJDEL [97], see Theorem 6.17. So we may
assume without loss of generality tha.t the diameter d of r is at. l<'ast 3. By Proposition
6.47, we may also restrict ourselves to the ca.se of odd geom<'trir girth.
We have to handle three cases, namely À
0, À = 1 and r ?: 3, and r
2, where
r
k/(À + 1) is the number of maximal cliques on a vertex of r.

=

CASE 1. Assume À
0. Applying Lemmas 6.52 and 6.53, we easily establish that the
number of vertices of r can never exceed 2090 (the estimate for k:;;:: 5) if d;::: 4, and 302
(the estimate for k 7) if d = 3. It means that we can use tl1e tables from [19, Chapter
14].
This gives us (after checking the conditions from Lemma. 6.53 and the odd girth condition)
the following list of intersection arra.ys for which new graphs may occur:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

{5,4,2; 1, 1,4},
{5,4,3; 1, 1,2},
{6,5, 2; 1, 1,3},
{8,7,5;1,1,4},
{5,4, 1, 1; 1, 1,4,5},
{5,4,3,3;1,l,1,2},

FoN-DER-FLAASS [44] [45] has shown that there are no distance-regular graphs with
intersection arrays ( ii) and ( 1•i). For the remaining intersection arra.ys one can find the
.eigenvalues of the dista.nce matrix, and see that in ea.ch case there exists a second positive
eigenvalue.
CASE 2. Suppose À = 1 and r ?: 3. Then k 6 or 8.
The distance-regular graphs with valency 6 and À = 1 were cla.ssified by HIRAKI, NoMURA & SuzuKJ [60]. The only graph they found with odd geometrie girth is the graph
with intersection array {6, 4, 2, 1; 1, 1, 4, 6}. It is easy to see that the distance matrix of
thls graph bas more than one positive eigenvalue.
Let k = 8. Consider the roots corresponding to the edges incident to one of two adjacent
vertices x and y. If g ?: 6 a.Jl these roots are linearly independent, which contra.diets the
condition dim L :5 8. Hence, g = 5, i.e., a2 > 1. If c3 = 1, then [19, Proposition 4.3.11]
implies that r contains a strongly regular subgraph 6 with parameters k.o. a 2 +1, A.o.

=
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1 and µt:i. = 1. Then a 2 must be a square (cf. [19, Theorem 1.3.1 ]), i.e" a2 = 4. But
Àt:i. = µt:i. = 1 impliés that the valency of ~ is even; a contradictim:i.
Thus, e3 ~ 2. Applying Lemma 6.53 (i) and using a2 > 1 and e3 > 1, we see that the
number of vertices of r does not exceed 3327. Checking the tables from [19, Chapter 14],
we find that there are no distance-regular graphs under our assumptions (k = 8, a1 = 1,
a2 > 1 andµ= 1).
CASE 3. Suppose now r ::::: 2. By [19, Proposition 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.2.16] we find that
must be the line graph of a Moore graph. Since k ::; 8, this Moore graph can only be
the Petersen graph. Now we check the eigenvalues and establish a contradiction. D

r

Theorem 6.55 (SPHECTOROV [100]) IJ r is an isometrie distanee-regular subgraph of
a halved eube with odd geometrie girth g and with valeney at least 3, then r is the
dodeeahedron or the Petersen gmph. D
Remark. The only graphs of Theorem 6.43 tha.t are not isometrie subgraphs of a halved
cube are the Gosset graph, the Schlä.fli graph, the three Cha.ng gra.phs and the Cocktail
Party gra.phs with Jt ~ 7. But these graph are all hypermetric by Theorem 6.9. So all
the graphs of Theorem 6.43 are hypermetric. Maybe it is possible to show this directly.
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Chapter 7

Standard representations
In Section 7.1 we discuss the existence of the standard representations of distance-regular
graphs and develop some theory using ideas of Terwilliger and Godsil. Nain results of
this section are an improvement of Godsil's diameter bound in Theorem 7.17 and a
characterlsation of the cubes in Theorem 7.24.
In the second section we will look a.t distance-regular graphs with ad 0 and discuss a
new feasibility condition for distance-regular graphs with ad = 0. Using this condition
we will show that as a consequence of Theorem 7.12 there do not exist distance-regular
graphs for an infinite family of possible intersection arrays. This section is based on joint
work with C.D. Godsil, [49] ..
In the final Section 7.3 we will classify the distance-regular gra.phs with an eigenvalue
with multiplicity 8 (Theorern 7.33). This is joint work with W.J. Martin.

7.1

General theory

We start by giving the expla.na.tion for the existence of standard representations.

Proposition 7.1 (cf. (19, Propositlon 4.4.1]) Let r be a distance-regular gmph with v
vertices, valency k, and intersection numbers a;, b;, c;, and let() be an eigenvalue of r
with multiplicity m. Then r has a spherical representation in Rm such that

(x,y)

u;

forallx,yEVfwithd(x,y)=i,

where ( u 0 , ui, ... , ud) is the standard sequence corresponding to (), i.e.,

uo=l, u1=fJ/k, c;u1-1+aiu;+b;tt;+i=Ou; (i=l,2, ... ,d-1). 0
For an eigenvalue (J, the representation we have from Proposition 7.1 is called the standard
representation associated to 0. The following proposition gives some simple properties of
this standard representation.

Proposition 7.2 (cf. [19, Proposition 4.4.7]) Let r be a distance-regular gmph with
eigenvalue 0. Let ( u0 , ui, ... , itd) be the standard sequence associa.ted to 0. Then lu;I : : ; 1
/or all i. Furthermore, if îi/ = ±1 /or some l > 0, then one of the following holds.
(i) 0 =k, u; == 1 /or all i.
( ii) 0 = -k, u; = ( -1 )i /or all i, and r is bipartite.
( iii) l d, u; = îid-i for all i and r is antipodal.
(iv) I = d, tt; = -Ud-i /or all i and ris an antipodal 2-cover. 0
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In this chapter we will use x for the label of x in the standard representation corresponding toa given eigenvalue. If Ais set of vertices, we will use A instead of {iï 1 a E A}.
Now we will show a lower bound on the multiplicity of an eigenvalue in a distanceregular graph.
A chordal graph is a graph such that between any two vertices there is a unique induced
path connecting them. In Jl. chordal graph, r, a vertex x is called end vertex if the induced
graph on vr \ {x} is still connected. If the induced graph on vr \ {x} is not connected,
then x is called a cut vertex.

Proposition 7 .3 Let r be a distance-regular graph and let A be an isometrie noncomplete chordal subgraph of r. Define

!VAi,
w
e := the number of end vertices in A.
For an s E RU {oo} define
c8 := the nttmber of maximal cliques of size s + 1 in A,
n 8 := the nttmber of cut verUces of A, lying in at most one maximal clique of size s + 1.
Then /or 9 ::j; k an eigenvalue of r with multiplicity m and s :=

m ?: dim(V A) ?: w - ns -

-.Jn we have

C8 •

Thus, if s is not a positive integer (and in particular if fJ = -1), then m?: e.

Proof. We proceed by induction on w - e, the number of cut vertices of A.
Let x E VA such that the gra.ph IT iuduced by VA\ { x} is discouuected and has at most
one non-complete component, say ll 1 • Let A = VIT 1 U {x} and B = VA\ A. Let W be
the vector space spanned by vectors (ab)beB such that

Labb E {A).
bEB
It is easy to see that dim(V A) dim(A) + IBI - dim(W). For b E B we define Sb such
that Sb + 1 is the size of the maximal clique in A confaining b. Let w E (A) n (B}, say
w = LbeB fJbb = LaeA '"faïi. The inner product (b, w) does not depend on b E B, by the
fact that for alla E A, the dista.nce <l(a,b) does not depend on b EB. For b E B we have
(7.1)

(w,b)

= /1b + U1

L

Let b, f E B, b ::j;

L

/1c + u2

cEB,c~b

fJc·

cEB,C"fb

f. Suppose first that b,... f. From (7.1) we obtain that
f3b

+ tt1/h = fJ1 + u1fJb,
fJ iz k, we have u1 :/:..rand it follows

hecause of (b, w)
(/, w). Since
Suppose now that b 1' f. Again by (7.1) we obtain now
(l-u2)/3b+(tt2-l)fJ1+(1t1-u2}

We just sa.w tha.t b"' c implies fJb

= fJc-

L

fJc+(u2-tt1)

By substitution we obta.in:
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L

tha.t fJb

fJc=O.

= f1J·

It follows that one simple nonzero fJb determines the others ( so dim W $ 1), unless
I+(sb-l)u1-sbu2 = 0,i.e., sb = -bi/(8+1), (since u1 = 8/k and u2 = (8 2-8>.-k)/(kb 1 ))
and in this case dim W $ t, where t is the number of maximal (s + 1)-cliques in~ containing only x as cut vertex.
We have shown that if 8 = ~, then dim(W) $ max{l,t}, where t is the number of
maxim al ( s + 1)-cliques in ~ containing only x as cut vertex, and otherwise dim(W) $ 1.
So with the induction assumption we are done. 0
A corollary of this proposition is the following.
Proposition 7.4 (TERWILLIGER [102]) Let(} be an eigenvalue of a coconnnected distanceregular graph r and suppose () f. ±k. Then 8 f. -1 b1 and hence the multiplicity of()
is at least the number of leaves of an isometrie tree in r.
Proof. By Proposition 7.3 we may assume that ()
-(1 + bt). Dut this means that
u2 = 1 and since fJ f. ±kit follows from Proposition 7.2 that ris complete multipartite.
But that is excluded by the coconnectedness. D
Another consequence of Proposition 7.3 is:
Proposition 7 .5 Let r be a distance-regular graph such that each ecl9e lies in a (À+ 2)clique. Let g be the geometrie girth of r aml let fJ f. ~: be cm eigenvalue of r.

(i) IJ g;?: 4r and()=

-*1, then
;\k(bi:

m

(ii) IJ g 2 4r + 2 and fJ =

-*1

1

1)

2 1 + (À + 1)( b1 - 1)'
tlien

\
b1(À + 2).:\(b} - 1)
m;?:A+l+ (.:\+l)(b1-l) •

( iii) IJ g

2 41· and 8 f.

then
rn

(iv) IJ g 2 4r + 2 and 8

f.

2 k(b1

r-

1

•

.\!i •then
m 2'. (À+ 2)(b1)'.

0

Remark. This proposition generalises a. result of ZHu [114] who obtained 2(m - 1)?: k
for r = 1. It also generalises a result of BANNAI & !To [9]. They showed that if g 2 4r,
then m;?: (k/2)'.
Now we will use the following fact. If A is a basis of a vector space V, then every
v E V can be written in a unique way as a. linear combination of the elements of A. The
following proposition is an easy application of this fact.
Proposition 7 .6 Let l' be a distance-regular graph with eigenvalue 8 of multiplicity m ?:
2. Let A be a subset of vertices such that IAI = dim{ÏÏ). IJ x is a uertex with x E (ÏÏ),
then x is the unique vertex y with d(y, a) d( x, a) for all a E A, unless perhaps when
Ud
1 and d(x,a) 2 d/2 /or alla E A.
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Proof. Assume that there are two vertices x1 and x2 wîth d( xi, a) = d( x2, a) for all
a E A. Then (x1 x2,ä) (x1,ä)-(x2,ä) = u; -u; = 0 if d(xi.a) = i. By the fact that
Xj is a linear combination of the elements in A, it follows tha.t x1
x 2 • So u1 = 1, where
l = d(xi.x 2 ). By m;:::: 2, the propositîon follows. D

=

A spherical t-distance set is a. set S of vectors of length 1 in a Euclidean space V such
that the inner product (x,y) (x,y E S,x # y) takes at most t different values.
Proposition 7. 7 Let V be an Euclidean space and let W be an affine subspace of dimension m, m;::: 1. Let S, S Ç W be a spherical 2-set in V. Then the size of ISI :$ m(m+3)/2
(IJ dirn(W) = 0, then !SI :$ 1.).
Proof. Let U be an m-dimensional subspace of V Ifarallel to W. Let w E W be such
that the inner product (w, s) is less then 1 and does not depend on s E S. If we translate
the set S over the vector -w we find a 2-distance set in U. The so-called absolute bound
of DELSARTE, GOETHALS AND SEIDEL [37] sta.tes that the size of a 2-distance set in a
m-dimensional vector space is at most m( m + 3)/2. D
In [19, Proposition 4.4.8] there are some lîttle errors. The following proposition gives
a. corrected and slightly extended version.
Proposition 7 .8 (cf. [46]) Let r be a coconnected distance-regular graph of valency k
and diameter· d. Let 8 be an eigentmlue off with multiplicity m ~ 3. Then the following
holds.

(i) Jfb;

>

l, then m

> i+ 1,

and

i+2);::::2b;,

(m-i-l)(m

m

~

i+ b.;

.
lb;
m2::i+1+

2

m
(ii) 2ai :$ (m

~ i + 1 + À ~ 1b;

if
if
if

À

= 1 or I' = 1,

À

À

0,

> I'

1 and i ::; 1.

2)(m + 1).

( iii) Ass11me that eitlier r is not an antipodal cover, or r is an antipodal t-cover with
~ 3 and 9 is not an eigenualue of the folded graph. If Cd-i ~ 2, then m > i + 2, and

t

(m -

i - 2)( m + 1 - i) 2::

if

m 2:: i + 1 +Cd-i
if

À

2cd-i,

À=

0,

= 1 or /t = 1.

Proof. (i) IA'-t xo "' x 1 "' ..• ,..., :e 1 be a path of rna.xima.l length such
i = 0,1,2" .. ,t} is an independent. set of vectors and d(x;,Xj)
li il·
sition 7.6 we obta.in b1 = 1. Let b. 2:: 2. If Yo "' Y1 ,..... • • • "" Y• is a
d(Yo.1/s) s, then {Yo,Y1" .. ,y.} is an independent set of vcctors. Let V

=
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that {x; 1
By Propopath with
{x E Rm 1

(x, Y;) = u•+I-i for i = 0, 1, ... , s}. lt is clear that V is an ( m - s - 1)-dimensional affine
space. Let A = r.+i(Yo) n f(y.). Then Ais a spherical 2-distauce set in V. So we can
apply Proposition 7. 7 and get 2b. ::; ( m - s + 2)( m - s 1). If À 0, then Ais a simplex
in an affine subspace of dimension (m - s -1). If µ = 1orÀ=1, the result follows from
Propositions 7.3 and 7.4. The last inequality follows also from these propositions.
i, then we see that the set r; ( x) n f(y) is a spherical 2-distance set in
(ü) If d( x' y)
V = {z 1 (z,Y) = u,,(z,Y) =ui}. Since m > 2 the result follows.
(iii) We only have to show that if ud :/= ±1 and Cd-• ;:::: 2, then the set {x, y0 , yi, ... , y,}
is an independent set of vectors if d(y;, YJ) = li il and d(y;, x) d - i. The rest follows
in the sa.me way as in (i).
By assumption ud :/= ± 1 (cf. Proposition 7 .2). Let x, y be two vertices at mutual distauce
d. Since Ud :/= ±1 the vectors x and y are independent. Let y
Yo "' Yt "" •.. "' Ys
be a maxima! path such that d(y, y.) = s, d(y., x) = d - s and {x, Yo, Jjï, ... , y.} is an
independent set of vectors. Now it follows easily from the Proposition 7.6 that Cd-• = 1.
0

Using bm-1 = 1, GODSIL [46] showed that there are only finitely many coconnected
distauce-regular graphs with an eigenvalue with a given multiplicity.
Theorem 7.9 (GoDSIL [46]) There are only finitely many coconnected distance-regular
graphs with an eigenvalue with a fixed multiplicity m > 2. Any suc/1 graph has diameter
d :'.S 3m -4 and valency k :'.S ~(m l)(m+ 2). IJ À> 0, then d :'.S 2m - 2. IJ À 0, then
k'.S; m. D
Later, in Theorem 7.17, we will improve this diameter bound. First we give an improvement of a result of Terwilliger.
Proposition 7.10 Let r be a distance-regular graph of diameter d :2: 2 with eigenvalues
= 9o > 91 > ... > 9d. Let Li be an induced regular subgmph, say with valency l, of
r such that for all x, y E V Li the distance dr( x, y) is at most 2. Let (} be an eigenvaltte
of r distinct from k and 1J an eigenvalue of Li, where TJ :/= l ij à is connected. Then we

k

have the following inequality.

(7.2)

(9+ k- ai)+ (9+ l)TJ

~

0.

In particular

(7.3)

b1

.

b1

- l - -(Jd-+>
n > - 1 81
- -+-1 '
1 - ., -

=

and equality in (7.2) can occur only for 9
91 or 9
(Jd· Moreover, equality in (7.2)
occurs precisely when there is a vector z :/= 0 orthogonal to the all-one vector j with
Gz O, where G denotes the Gmm matrix for V Li.

Proof. Let 8 be an eigenvalue of r different from k, and let u0 , u 1 , u 2 , ••• , ttd be the
standard sequence associated to 8. We denote the adjacency matrix of à by B. The Gram
matrix G of V Li equals I + u1 B + u 2 (J - I B) and all its eigenvalues are non-negative.
lt follows:
Let q be an eigenva.Jue of B with eigenvector z orthogona.l to the all-one vector j. Then
Gz

= ((1- uz) + (u1 91

uz)11)z,

whence follows that
Using

(7.4)

1- u2 =

(k

(7.5}

IJ)(k - ai +IJ)
kb1
(k - IJ)(l +IJ)
kb1

we deduce inequality (7.2). This holds for all IJ# kof r and all eigenvalues 11 of ti. with
an eigenvector orthogonal to the all-one vector j. In particular, inequality (7.3} follows
by use of lid < -1 and IJ1 ~ 0 and equality in (7.2) can occur only for 9 IJ1 and for
0 = ()d· 0

=

Theorem 7.11 Let r be a distance-regular graph with eigenvalues k Oo > 61 > · · · >
6d. Let A be an induced regular subgmph of r with valency l > 0 such that for all vertices
x, y E VA the distance dr( x, y) is at most 2. Let fJ be an eigenvaltie· of r distinct from
k and let x be the representation of x belonging to 9. Let w be the cardinality of VA.
Define

(w-l
Let

E

1)62 +9(a 1 (1

w)+(k

l)l)+k(b1

w+l+l).

= 1 if t = 0 and E = 0 otherwise.

IJ
w

> :; + dim(V ti.),

then
(i) 9 E { fli, IJd},
( ii) IJ + 1 is an integer dividing bi, or 81
dividing b1,
( iii)

+ 1 and IJd + 1 are conjugale algebraic integers

-1-~
IJ+ 1
is an eigemialue of A with multiplicity w dim(VA} - €, unless -1 - -Î:h = l is the
11alency of A. In that case the number of components of A equals w dim(VA} - € + 1.

Proof. tet tto, Ut. ttz, ... , ttd be the standard sequencè associated to IJ. We denote the
adjacency matrix of A by B. By assumption BjT = ljT. The Gram matrix G of VK
equals I + u1 B + tt 2 ( J - I - B) and a.11 its eigenvalues are non-negative. By evaluating,
we obtain that GjT = 0 is equivalent with t = 0, where j is the all-one vector.
Let U denote the null space of G. By Proposition 7.10, equa.lity holds in (7.2) if and only
if U contains a non-zero vector orthogonal to j and either fJ = 91 or fJ = (Jd· Let W be the
subspace of U orthogonal to j. As U is an eigenspace of G and j an eigenvector we see
that W = ll unless j E lf. In this last case we have dim(W) dim( U)-1. The condition
jE U is equivalent with t = 0. So dim(W) = w - dim{VA) ê > 0. We find that W
is an eigenspace of B with dgenvalue fj for which equality holds in (7.2). Let 11' be an
algebraic conjugate of 11· Then 1{ is an eigenvalue of B with the same multiplicity as 11·
1
1
1
Let ()' satisfy the equation ( 1 + ti' )1J = -k + a 1 - 9 • Then 8 is an algebraic conjugate of
(} and so is an eigenva.Jue of r. Hence if (} is not a.n integer then 01 and (Jd are the zeros
of an quadratic equation over the integers. Dy the fa.et that 11 is an eigeuvalue it is an
a.Jgebraic integer a.nd t]1erefore it follows that IJ+ 1 divides b1. If 11 = l, then also j is an
eigenvector of 11·
So we are done. D
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Example. The dodecahedron has eigenvalues 0 and -2 both with multiplicity 4, and
eigenvalues ±v's with multiplicity 3. Looking at an induced pentagon of the dodecahedron, we see that the case with e 0 occurs with the eigenvalues ±v's, and indeed
81 =v's, 8d = -v's. For the eigenvalues 0 and -2 we have<: = 1 and w = e + dim(V Ll.).
Remark. Probably is it possible to generalise this theorem in the case that the suhgraph
has larger diameter.
Theorem 7.12 (TERWILLIGER [105]) Let r be a distance-regular graph with diam80 > 81 > · · · > 8d with multiplicities 1
eter d ~ 3 and with eigenvalttes k
mo, mi, ••• , md, respectively. IJ dim{r(x )) < k /or some 8; with i ~ 1 and vertex x
(in particular if m; < k ), then
(i) i E { 1, d},
( ii) 8; + 1 is an integer dividing b1 , or 91 + 1 and 8d + 1 are conjugate algebraic integers
dividing bi,
(iii)
bi
-1--8; + 1
is an eigenvalue of the local graph r( x) with multiplicity at least k - m;. IJ

=

-1

~=À
8;+ 1

then the nttmber of components of r( x) is at least k - m; + 1.

Proof. Assume k > dim{f(x)} for some eigenvalue (J and vertex x, and apply now Theorem 7.11 to Ll. = f(x ). The fact tha.t <: = 1 is equivalent with 8 = O. But if (J = 0, then
u 1 0 and so dim(f(x)} :5 m 1, where mis the multiplicity of 8. D

=

In the next section we will see a generalisation of the above theorem.
Now we will give an improvement of the diameter bound. First we need some lemmas and propositions. Using the theory developed by A.A. Ivanov and A.V. Ivanov, cf.
[19, Section 5.9], we find the following proposition.

Proposition 7.13 Let r be a distance-regular graph. Let t be the maximal number with
c1 = 1 and a1 = a1. IJ Cj = 1, then j :5 (k - 1 - a1)t + 1.
Proof. Repeatedly apply [19, Theorem 5.9.9 (i)]. D
Lemma 7.14 Let r be a distance-regular graph with .\ = O and a2 f:. O. Let 9 be an
eigenvalue of multiplicity m è 3 o/ r and let II be an induced pentagon in r. IJ r is not
the dodecahedron, then dim{VII) ~ 4.

Proof. lf dim{Viî} ::;; 3, then by Theorem 7.11 we obtain that
1
-(-1 ±v's)
2

This implies that
8

= b1(l ± v'5) - 1.
2
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The two numbers on the right side of the last equation are algebraic conjugates and this
implies that we may assume that

Since b1
k 1 and 0 < k we find that k $ 4. By Proposition 7.13 we find that
es ;::: 2. Hence a5 0 or bi;= 1, so we have d $ 5 + 2 7 (by [19, Proposition 5.5.7]) or
d < 5 + 5 10. So the number of vertices is bounded by 9.24 = 216. By looking in the
tables of [19, Chapter 14] we find that r must be the dodecahedron. o

=

=

Lemma 7.15 Let r be a distance-regular graph with a 1 = a 2 = 0, a 3 ;:::: 1 andµ = 1.
Let 0 be an eigenvalue of multiplicity m ;::: 3 o/ r and let Il be an induced heptagon in r.
Then dim(VII) ;::: 5.
Proof. We will show that dim(VIl) is either 6 or odd. With the fa.et that dim(VTI} ;::: 4
(b2 ;::: 2) the proposition follows. Let B; be the i-adjacency matrix of Il, i.e. (B;}xy = 1
if d(x, y) i and 0 otherwise. Then B2 = Bt - 2I and B3 J Bi - B1 + [. So the
Gram matrix M of Il, corresponding to the standard representation satisfies:

=

The eigenvalues of B 1 are the three zeroes of x 3 + x 2 2x 1, say TJ1 , 712, 113, all with
multiplicity 2, and 2 with multiplicity L Thus all eigenvalues of M have even multiplidty,
except for the one with eigenvalue j.
Suppose Mj 0. This means 2ua + 2u2 + 2u 1 + 1 0. By evaluating k(k - 1)2(2u3 +
2u2 + 2u1 + 1) = 0, we fi;1d tllat
2(}

3

-

2(k - 1)92

+ (2k2

8k + 4)9 + k(k - l)(k - 3) = 0.

For k ;::: 4 this expression ha.s only one real zero, hence 0 must he integral in this case.
For k = 3 the zeroes are 0, l ± J2. It follows that 0 E Q(J2). If dim(VTI} $ 6, then
it follows from Equation (7.6) that one of the 71; is a zero of a qua.dra.tic equation over
Q( J2). But in Q( J2), the polynomial /(x) x3 +x 2 -2x -1 is irreducihle. This means
that dim(VIT) = 6.
So dim(VIl} is either six or odd. So we are done. D

r be a distnnce-regular graph with eigenva.lue 8 with multiplicity m,
where m ~ d + 1. lf Il is <m isometrie (2t + 1)-gon in f and dim(VIT) ;::: t + 2, then
bm-2
1 or Cm-1 2'.'. 2.
Lemma 7.16 Let

=

Proof. Let V 8 = {x; 1 i E Z21+d in such a way that x; "' x;+l (i E Z21+1). Let
X1 "' x2 "' ... "' Xt+t = Yo "' Y1 "' Y2 "' ••• "' Ys such that d(y., x1) = s + t and take s
maximal such that dim(VIl U {Yï, Y2,." , Y.}) = dim(VIl} + s. (Then 0 ~ s $ m t 2.)
We will show that bs+t 1 or Cs+t+l :::: 2. Suppose not. Let Z1, Z2 E f(y.) u r.+1+i(x1).
If there is an x; such that d(x;, z1) ::j; d(x;, z2), then c.+~+1 ;::: 2. If for all i,j we have
d(yj,Z2), then z1
d(x;,z 1) = d(x;,z2) and <l(y;,z 1)
z2 by Proposition 7.6 so that
bs+t. = 1. D

=

r be a clistance-1-eg1ilar gmph with an eigenualue (J of multiplicity
m 2:: 3. Then /01· the diameter d we luwe d ~ 2m - 1, with eqttality if and only if f is the
dodecahedro11.

Theorem 7.17 Let
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Proof. We rnay suppose that d 2 2m

1 and hence ai = 0 by Theorem 7.9. Since

bm-i = 1 (by Propositiou 7.8), we have Cm
1. Let g be the girth of r. Let t := L~J.
Since m 2 3 we have k 2 3. The distauce-regular graphs with valeucy 3 have been
classified by BIGGS, BOSHIER. & SHAWE-TAYLOR [12] (cf. [19, Theorem 7.5.1]) and by

=

checking them we see that. r must be the dodecahedron. lt has m 3 and diameter 5. So
we may assume that k ;::: 4. The distance-regular graphs with m = 3 are the 5 platonic
solids, cf. GoDSIL [46]. The distance-regular graphs with m 4 have been classified by
ZHU [114], cf. our future Theorem 7.30 (i), and all the graphs have diameter at most
6. So we may assume that m 2: 5. Suppose that t 2: 4. By Proposition 7.5 we have
t S 2logk-i (m/2) +1 and m ;::: k(k -1). Since k 2: 4 and by Proposition 7.13, the largest
number i with c; 1, satisfies i S (k - l)(t - 1) + 1 S 2(k- 1) logk-l (m/2) + 1 <m. So
we fiud Cm 2 2, contradiction. Hence the girth of the graph is at most 7. Since Cm
1
and m ;::: 5, the girth is 5 or 7.
By Lemmas 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 we have bm-2 = 1. Now it follows from [19, Theorem
5.9.9] that Cm+i 2: 2 and hence d $ 2m 2. 0

=

Proposition 7.5 says that if À equals 1, then the valency is at most 2m - 2 if m is
the multiplicity of an eigenvalue. For À equal to 2 we can also show that the valency is
not too big in comparison to m.
Proposition 7.18 Let r be a distance-regular gmph with
eigenvalue (J with m11ltiplicity m ~ 3. Then either

À=

2. k•sume that f has an

k< 3m
- 2 ,
or r is the icosahedron (and m = 3).

Proof. For all vertices x, the local graph induced by r(x) consists of a disjoint union of
cycles. We may suppose that k > m. Let
bi

b:=

9+ 1·

Then (by Theorem 7.12 (iii)) tl1e local graph f(x) ha.s eigenvalue -b- 1 with multiplicity
at least k m. By ,\ = 2 we have 1 b 11 :::; 2. If µ
1, theu by Proposition 7.5 (i)
we obtain m 2 1 + 2k/3. So we may suppose that I' ;:: 2. By Theorem 7.12 we have
(J = (Jd or (J
01 • But then by [19, Theorem 4.4.3] we get b ~ 1 or b :::; -2 or r is the
icosahedron.
Assume that ris not the icosahedron. If bis not irttegral, then by Theorem 7.12 we may
assume that b 2 1 and hence b > 1. But then -1- b < -2, contradictiou. If -1-b ±2,
then f{x) consists of at least k m components with at least 3 vertices and this implies
k ;:: 3{k m). The ouly case we have to do now is the case where b = -2. Then the
local graph r(x) consists of at least (k m)/2 componeuts with at least 6 vertices each.
This implies 6.(k - m)/2 $ k and thus 2k $ 3m. D

=

=

Question. Does there exist a number m(À) such that if m ;?: m(..\), then k $ ~m?
We have m(l) 3, and m(2) = 4.
Now we will look at the case that the valency k 2 2m. We first need the following
lemma.
Lemma 7.19 IJ a is an algebmic integer, but not an integer, then /or all integers a,
there is an algebraic conjugate of a, say (3, with 1/3 - al > 1.
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Proof. The product TI(a; - a) over all algebra.ic conjugates of°' is an integer not zero.
So there must be at least one a; with la; - al ~ 1. So we are done. D
Let r be a distance-regular graph with eigenvalues k
sponding multiplicities 1 = m 0 , m 1 , ••• , md. Define

b+ = _b_i_ and b81+1

= 80 >

81 > · · · > 8d with corre-

= ~.
8d + 1

Proposition 7 .20 Let r be a distance-regular graph with an eigenvalue 8 of multiplic·
ity m ~ 5 and k ~ 2m. Then 8 is an integer, c2 ~ 2, >. ~ 3 and one of the following holds.
(i) m
(ii) m

= md, b- = -t -1, t E Z, t:;::: 1 and tk < >.(m mi, b+ = t - 1, t E Z, t

~ 2 and

tk < (t

2) + tm - 2, and

+ >.)m -

2.

Proof. From Proposition 7.5 and Lemma 7.18 it follows that c2 ~ 2 and>.~ 3.
It is well-known tha.t the eigenvaJues of a. graph are algebraic integers and that if 8 is a.n
eigenvaJue with multiplicity f then all the a.Jgebraic conjuga.tes of 8 are eigenvalues with
multiplicity f.
By Theorem 7.12 the eigenvalue 8 is equal to either 81 or 8d and 8 is an integer, because
is an
otherwise the loca.l graph would have more then k eigenva.lues. Therefore b
integer.
Now we have to consider two cases. First a.ssume that 8 = 8d. Then b- is an integer
and by Theorem 4.4.3 of (19] it is a.t most -2. The loca.l graph ha.s À as eigenvaJue
with multiplicity at least one and -b1 with multiplicity at least k - m. So there
are m - 1 unknown eigenvalues, say 1ri, ... , 11'm-I • The trace of the adjacency matrix
of the local gra.ph is 0, so the sum over all eigenvaJues is 0. We have to show that
L: 1r; > -À( m - 1) + 2. If the 1!'; are not all integral then there is at least one greater
tha.n -À+ 2, by Lemma. 7.19, and we are done. So we may assume that the 11/s are all
integral. If -.\ bas multiplicity e ;:::: 1 then À has multiplicity at least e and

ft:ï

,L1r;~-A+(m

2e)(--X+l)>-À(m-1)+2

(si nee m > 4 ). Otherwise L: 11"; ~ ( m - 1)(-À + 1), which is even la.rger.
Assume now tlmt 8 81 . Then b+ is an integer and by Theorem 4.4.3 of [19] it is at least
1. The local graph has À as eigenvalue with multiplicity at least one and -b+ 1 with
multiplicity at least k m. So there are m - 1 unknown eigenvalues, say 1!'1, ••• , 1r m-1
and we have to show that 1!'; < À( m 1) 2. If the 1!'; are not all integraJ then there is
at least one smaller then À- 2, by Lemma 7.19, and we are done. So we may assume tha.t
the 1r;'s are all integral and have t.o show tha.t there are a.t least three 1!'; not equaJ to À.
But if the loca.I graph ha..'> at least m - 2 components, then, since m > 4, at least one of
them only ha.s two distinct eigenvalues À and -b+ - 1, hence is complete, contradiction.

=

0

r be a dislance-regulnr graph such that eigenvalue 8d has multiplicity
m. IJk;:::: 2m and b- ::::: -2 then one of the following holdS.
(i) Each local graph is the complement of a line gmpli witli k - À+ 1 2m,
(ii) k = 2( À - 1) 28,
(iii) k = 3(-X - 1) 27,
(iv)k=4(-X-l)s 16.

Lemma 7 .21 Let

s

s
s

Proof. Let x be a vertex off. Then U1e complement of the subgra.ph f(x) has smallest
eigenva.lue -2. So we can apµly Theor<'m 6.16 a.nd find the four possibilities, beca.use if
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,\ = 1, then by Proposition 7.5 we find 2m 2 ~k.
If II is the line graph of a graph ~. then the maxima! size of a clique in II is at least
l/2 + 1, where lis the maxima! valency in 11.
lf r( x) is the complement of a line graph then the maxima! size of a coclique in r( x) is
at least (k - ,\ - 1)/2 + L So we find m ;::: (k - ,\ - 1)/2 + 1 (by Proposition 7.4) and
hence k - ,\ + 1 $ 2m. D
Before we give a. chara.cterisa.tion of the cubes we need the following lemina. We denote by C(x,y) the set {z 1 d(x, z) + d(y, z) d(x, y)}.

=

Lemma 7.22 Let r be a coconnected distance-regular graph with eigenvalue with multiplicity m 2: 3. Let t
dim(C(x,y)), where d(x,y) = i. Then bm-t-i $ 1.

Proof. This lemma is a direct consequente of Proposition 7.6. D
Lemma 7 .23 Let r be a coconnected distance-regiilar graph with an induced quadrangle
K 2, 2 and an induced 1(2,1,1 and let 8 be an eigenvalue of r of multi11licity m, m 2: 3.
Then bm-2
1.

Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of a. quadrangle and H the Gram matrix of K 2 ,1 ,1
corresponding to an eigenvalue (J distinct from k. Then at least one of them has full rank.
(Suppose not. Then u2
u 1 and hence (J = -1 and it follows tha.t k
3 and d 2: 2,
contradiction.). It follows now from Lemma 7.22 that bm-2 1. D

=

=

Theorem 7.24 Let r be a distance-regular graph with diameter d 2: 3. Jf r has an
eigenvalue fJ with multiplicity d and C2 2: 2, then f is the icosa/iedmn or a hypercube.

Proof. We ma.y a.ssume that c2 2: 2. By Proposition 7.8 {i) we obta.in c2 $
and so c2 = 2.
There are now two cases, r ha.s induced qua.drangles or not. Suppose that
induced quadrangle. By Theorem 1.2 we have

bd-2

r

$ 2

has an

d<~.
- ,\ +2
By Lemma 7.23 we have that

r

has no induced K2.l,t· By Proposition 7.5 we have
k,\ $ (,\ + l)d.

Combining this two inequalities we get ,\ $ 1. If ,\ 1, then by Propositions 1.9.1 and
5.5.7 of[19] we have k > m, by looking at ad-I + bd-1 + Cd-1· Beca.use the locally gra.ph
has only eigenvalues 1 and -1, we have b+ = 0 orb- -2. By Theorem 4.4.3 of [19] we
see that b- -2. So fJ = -21<. Now looking a.t the Gram matrix of a quadrangle we see
that its rank equa.ls to 4 and it follows from Lemma. 7.22 that d ~ m - 1, contradiction.
So ,\ = O. But then k = m and thus r is a. hypercube.
Suppose now that r has no induced quadra.ngles. But then by Theorem 1.16.3 of [19],
the local gra.ph is a strongly regular graph with µ = 1. If the local gra.ph ha.s 3-claws,
then by Lemma. 7.22 we have dim(C(.?:,y))
4 if d(x,y)
2. So no loca.l graph has
induced 3-claws. By Theorem 1.2.3 of [19] it follows that r is locaJly the pentagon and
so f is the icosahedron. D

=

=

=
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7 .2

On distance-regular graphs with

ad

equal to 0

The main goal of this section is to give better lower bounds on the multiplicity of a.n
eigenvalue in a distance-regular graph with ad = 0.

Lemma 7.25 Let r be a distance-regular graph and(} an eigenvalue of r with multiplicity
m. Let x be a vertex o/r. Let ad= 0. Then m;::: dim{f(x)) +dim(ü-v 1 u,v E fd(x)).

Proof. Let u E r(x) and
orthogonal to vi v2 • D

Vi,V2

E rd(x). Then d(u,vi) = d(u,v2)

=d

1, sou is

As a corollary of Lemma 7.25 and Theorem 7.12 we have the following theorem of GoDSlt

&

HENSEL

(48).

(GODSIL AND HENSEL [48]) Let r be a distance-regular antipodal rcover of diameter d ;::: 2 with eigenvalue (} of multiplicity m, and let u 0 ::/; Ud· Then
m ;::: k + r 2, or (J E {81 , 8d} and either 0 + 1 is an integer dividing bi, or 9i + 1 and
·
(Jd + 1 are conjttgate algebmic integers <lividing b1 •

Theorem 7.26

Proof. Let x E Vf. Hy tbe fact that r is antipodal and uo ::/; ita, the set
forms
au (r 1)-simplex. Therefore dim(y - zly,z E rd(x)) = r - 2. So if m < k + r - 2,
then dim(f(x)) <k. Now the result follows directly from Tbeorem 7.12 and the above
lemma. D
Another corollary is the followiug.

Theorem 7 .27 Let r be a <listance-regular graph with ad 0. Let 0 be an eigenvalue ofr
wit/1 mttltiplicity f. Sttp7>0se that the standard array belonging to 8 satisfies u2 ::/; uo :/=ud.
Then m ;::: k + bd-i - 1 01· (J E {8i, (Jd} and either (J +1 is an integer dividing bi, or Oi +1
and Oa

+ 1 are conjug<1te nlgebmic integers diiliding b1 .

Proof. J,et x, y be vertices off at distance d-1. Let A := f d( x )nr(y ). If a, b E A, a :/= b,
then d( a., b) = 2. Now it is easy to see t.11at dim{ä - b 1 a, b E A)
bd-1 1. The result
follows now directly from Lemma 7.25 and Theorem 7.12. 0
This last theorem rules out the infinite series of feasible intersection arrays for primitive distanre-regular gra.phs of diameter 4
{11(211+1), (p. - 1)(21t+ 1),11 2,11; 1,11,µ(Jt - 1),Jt(2µ + l)},µ;::: 2.
This int<'l'section array lias eigenvaJue 11( 1 + y"2µTI) of multiplicity µ(2µ + 1). It is
straightforward to see that 1 ~:~µ 21'~~ is not an algebraic integer. Using the fact that
the prodm't a.nd the snm of two algehra.k integers are aJgebrak integers, the assumption
2
that i:;~µ µ!~ is an algebra.ic integer implies that µ!l is an algehraic integer, which
is only true for Jt == 1.

Remarks. (i) If distance-regnlar graphs with these arrays existed, then they would
have two P-J>olynomial and two Q-polynomia.J structures.
(ii) On page 2-17 of Brouwer, Cohen and Neumaier, [19], the authors conjecture that
Q-polynomial distance-regnlar graphs have at most two Q-polynomiaJ structures and all
eigcnvalues are integral if th<• diameh•r is greater than or cqual to three, and not four.
The reason U1at diameter 4 wa.<i <'xdud<>d wa.R the a.hove sNi<'s of intersection arrays.
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7.3

Small multiplicities

By Theorem 7.9, for given m ;;:: 3 there are only finitely many distance-regular graphs
-with diameter at least 3 and with a.n eigenvalue of multiplicity m.
For m = 3 those are the five platonic solids. In the first subsection we will discuss the
results of ZHu [113, 114] and MARTIN & ZHU [75]. In the second subsection we will
discuss the algorithm we used for the classification of the distance-regular graphs with
an eigenvalue of multiplicity 8. In the last subsection we shall give the classification of
these graphs.

7.3.1

Multiplicities 4, 5, 6 and 7

Theorem 7 .28 For every integral value of m ~ 3, the following distance-regular graphs
have an eigenvalue with multiplicity m.
(i) The complete graph Km+I• with diameter d 1, v = m + 1 vertices, eigenvalue -1
of multiplicity m and intersection array {m + 1; 1}.
(ii) The complete multipartite gmphs J((m+I)xt• with diameter 2, v = t(m + 1) vertices,
eigenvalue -t with m11ltiplicity m and inte1·section array {tm, t-1; 1, tm}, fort 2, 3, ...
(iii) The complement of the (2 x ( m + 1 ))-grid. It has diameter 3, v = 2( m + 1) vertices,
eigenvalues ±1 of multiplicity m, and intersection array {m, m - 1, l; 1, m - 1, m}.
(iv) The Johnson graphs J(m + l,t), (1 ::; t $ (m + 1)/2) with diameter t, v
(mj 1) vertices, eigenvalue (t l)(m t) - 1 o/ multiplicity m and intersection array
{(m + 1- t)t,(m- t)(t- 1),(m t - l)(t- 2), ... ,(m + 2- 2t); 1,4,9, ... ,t2 }.
(v) The complement of the triangular graph, T(m + 1) = J(m + 1, 2). lt has diameter
2, v
m(m + 1)/2 vertices, eigenvalue 2 - m of multiplicity m and intersection array
{(m-l)(m-2)/2,2(m 3);1,(m 3)(m-2)/2}.
( vi) The m-cubes H( m, 2), with diameter d m, v 2m vertices, eigenvalues ±( m - 2)
and intersection array {m, m - 1" .. , 1; 1, 2" .. , m}.
(vii) The halved m-cubes .6.(m), with diameter d = lTJ, v = 2m-l vertices, eigenvalue
(m- 2J2-m of multiplicity m and intersection array {(m2 - m)/2, ((m 2)2 m)/2, ((m4)2 - m)/2,.", ((m - 2d) 2 m)/2; 1, 6, 15,28, ... , (d(2d- 1))/2}.

=

=

=

=

=

=

If m is an odd integer then also the /ollowing graphs have an eigenvalue of multiplicity m.
(viii) The folded cubes Dm, with diameter (m-1)/2, v = 2m-t uertices, eigenvafoe 2-m
with multiplicity m and intersection array {m, m - 1, ... , m + 1 - d; 1, 2, ... , d}.
If m is an even integer, then also the f ollowing graphs hm•e an eigenvalue of multiplicity m.
(ix) The doubled Odd graph with valency k = (m + 2)/2, DOk, with diameter m + 1,
v = 2(2,.,; 1 ) vertices, eigenvalues ±(k - 1) of nmltiplicity m and intersection array
{k,k- l,k- l,k- 2,k- 2,k- 3" .. , 1, 1; 1, 1,2,2,3" .. ,k - l,k}.
(x) The Odd graphsOk, with valencyk = (m+2)/2, with diameterd = k-l, v (2k;1)
vertices, eigenval11e 1 - k with multiplicity m and intersection array {k, k - 1, k 1, k
2,k-3, ... ;1,1,2,2,3,3, ... }.
The graphs are uniqttely determined by their intersection array, except for the array
{12,5; 1,4}. For this array there are 4 graphs, namely the Jolmson gmph J(8,2) and the
three Chang graphs.

=

Proof. Uniqueness is triviaJ for (i), (ii) and (iii), for the othcr cases see [19, Chapter 9].
The rest is obvious. D
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Lemma 7.29 lff is a connected strongly regular graph with an eigenvalue of multiplicity
m, then also its complement has an eigenvalue of multiplicity m, unless it is a complete
multipartite graph.

Proof. Directly from Theorem 1.4.

D

The next theorem gives a classification of the distance-regular graphs with an eigenvalue
of multiplicity 4, 5, 6 or 7.

Theorem 7 .30 Up to isomorphism, the only distance-regular gmphs with an eigenvalue
of multiplicity m, 4

(i) Form

~

m

~

7 not mentioned in Theorem 7.28 are the following.

4 (ZHU [114]): K4x2 1 K3,3 1 (3 x 3)-grid

= H(2,3),

each of diameter 2,

and

name
The line gra.ph of Petersen gra.pl1
The Pa.ppus graph
The dodecahedron

in tersection array
{4,2,1;1,1,4}
{3,2,2,1;1,1,2,3}
{3,2,l,l,1;1,1,1,2,3}

eigenvalue
±2
0
0,-2

v
15

18
20

Each of these gmphs is uniquely determined by the intersection array.

(ii) For m = 5
diameter 2, and

(MARTIN

& ZHU [75]): Ksx2. J(5, 2), the Petersen gmph, each of

na.me
The icosahedron
The line gra.ph of Petersen gra.ph
The Wells graph
The 3-cover of GQ(2, 2)
(The halved Foster gra.ph)
The dodecahedron
The Desa.rgues' gra.ph

intersection array
{5,2,1;1,2,5}
{4, 2, 1; 1, 1,4}
{5,4,l,l;l,l,4,5}
{6,4,2,1;1,l,4,6}

eigenvalue
-1
±2
-3
-3

v
12
15
32
45

1
±1

20
20

{3,2,l,l,1;1,1,1,2,3}
{3,2,2,1,l;l,1,2,2,3}

Each of these gmphs is uniq11ely determined by the intersection array.
(iii) Form= 6 (MARTIN & Z11u [75)): K6x2, K3x3, K2x4, QR(13) (the Paley graph on
v = 13 vn·tices), 11(2,4) an<l its complement, the Shrikhande graph and its complement,
GQ(2,4), the Scliläfli gmph all of diameter 2, and

name
The Heawood graph
The inddenre graph of 2-(7,4,2)-design
(dist an re 3 gra.ph of the Heawood gravh)
The line graph of the Jleawood graph
(Gl/(2, 1))
H(3,3)
GQ(2,4) minus a sprea.d (two graphs)
The second subconst.it.uent of
Hoffman-Singleton graph
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±'\12

v
14

±v'2

14

-1 ± v'2

21

{6,4,2;1,2,3}

3

{8,6,l;l,3,8}

-4
-1

27
27

intersection array
{3,2,2;1,1,3}
{4,3,2; 1,2,4}
{4,2,2;1,1,2}

{6,5,l;l,l,6}

eigenva.lue

42

intersection array
{4,3,2,1;1,2,3,4}
{3,2,2,1;1,1,2,3}
{3,2,2,l;l,l,l,2}
{4,3,3,1;1,l,3,4}
{10,6,4,1;1,2,6,10}

name
4-cube::: H(4,2)
The Pappus graph
The Coxeter graph
AG(2,4) minus a parallel class of lines
The Conway-Smith graph
(locally Petersen graph)

eigenvalue
0

±v'ä
-1

± .J2
0

-4

v
16
18
28
32
63

Each of these graphs is tmiquely determined by its intersection array, except /or the intersection array {8, 6, 1; 1, 3, 8}. For this intersection array there are exactly two graphs.
7 (MARTIN & ZHU [75]): K1x2, the three Chang graphs and their complements, each of diameter 2, and

(iv) Form

name
3-cover of K 8 , cf. [19, p386]
2-cover of ](14, cf. [19, §§12.5 and 12.7 A]
The Gosset graph
The Coxeter graph

intersection array
{7,4,1;1,2,7}
{13,6, 1: 1,6, 13}
{27,10,1;1,10,27}
{3,2,2,1,l,1,1,2}

eigenvalue
-1

±Jïä
9
-1

± .J2

v
24
28
56
28

Each of these graphs is 1miquely determined by the intersection array. D

7.3.2

Computer-aided search

Fora given multiplidty m, diameter d and valency k, our algorithm iterates through all
possible intersection arrays of gra.phs r satisfying

(i) b; + c;

s k;

(il) k=bo>b1:;::b2:;:: ... :;::bd-1;
(fü) 1 :::

Ct

S C2 S · · · S

(iv) bm-1 ::: Cd-m+l
(v)

:::

Cdj

1;

Cis bd-i (TAYLOR AND

LEVINGSTON

[19, Prop. 4.l.6{ii}]);

(vi) the number k; ::: k;_ 1 b;_tf c; of vertices at distance i from a given vertex must be
an integer;

= 0, then b; Sm - i for i Sm - 1;
k:;:: 2a1 + 3 - c2 ([19, Theorem l.2.3(i)]);

(vii) if a1
(viii)

{be) if d, k:;:: m + 1, then a 1 +1 divides k and k

s m(a 1 + 1)/a1 •

Note that conditions (ii)-(iv) imply that at most 2m 3 para.meters are involved. This
gives a rough upper bound of k< 2m-3 ) on the number of arrays genera.ted.
For each array that we genera.te, we impose the following restrictions:
(a) lf k; is odd, then a; must be even;

+ 1, we have a; + 1 S Ci+m-1;
the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of r (obtainable from the intersection a.rra.y -

(b) for i :S d
( c)

m

[11, pl43]) must be integers;
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cf.

(d) at least one of the computed multiplicities must equal m;
(e) (YosHIZAWA [111], cf. [19, Corollary 5.6.2]) if the girth is at least five and kd < k,
then the graph is antipodal;
These feasibility conditions were chosen by use of a subjective measure of effectiveness
versus computation time. That is, there are quite a few other restrictions which could
be coded here, hut it is feit that the failure rate for these checks (i.e. the number of
non-realisable arrays which fail the condition) does not justify the cost of implementing
them. On this note, we point out that the imposition of condition (c) above involves the
implementation of the QR algorithm for obtaining a basis of eigenvectors for a matrix
(see [52]) and is therefore relatively expensive in computation time yet this restriction on
potential intersection arrays is by far the most effective, being responsible for the great
majority of our exclusions.
Henceforth, we will call an intersection array acceptable if it satisfies the conditions (i)(ix) and (a)-(e) above. Note that this definition is only for the purposes of the present
discussion and differs from the various definitions of "feasible array" found in the literature.

7.3.3

Multiplicity 8

In this subsection we will use the theory developed in Section 7.1 to make the classification of distance-regular graphs with an eigenvalue (} of multiplicity 8 computable for a
computer.

Let r be a distance-regular graph with an eigenvalue (} with multiplicity 8. The diameter is a.t most 14, by Theorem 7.17.

f= 0.
Proposition 7 .31 Let >. f= 0.
(i} IJ the diameter d of r is at least 10,
Now we look a.t the case >.

then k = 6 and>. = 1.
(ii) IJ the diameter d equals 8 or 9, then c3 > 1 unless k = 6 and >.

= 1.

Proof. Ily Theorem 7.9, the number Cd-m+I equals 1. If the diameter is 8 then
by Theorcm 7.24.
If the geometrie girth is at least 6 then by Proposition 7.5 we fincl

(>.
If k = 2( >. + 1), t.hen

+ 2)(k -

c2

= 1,

>. - 1):::; 7(>. + 1).

r

is a. line graph. The clistance-regular line graphs are classifiecl, cf.
Theorem 4.2.16 of [19] and they have all diameter at most 6, unless r is a polygon. So
k 2: 3( >. + 1). Dut then we find that the geometrie girth is at most 5, unless k = 6 and
>. = 1.
If the geometrie girth equals 5 and c3 = 1, then by [19, Proposition 4.3.11] there must be
a strongly regula.r gra.ph ~ with >.( ~) = >., Jt( ~) = 1 and k( ~) = a 2 + 1. The strongly
regular graphs with Jt = 1 and >. f= 0 have at least valency 21. Hence if c3 = 1, then
k = 6 and >. = 1. So wc are clone" D
Proposition 7 .32 IJ the dia met.er of r is at least 6, then the t•alency is at most 16.
Próof. Assume t.ha.t the va.lency is at. least 16 and diameter at least 6. It follows from
Proposition 7.5 and Lemma 7.18 tha.t. >. 2: 3 and Jt 2: 2. By [19, Corollary 1.16.6), f has
at least one induced qua.drangle. Since Theorcm 1.2 we have
d(>.+2)<2k
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or ris a Kmx2, a hypercube, a Johnson graph J(2d,d), a halved cube or the Gosset
graph.c By checking it follows that d(>. + 2) < 2k must be satisfied. Since Proposition
7.20 we have to consider two cases.
'Case 1. () = ()d· Then b- $ -2 and b- is integral. If b- $ -3, then again by Proposition
7.20 we have k < 3>. + 7.. But also we have k > 3(>. + 3). So we get a contradiction. So
b-2. By Lemma 7.21 we get k 16 or k À $ 15. By use of k > 3(À + 3) we find
À = 2, contradiction.

=

=

=

91. Then b+ ~ 1 and integral. By [19, Theorem 4.4.11), b+ f:: 1. So
Case 2. ()
b+ ~ 2. But then by Proposition 7.20 we get 3k < 8À 22. We also have k > 3(À + 2).
It follows that >. $ 1, contradiction. D

+

Theorem 7 .33 Up to isomorphism, the only distance-regular graphs with an eigenvalue
of multiplicity m, m = 8 not mentioned in the Theorem 7.28 are the following.

=

/(4xa, K 5,s, Ksx2 1 (5 x 5)-grid H(2,5) and its complement, QR(17) (the Paley gmph
on v
17 vertices), each of diameter 2, and

name
The line graph of the Hea.wood graph
(GH(2, 1))
3-cover of /(8 , cf. [19, p386]
H(3,3)
GQ(2,4) minus a spread (two gra.phs)
7-cover of K9, cf. (19, p40]
The Coxeter graph
The Wells graph
The Hadamard graph of order 8
AG{2,5) minus a parallel class oflines
H(4,3)

intersection array
{4,2,2; 1, 1,2}

eigenvalue
-2

v
21

{7,4,1;1,2,7}
{6,4,2;1,2,3}
{8, 6, 1; 1, 3,8}
{8,6, 1; 1, 1,8}
{3,2,2,1;1,1,l,2}
{5,4,1,1;1,1,4,5}
{8, 7,4,1;1,4,7,8}
{5,4,4,l;l,1,4,5}
{8,6,4,2;1,2,3,4}

±..fi

24
27
27

-3
-1
-1
2

±JS
±J'S
0
5

63
28
32
32
50
81

Bach of these graphs is uniquely dete1mined by the intersection array, except the intersection array {8, 6, 1; 1, 3, 8}. For tliis intersection array t/1el'e Cire two graphs.

Proof. We checked the following pairs ( d, k ), where dis the diameter, k is the valency,
with the computer, using the conditions for acceptable intersection arrays of the previous
subsection:
d $ 5 and k $ 35.
d = 6, 7 a.nd k $ 16.
d 8,9andk$14.
10 $ d $ 14 and k $ 8.
The computer found the following 36 acceptable arrays for multiplicity 8 a.nd diameter at least 2. For each intersection array we will directly sa.y why the gra.ph does not
exist, when the graph does not exist, and give all the graphs otherwise.

(i) {9t,t- l;l,9t} belonging to Ktx9 (t = 2, ... ). It bas eigenvalue -1 ofmultiplicity 8.
(ii) {5,4; 1,5} belonging to

1(6 ,r,.

It has eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity 8.
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(iii) {8,4; 1, 2} belonging to (5 x 5)-grid. It has eigenvalue 3 of multiplicity 8.

(iv) {8,4; 1,4} belonging to the Paley graph for F(17). It has eigenvalues -1
of multiplicity 8.

± ./ï7

( v) {9, 2; 1, 9} belonging to K4x3· It has eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity 8.

( vi) {14, 1; 1, 14} belonging to K 8 x2 • It has eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity 8.
(v) {14,6; 1,4} belonging to J(9,2). It has eigenvaJue 5 ofmultiplicity 8.
( vi) {16, 6; 1, 12} belonging to the complement of the (5 x 5)-grid. It has eigenvalue
-4 of multiplicity 8.
(vii) {21,10;1,15} belonging to the complement of J(9,2). It has eigenvalue -6 of

multiplicity 8.

> 5 = k2.

(viii) {30,4; 1,24}. The graph does not exist, because a2

6

(ix) {30, 11; 1, 10}. The graph does not exist, because v
for a spherical 2-distance set.

64

> 44, the absolute bound

(x) {33,20;1,22}. The graph does not exist, because v
for a spherical 2-distance set.

64

> 44, the absolute bound

(xi) {4, 2, 2; 1, 1, 2}, belonging to the line gra.ph of the Heawood graph. It has eigenvalue -2 of m11lti1>licity 8.

(xii) {6,4,2; 1,2,3}, belonging to the Hamming graph H(3,3). It has eigenvalue -3
of multiplicity 8.
(xiii) {7,4, 1; 1,2, 7}, belonging to a 3-cover of Ks. It is unique, see [19, p386]. It
has eigenvalues ±J7 of multiplicity 8.
(xiv) {8,4, l; 1, 1,8}. The graph does not exist, since (19, Proposition 4.3.3].
( xv) { 8, 6, 1; 1, 1, 8}, belonging to a 7-cover of K 9. Construction and uniqueness follow from [19, Propositions 1.17.2 and 1.17.3]. It has eigenvalues ±J8 of multiplicity 8.

(xvi) {8,6,l;l,3,8}, belonging toa 3-cover of K 9 • There are two such graphs and
h.oth a.re const.ructed from GQ(2,4) minus a spread, cf. BROUWER [15]. They have
eigenvalue -1 of multiplicity 8.

(xvii) {8, 7, l; 1, 7,8} belonging to the complement of the (2 x 9)-grid. It has eigenvalues ±1 of multiplidty 8.
(xviii) {10,6,6; 1,4,5}. The graph does not exist, since 2a2 = 0
[19, Proposition 5.5.1 (i)].
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< 4

= a 1 + 1, cf.

(xix) {15,8,6; 1,4, 10}. The graph does not exist, since [19, Theorem 4.4.11].

.(xx) {18, 10, 4; 1,4,9}, belonging to J(9, 3). It has eigenvalue 9 of multiplicity 8 .
( xxi) {20, 12, 7; 1, 6, 14}.. The graph does not exist, since 8 is a.n eigenvalue of multiplicity 12, 8 + 1 does not divide b1 12 a.nd Theorem 7.11.

=

( xxii) {30, 22, 12; 1, 6, 24 }. Th graph does not exist, since it does not satisfy the absolute bound of DELSARTE, GOETHALS & SEIDEL [37].
(xxiii) {32, 22, 9; 1, 11,24}. The graph does not exist since Lemma 7.21.
(xxiv) {32, 27, 4; 1, 16,24}. Aga.in the graph does not exist since Lemma 7.21.
(xxv) {3, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 2}, belonging to the Coxeter graph. It has eigenvalue 2 of multiplicity 8.
(xxvi) {5,4,1,1;1,1,4,5}, belonging to the Wells graph. It has eigenvalues ±VS of
multiplicity 8.
(xxvii) {5,4,4,1;1,1,4,5}, belonging to AG(2,5) minus a para.llel class oflines. It has
eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity 8.
(xxviii) {5,4,4,3;1,1,2,2}, belonging to the Odd graph 0 5 • It has eigenvalue -4 of
multiplicity 8.
(xxix) {8,6,3,l;l,2,2,6}. The graph does not exist since 2c3 < 3c2 , cf. [19, Theorem 5.4.1).
(xxx) {8,6,4, 2; 1, 2, 3, 4}, belonging to the Ha.mming graph H(4, 3). It has eigenvalue 5
of multiplicity 8.
(xxxi) {8, 7,4, 1; 1,4, 7,8}, belonging to the Hadamard graph of order 8, cf. [19, p20]. It
has eigenvalues ±VS of multiplicity 8.
(xxxii) {20, 12, 6, 2; 1, 4, 9, 16}, belouging to the Johuson grapb J(9,4). lt has eigen·
value 11 of multiplicity 8.
(xxxiii) {21, 16, 10,6; 1,2, 12, 12}. The graph does not exist siuce it has eigenvalue 11 of
multiplicity 16 and Theorem 7.11. -

(xxxiv) {28,15,6,1;1,6,15,28}, belouging to the halved 8-cube. lt has eigenvalue 14
of multiplicity 8.
(xxxv) {8, 7,6,5,4,3,2,1;1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8}, belonging to the 8-cube. It has eigenvalues ±6 of multiplicity 8.
(xxxvi) {5,4,4,3,3,2,2,l,1;1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5}, belonging to the doubled Odd graph
DOs. 1t has eigenvalues ±4 of multiplicity 8.
0
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Appendix
A.1

Graphs

=

A graph is a pair r
(Vr, Er) consisting of a fini te set vr, the vertex set of r, and a set
Er of 2-subsets of Vr, the edge set of r. This means that our graphs r
(Vr, Er) are
finite, undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Elements of VI' are called vertices or
points, elements of Er are called edges. (Directed graphs, that is, pairs (Vr, Er), where
Er is a subset of vr x vr, will only occur in Chapter 6. In this case a.n element of Er is
ca.lled an are.] Instead of {x,y} we often write xy. Two graphs rand A are isornorphic
if there is a bijection c/>: Vr .... VA such that xy E EI' if and only if <f>(x)cf>(y) E EA; the
map c/> is ca.lled an isomorphism. For r, A two graphs, a map c/> : Vf _, VA, usually denoted by</>: r _... A, is called a graph morphism if xy E Er implies that c/>(x)cf>(y) E EA.
An automorphism of a graph r is an isomorphism between f and r. The group of all
automorphisms is denoted by Aut(r). A subgroup G of Aut(r) is called vertex·transitive
(respectively edge-transitive) if G acts transitively on the vertices of r (respectively on
the edges off). In this case fis also called vertex·transitive (respectively edge-transitive}.
Aflag of a graph is an ordered pair (vertex,edge), and G (or f) is called flag-transitive
when G is transitive on the set of flags, or, equiva.lently, when G is transitive on the
ordered pairs of adjacent vertices. Clearly, flag transitivity implies edge transitivity, hut
the two are not equivalent, not even for regular graphs.

=

A graph r is called empty if Vr = 0. The complement of r (often denoted by I') is
the graph with vertex set Vr and edge set {xy 1 xy ~ Er}. A subgraph A of a graph r is
graph with VA ç;; Vr and EA = Er n (VA x VA). An induced sttbgraph of r (induced
on X) is the graph with vertex set X and whose edges are the edges of r contained in

x.

lf xy is an edge of r, then we will write x "' y and we will sa.y tha.t x and y are adjacent, joined, or that x is a neighbour of y. A path of length i from ;v toy is a sequence
y such that x; # Xj if i c:j; j. Being joined
of vertices x = x 0 "' x 1 "" ••• "'x;_ 1 "' x;
by a path is an equivá.Ience relation on the vertices of r, îts equivalence classes are the
(connected) components of r. If there is only one component, then the graph is called
connected. Remark that the ernpty graph is not connected.

=

Let r be a connected graph. For x, y two vertices of r, the distance between x and
y in r, denoted by dr( x, y) (we usually write d( x, y) if it is clear which graph we mean) is
the length of a shortest path (geodesie) frorn x toy. A subgraph of r, say A, is isometrie
if for any two vertices x, y of A the distance in A is the same as in r. A subgraph of
r, say A, is convex or geodetica.lly closed if for all vertices x and y of A, A contains all
geodesics between x a.nd y. The diameter of r is the ma.ximal dista.nce occurring in r.
lf there are no cycles in r, then r is called a tree. A vertex x of a. tree r is called an end
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vertex (or leaf if the induced graph on vr / {x} is connected. u r is not a tree, then the
girth of r, denoted by g, is the length of a shortest circuit (subgraph of valency 2) in r.
A matching or 1-factor of r is a partition of the vertex set of r in to edges. A µ-graph in
f is the subgraph induced by the set of common neighbours of two vertices at distance
2.

If x is a vertex off, we .write f;(x) for the set of vertices at distance i from x. Instead off 1 ( x) we write f( x ). The graph induced by f( x) is called a local graph. A graph
morphism </> : r ...... Ll is called a local isomorphism if for each vertex x of r, the map </>
restricted to f(x) is an isomorphism of graphs. The graph ris called locally X for some
graph property or class of graphs X when the subgraph induced by f(x) has this property or belongs to this class for all x E Vf (e.g., we talk about locally connected, locally
complete multipartite, locally Petersen, etc.). The valency k( x) of a vertex x is the cardinality off( x ). A graph is regular ( with valency k) if each vertex has the same valency k.
A graph is called complete (or a clique) when any two of its vertices are adjacent. The
complete graph on n vertices is denoted by Kn. A coclique is a graph in which no two
vertices are adjacent. A polygon is a connected graph of valency 2. An n-gon is a polygon
on n vertices. A triangle is a 3-gon, a quadrangle a 4-gon, a pentagon a 5-gon, a hexagon
a 6-gon and a heptagon a 7-gon. A graph fis the disjoint union of graphs r1, f 2 , ••• , rt,
written r = r 1 + r 2 + ... + f 1' if r 1 , r 2 , ••• 'r1 are subgraphs of r such that the vertex
sets of fi partition that of r, and the edge sets of fi partition that of r. The disjoint
union of n graphs isomorphic to a graph f is written a.s nf. A gra.ph is called bipartite
(with (colour) classe.q or parts R and G) if its vertex set can be partitioned into two
cocliques (Rand G). We also will say t11at the vertices of R, respectively Gare coloured
with red, respectively green. We write Km,n for the complete bipartite gra.ph with parts
a.n m-set R and an n-set G, where each red vertex is adjacent to each green vertex. A
r 1 E0 r 2 Ell ... E0 r 1 , jf
graph is the complete union of graphs r 1 , r 2 , ••• 'r1' written r
each fi ( i = 1, 2, ... , t) is a subgraph of r, ea.ch vertex of r lies in exactly one fi and
the edges of r are predsely those of r• and those of the form xy with x, y in different
fi. A complete multipartite groph Km, ,m 2 ,".,m, is the complete union of cocliques of size
mi, m.2, •.• , m. 1; we shaJl write Ktxm for the complete union of t codiques of size m.
(Thus, /i."2 xm is the same as Km,m·) A bipartite graph with parts Rand G, is called
semiregttlar if t.here are constants kR and ka such that ea.ch red vertex has valency kR
and each green vertex valency ka. A gra.ph is called strongly regular when it is regular
and there are c.onstants À, /t such that any two adjacent (non-adjacent) vertices have).
(resp. µ) common neiglibours.

=

Let r be a graph. For vertices x,y of r at distance j, we define kj(x) := lfi(x)I,
ci(x,y):: lfj-1(x) n f(y)I, a1(x,y) := lfj(x) n f(y)j, and b;(x,y) := lf;+i(x) n f(x)I.
We put k(x) = ki(x), À(x,y) = a1(x,y) when x ""' y, and 11(x,y) = c2(x,y) when
d( x, y) 2. In case k( x) does not depend on the vertex x (i.e. when f is regular) we
write k = k(f) k(x). ln case c;(x,y) does not depend on the pair x,y hut only on the
distance d(x, y) i, we say that the numher c; exists. Similarly for the numbers a; and
b;. A connected graph r is called dista1U'e-rrgulai· when the numbers c;, a;, b; exist for
all i $ d wherc dis the diameter of r.

=

=
=

The adjacmcy mat1·ix of a graph r is the {v x 'IJ )-matrix A = A( r) (v = IVfl), indexed hy the vertices of r, whose entries Axy are given by Axy 1 if :i:"' y, and Axy 0
otherwise. The matrix A is symmetrie, A = AT. Consequently the eigenvalues of the

=
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adjacency matrix are real; they are called the eigenvalues of r. If r is regular of valency
k, its adjacency matrix A satisfies the equations AJ
kJ and Aj = kj; in particular
k is an eigenvalue of r. Here, and throughout this booklet, J stands for the matrix all
of whose entries are equal to one (its dimension are usually clear from the context or
specified), andj (sometimes also denoted by 1) denotes the all-one vector.
If we join each pair of vertices at distance 2 in a connected bipa.rtite graph r, we find
two connected graphs, say rR and ra each on one of the two colour classes of r. The
graphs rn and r 0 are called the halved graphs of r.
An antipodal graph is a connected graph r for which the relation of having maximal
distance is an equivalence relation. In this case, the folded graph of r is defined as the
graph f' whose vertices are the equivalence classes, adjacent if their union contains an
edge in r. If, in addition, each vertex x of r has the same valency as its image under
the folding (so that, in particular, d ~ 3), then ris called an antipodal covering graph of
Ï'. (Note that the folding map will be a local isomorphism precisely when D > 3.) If,
rnoreover, all equivalence classes have the sa.me size r, then r is a.Jso called an antipodal
r-cover (double cover if r = 2, triple cover if r = 3) of Î'.

For any graph property Ç we say that a graph r has property co..(i when the complementary graph f satisfies Ç. Thus, r is coconnected whenever fis connected, the
cocornponents of r are the components of a coclique in r is a clique in
etc.

r,

A.2

r,

Designs

A design is an ordered pair (X,B) with point set X and set of blocks B such that B
is set of subsets of X. A block B is incident with a point x if x E B. The incidence
matrix of (X,B) is the (0, 1)-matrix with rows indexed by X and columns by Band the
(x, B)-entry equals 1 when x EB and 0 otherwise.
The point graph of the design (X,B) is the graph whose vertex set is X and in which
two vertices are a.djacent whenever there is a block conta.ining both. The block graph of
(X,B) is the graph with vertex set is Band in which two vertices are adjacent whenever
there is a point which is contained in both. The incidence graph of (X, B) is the bipartite
graph with vertex set X U B and {x, B} is an edge if and only if x E B.
A t-( v, k, A) design is a design (X, B) with IXI
v, IBI = k for each B E B, and such
that for each subset Tof X with JTI t, there are precisely À blocks containing T. Such
a design is a.lso called at-design when v, k, À a.re not explicitly given.

=

=

A finite projective plane of order nis a 2-(n 2 + n + 1, n + 1, 1)-design. A finite affine
plane of order nis a. 2-(n 2 ,n,1)-design. Note that we do not require projective and
affine planes to be Desarguesian (i.e. coordinatised by a. field). Arbitrary projective and
affine plan es of order n are denoted by PG(2, n) and AG(2, n ), respectively. For d > 2,
PG(d,q) will denote the d-dimensional projective space over Fq, i.e., the lattice of subspaces of (d + 1)-dimensiona.J vector space over the field Fq· Simila.rly, AG(d,q) is the
d-dimensional affine space over F q.
A partial linear space is a design ( X, .C) in which the blocks are called lines such that
the lines have size at least 2 and two distinct points are joined by at most one line. A
triangle of ( X, .C) is a clique of the point graph of size 3 which is not contained in a
line. The girth g of (X, .C) is half of the girth of its incidence graph, i.e" g equals tbree
if there is a tria.ngle; otherwise it the minima.! number ~ 4 such that the point graph
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contains a g-gon. The point graph of a partial linear space is usually referred to as its
collinearity graph. and its block graph as the line graph. Every graph f can be viewed
as the collinearity graph of a partial linear space all of whose lines have size two (namely
the edges of r). Thus, line graphs and incidence graph of graphs are defined. (We write
L(f) for the line graph off.) The line graph of K 1 ,n is an n-dique, the line graph of an
n-dique is the triangular graph T( n ), and the line graph of K m,n is the ( m x n )-grid.
If ris a graph such that .À exists and every edge lies in a (.À+ 2)-clique, then ris the
collinearity graph of a partial. linear space ( X, C) where X = vr and C is the set of the
(À+ 2)-cliques. In this case the geometrie girth g off is the girth of the partial linear
space (X,L:); in other words gis the length of a shortest circuit nota triangle.
A generalized 2n-gon is a regular graph of diameter n such that the number À exists, every edge lies in a (À+ 2)-clique and with geometrie girth 2n. In stead of generalized 4-gon
(respectively generalized 6-gon, generalized 8-gon) we write generalized quadrangle (respectively generalized hexagon, generalized octagon). A GQ(s, t) (respectively GH(s, t),
GO( s, t)) is a generalized quadrangle ( respectively generalized hexagon, generalized octagon) with .À= s I,k = s(t + 1). A spread in a generalized 2n-gon is partition of the
vertex set in (À+ 2)-diques.

A.3

Codes

Let Q be a set and n a na.tural number. A code C of length n over the alphabet Q
is a subset of Qn. The code is called binary ( ternary) when Q
F 2 (respectively
Q = F3)· The elements of C are called code words (and those of Qn vectors). The
Hamming distance <lH(u, v) between two code words (vectors) u and v is the number
of coordinate positions where they differ. The minimum distance li(C) of Cis defined
as min du( u, v) for u, v E C, u i= v. Let uow 0 be a distinguished element of Q. The
weight wt( u) of a code word (vector) u is its uumber of nonzero coordinates. The support
of a code word (vector) u is the set {ilu; :fc 0}. The code Cis called e-error-correcting
when li( C) ~ 2e + 1. If C is a code of length n, then a truncation of C is a code of
length n - 1 obtained by deleting a fixed coordinate position; a shortening of C is a
code of Jength n - 1 obtained by deleting a fixed coordina.te position and only retaining
the code words that were 0 at that position. (Thus, a shortening of C is a subcode of
a truncation of C; shortening does not diminish the minimum distance and truncating
preserves cardinality when li( C) > 1. Note tbat in coding theory one often uses 'puncture'
instead of 'truncate'.) Conversely, in case of a binary code C of leugtb n, the extended
code is the code of length n + 1 obtained by a.dding a pority check bit to the words of C,
i.e" adding an extra coordina.t.e so a.s to make the weight even. (Tirns, C is a truncation
of its extension.)
Often one takes for Q a. fini te field F 9 • Then V := Qn has a natura! structure of vector
space over F q ( with a distinguished basis) and we can use vector space concepts. In
particular, C is called linear when it is a linear subspace of V. An [n, k, d] code Cover
Fq is linear su bspace of F~ of dimension k and with minimum distance d.

A.4

Miscellaueous notatiou

N, Z, Q, R and F~ denot.l' tl1e set of na.t.ural numbers, the ring of integers, the field
of rational numbers, the. real fidd and the finite field with q elements (al.so known as
GF(q)), respect.ively. Sn and A" dl'note the symmetrie and alternating gronp on n
symbols, respectively. Z" denotcs the cydic group of order n. For unexplained group
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denotations, maybe [30] will help.
The cardinality (or size) of a set X is denoted by IX I·
The linear span of a set A of vectors is denoted by (A}.
The expressions lxJ and rxl (with x ER) denote the largest integer not larger than x,
and the smallest integer not smaller than x, respectively.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden deelstructuren en Euclidische voorstellingen van afstandsreguliere grafen bestudeerd.
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt een inleiding gegeven.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden voldoende voorwaarden gegeven voor het bestaan van afstandsreguliere deelgrafen in afstandsreguliere grafen. Met behulp hiervan wordt bewezen dat er
geen afstandsreguliere graaf bestaat met doorsnede getallen {7, 6, 6, 5,4, 3; 1, 1, 2,3,4, 7}.
Tevens wordt bewezen dat de doubled Odd grafen de enige afstandsreguliere grafen zijn
waarbij gelijkheid optreedt in een diametergrens van Terwilliger.
In het derde hoofdstuk worden volledig reguliere codes onderzocht. W.J. Martin gaf in
zijn proefschrift een vermoeden met betrekking tot de parameters van een volledig reguliere code in een afstandsreguliere graaf. Dit vermoeden wordt bewezen voor de meeste
klassieke afstandsreguliere grafen. Ook worden enkele tegenvoorbeelden gegeven, zoals
de vijfhoek in een dodecaëder. Ten derde worden de volledig reguliere codes in de BiggsSmith graaf geklassificeerd. Tenslotte wordt er in dit hoofdstuk gekeken naar perfecte
codes met twee verschillende decodeerstralen.
In hoofdstuk 4 worden overdekkingen van Cartesische produkten van grafen bestudeerd.
Hiermee karakteriseren we de Doob grafen.
In het vijfde hoofdstuk worden twee constructies van uniform geodetische grafen gegeven.
Ook wordt er een a.fstandsreguliere graaf met doorsnede getallen {45, 44, 36, 5; 1, 9,40, 45}
gekonstrueerd.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt er gekeken naar de metrische rangorde van grafen. Eerst worden de
wortelgrafen met µ ~ 3 bepaald. Daarna wordt er gekeken naar rijkelijk reguliere wortel
grafen (rijkelijk regulier betekent dat de À enµ bestaan) metµ gelijk aan 2. Tenslotte
worden de afstandsreguliere grafen met een afstandsmatrix met precies één positieve
eigenwaarde geklassificeerd.
In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt er gekeken naar de standaard voorstellingen van afstandsreguliere grafen. Met behulp hiervan wordt er van een oneindige reeks van rijtjes bewezen
dat ze niet als de doorsnede getallen van een afstandsreguliere graaf voorkomen. Ook
worden alle afstandsreguliere grafen bepaald met een eigenwaarde met multipliciteit 8.
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Stellingen
behorende bij bet proefschrift
EUCLIDEAN REPRESENTATIONS AND SUBSTRUCIURES
OF DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
JACKKOOLEN
21september1994

1. Alle a.fstandsreguliere grafen met valentie 4 zijn bekend.
2. Vermoedelijk zijn er maar eindig veel afstandsreguliere grafen met valentie 5.
3. Definieer voor een afstandsreguliere graaf r
li :=
m; :=

Hilc; = i}I
Hilbi = i}I.

Proposition 2.3 va.Il dit proefschrift suggereert dat voor alle i de ongelijkheden m;
en l; l1 gelden.

s

s1

1

4. Een afstandsreguliere graaf met doorsnede getallen

met 12:: 2 en 1 $ r $ 21 2 ,is lokaal een sterk reguliere graaf met parameters (1 2 (1+2),l(l+
1), l, l). In het bijzonder geldt: r 2:: l + 1.
5. Vermoedelijk kan met stelling 4 bewezen worden dat er precies één afstandsreguliere graaf bestaat met doorsnede getallen {45, 32, 12, 1; 1, 6,32,45}.
6. Het feit dat in sommige landen een helm dragen op een fiets verplicht is of zal
worden, terwijl het dragen van licht niet verplicht is, getuigt van een negatieve houding
ten opzichte van de fietser.
7. Het niet uitspreken van de "oi" als een "oo" in bijvoorbeeld Oisterwijk duidt op
onvolledige kennis van de oud-Nederlandse gewoonten in de geschreven taal.
8. Omdat sinds 1900 de gemiddelde lengte van de mens met ongeveer 10 procent is
toegenomen, zou men de maten, wals de hoogte van het net en de grootte van een doel,
met 10 procent moeten vergroten in sporten als tennis en voetbal.

9.

Onderkoeling is een onderschat risico bij het beoefenen van watersporten, zoals wildwaterkanoën.

10. Iedereen kan leren eskimoteren.
11. Een bewijs met een computer is meestal betrouwbaarder dan een lang en ingewikkeld
bewijs zonder computer.
12. De huidige 1 problemen om een kabinet te formeren geven aan dat het in Nederland
gehanteerde kiesstelsel niet bestand is tegen grote verschuivingen in het stemgedrag.
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